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     Electronic microchips have now firmly plateaued in switching speed. A promising 

solution for increasing performance on unparallelizable tasks is to switch digital data 

purely in the optical domain on a photonic chip, as all-optical switching can reach up to 

terahertz speeds and beyond. Because ultrafast optical effects are weak phenomena, 

materials with extremely high nonlinear sensitivity must be developed, and very high 

optical intensities and coupling efficiencies are required to adequately switch data 

streams of light. In this thesis, unique all-optical platforms, waveguides, fiber-waveguide 

grating couplers, and an ultrafast optical switch were experimentally demonstrated as 

proofs-of-concept for the validity of densely integrated all-optical switches.

Two horizontal slot waveguiding structures were designed and fabricated from 

scratch: a multiple horizontal slot waveguide with polycrystalline silicon sandwiching 

third-order nonlinear slots and a nonlinear cover-cladding with slot-like behavior over a 

thin crystalline silicon waveguide. Perfectly vertical grating couplers were then designed 

from a novel genetic algorithm, fabricated, and experimentally tested for both platforms 

with two promising nonlinear materials: silicon nanocrystals or a supra-molecular 

assembly, DDMEBT. Vertical grating couplers in the multiple horizontal slot waveguide 
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achieved a theoretical coupling efficiency of 63% and an experimental coupling 

efficiency of 60%, which is the highest coupling efficiency into nonlinear slot 

waveguides to date. Vertical grating couplers for the cover-slot waveguide experimentally 

demonstrated a coupling efficiency of 38% and an extrapolated 1 dB bandwidth of 66 

nm, the largest grating-coupled 1 dB bandwidth obtained for slot waveguides to date.

A grating coupler was then designed to be included as one of two grating reflectors 

in a nonlinear resonator switch. Coupled mode theory and vectorial eigenmode 

propagation simulations were used to optimally design the grating coupler/resonator 

device, resulting in a record low footprint of 710 μm2 per combined switch and fiber 

coupler device.  The third-order nonlinear molecular material, DDMEBT, was, for the 

first time, successfully spun onto pre-patterned silicon-on-insulator chips with repeatable, 

defect-free results. Extremely sensitive experimental autocorrelation of the resonator's 

impulse response yielded output pulse durations as low as 600 femtoseconds. At high 

power and low pulse repetition rates, the switch's resonances redshifted by 4 nm with 4 

dB of switching contrast, revealing an ultrafast Kerr effect which matched previous 

works. The resonator switch is therefore capable of modulating a single optical carrier 

frequency at 1 THz and switching an optical data stream at 500 GHz.  These are the 

fastest switching speeds demonstrated by an integrated all-optical switch and validate the 

proof-of-concept needed for a future of densely integrated all-optical processing.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

1.1  The End of Speed?
The electronics industry's meteoric rise since the invention of the transistor in 1947 

has culminated in the widespread production and use of the most sophisticated artificial 

object in the known universe: the microprocessor. Every occupation or pursuit of our 

species is now inextricably dependent upon quintillions of electronic switches that are 

each hundreds of atoms in size and switch picocurrents on and off billions of times per 

second. The resulting information age has spawned a time where staggering amounts of 

information are literally at everyone's fingertips. Billions of humans are now tightly 

interconnected in a web of information and information processing that was 

inconceivable only a generation ago. Thanks to this transformation, an African child 

today now has access to more knowledge and information than the President of the 

United States had 15 years ago.  Despite all of the existential challenges now facing our 

species, computational power has increased at such a rate that our latest supercomputers 

are now able to tease apart the inner-workings of climate change, all molecular 

interactions taking place within a cancer cell, the economic-socio-political dynamics of 

entire regions through social analysis, and even dissect, understand, and simulate the 

entire operation of mammalian brains. These advances follow such a powerful trend of 

exponential gains over time, that it has led prominent researchers and forecasters to 

predict that information technology will solve virtually all of our current problems, 

including death itself, by 2040 [1].
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Despite these euphoric predictions, electronic microprocessors have encountered 

what is now coined a “brick wall,” as transistors now have become so small that they can 

not dissipate the heat they generate, and scaling electronic chips to even faster speeds 

would exceed the energy density of a rocket nozzle. To this end, prominent chip 

architects have come forward with data stating that the electronic microprocessor's 

performance has already reached a tangible plateau, as shown in figure 1 below.

Figure 1.  Saturating CPU clock speed and performance despite increasing transistor 
counts [2].
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The electronic microprocessor industry has responded to this “brick wall” by fixing 

operating speeds to a few billion cycles per second and instead increasing the number of 

transistors per chip by copying the processor circuitry multiple times per single die 

(which is commonly known as the “multi-core” movement). While this new direction has 

yielded performance gains in specific tasks that can easily be done in parallel (such as 

graphical rendering), the speed in performing a single computational task is no longer 

increasing with new microprocessor generations. In fact, due to the increased intra-chip 

communication load introduced with multiple cores, the overhead of executing a single 

computational task has increased, which has decreased single-task execution speed in 

recent years. This disturbing trend was presented by Advanced Micro Devices in 2011 

and is given in figure 2.

Figure 2.  Single-threaded performance of electronic microprocessors over time [3].
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A large majority of computational tasks written in computer programs cannot be 

divided into smaller tasks that neatly execute in parallel on several processor cores. (For 

example, Javascript, AutoCAD, and the latest Oracle processor are all purely single 

threaded despite the multi-core movement)  Whether the task is calling a register, 

executing a table look-up, performing a math operation, or routing a bit from point A to 

point B, computer programmers are already behaving as if the days of ever increasing 

computational speed are behind them [2], and as a consequence, even previously 

optimistic supercomputing experts are predicting significant stagnation of computational 

power in their field as well [4].

1.2  Light at the end of the tunnel
Electronic transistors move or halt fermions (electrons) in order to process data. 

Moving massive objects through a semiconductor crystal lattice produces heat and 

requires more operating energy if the electron must halt or pass through the transistor at 

ever increasing speeds. However, optical transistors move bosons, namely photons, in 

order to process data. Since photons have no mass, heat is not necessarily generated as 

photons pass through. In addition, photons are the physical manifestation of an electronic 

transition between energy levels, and such transitions are certainly the fastest events ever 

created by humans to date [5]. Thus, photons may be passed or halted on similar 

timescales, allowing for optical transistors to theoretically operate beyond one quintillion 

operations per second, or 1,000,000 times faster than today's electronic transistors [6].
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Although optical transistors have a massive advantage in operating speed, electronic 

transistors have the inherent advantage in computational density per unit volume. The 

wave nature of these fundamental particles dictates the fundamental size limit of a single 

device, as a particle requires at least one half-wavelength of space in order to exist in real 

space. (Certain quantum computations do not necessarily hold this condition, but such is 

beyond the scope of this thesis) To wit, the Compton wavelength of an electron at rest is 

2 picometers (two trillionths of a meter) while the wavelength of photons commonly used 

for data processing is approximately 1 to 2 micrometers or 1,000,000 times larger than an 

electron's size. Thus, it is no surprise that in the age of miniaturized semiconductor 

fabrication that electronic transistors won the initial race for supremacy, as millions to 

billions of switches now exist on a single chip. However, as shown above, data 

parallelism for many computational tasks are running out of headroom, and speed has 

become an increasingly important factor, as few computational tasks can be efficiently 

distributed across billions of slow switches. If single-threaded computational tasks could 

instead be performed on thousands to millions of switches operating hundreds to 

thousands of times faster, then humanity could benefit from yet another tremendous boost 

in productivity and analytical capability afforded by increased computational speed.
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1.3  Integrated Photonic Circuits
In order to create a photonic microprocessor that competes with, supplants, or 

coexists with the dominant (but stagnant) electronic silicon microprocessor, a sufficient 

number of photonic transistors must exist within a single package that computer 

programmers can use to solve arbitrary tasks, and such a number historically ranges from 

thousands to millions of switches per chip. This goal may be accomplished by leveraging 

the semiconductor fabrication industry, which is now capable of defining nanoscopic 

features over an entire square centimeter of material, as long as the materials used are 

appropriate for espousing the densest, most efficient, and quickest photonic switches.

Silicon is the standard base material of today's semiconductor manufacturing due to 

the tremendous past success of the electronic microprocessor. Silicon itself is not the 

ideal material for neither electronics nor photonics, but its success over other materials 

can be reduced to one word: purity. Through repeated high temperature melting and 

specific condensation through tricholorosilane, silicon is now by far the purest material 

that humans can produce, with impurities comprising as little as 0.00000001% of the 

material. For electronics, this purity ensures electrons will not relax into defect electronic 

states nor gain energy from a scattering event, which can degrade or even halt the 

performance of an electronic transistor. In photonics, this purity yields similar results, as 

photons efficiently scatter from or are absorbed by impurities within a material, which 

both cause undesirable loss of light that can impair photonic switches. Conversely, silicon 

has a lower electronic mobility and weaker optical effects than other materials (which 

will be discussed in the next chapter). However, because of silicon's extreme purity, other 
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materials are doped into, alloyed with, or deposited on top of the silicon base in the 

electronics industry in order to enhance performance, and these approaches may also be 

borrowed in the nascent semiconductor photonics industry. Lastly, because of the 

economies of scale enjoyed by the now massive electronics industry, any semiconductor 

fabrication process involving silicon enjoys the lowest per unit cost of any mass-

manufacturable,  nanotechnology material.

Silicon photonics has very recently become a field of increasing excitement, as the 

aforementioned manufacturing advantages have allowed countless research groups and 

companies to create hundreds to thousands of photonic devices on a silicon chip. This 

thesis aims to experimentally investigate whether this burgeoning silicon photonics 

platform can adequately house the photonic microprocessor of the future. 

In chapter 2, the physical mechanism for photonic switching is explicated, and then 

several optical materials are investigated for their suitability in performing densely 

integrated photonic switching. In chapter 3, optimal waveguiding structures for housing 

and maximally exploiting particular optical switching materials are investigated. In 

chapter 4, the very nontrivial issue of coupling light into and out of a small 

semiconductor chip using the waveguides from chapter 3 is addressed by creating fiber-

to-grating-to-waveguide coupler designs that are suitable for the various all-optical 

silicon platforms. In chapter 5, theoretically investigating and designing resonant 

structures which provide the requisite switching mechanism for all-optical circuits is 

precisely simulated using the relatively new strongly coupled mode theory.  In chapter 6, 

the fabrication of silicon nanocrystalline all-optical platforms is explicated.  In chapter 7, 
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the fabrication dynamics of spinning-on an optically active nonlinear organic film over 

the standard silicon-on-insulator platform is covered. In chapter 8, the optical setups, 

experiments, and results involving coupling light to and from single mode fibers to 

waveguides via grating couplers are presented.  In chapter 9, the speed and fidelity of all-

optical resonator switches made of nonlinear organic molecules and silicon are tested 

with autocorrelation and spectral analysis.  In chapter 10, the low-hanging fruit of 

immediate future work involving more efficient and faster switches with resonantly 

enhanced vertical slot waveguide-based nonlinear organic films is briefly outlined.  

Chapter 11 concludes the work in this report, followed by the Appendix, References, and 

Vita.
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Chapter 2 – Active Optical Materials

2.1  All-Optical Switching Mechanisms
Optical switching occurs when a light stream is rerouted via an input signal, which 

results in the presence or absence of light at the output port of a switch.  Various 

mechano-optic, thermo-optic, acousto-optic, and electro-optic mechanisms exist to switch 

a light stream on and off, but none of these mechanisms hold the potential to switch at 

terahertz or petahertz speeds, and photonic circuits hold no advantage over electronic 

circuits if their speed advantage is not utilized. As such, this proposal will solely focus 

upon intrinsically fast all-optical switching mechanisms, where light signals can switch 

other light streams on and off. Finally, it is important to note that optical materials 

extinguish or re-route light through constructive/destructive interference, which is done 

by dynamically altering their refractive indices. Therefore, one must focus on materials 

and mechanisms with indices of refraction that are strongly and quickly affected by 

incoming light.

2.1.1  Free Carrier Absorption and Free Carrier  
Dispersion

In the first all-optical mechanism, free carriers within a material where light is 

propagating absorb an incoming photon and become excited through an intraband 

transition.  When a sufficient number of carriers are excited in this fashion, the effective 

bandgap of the material increases, which moves the operating light wavelength further 
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away in frequency from the material's primary absorbing frequency (the bandgap), 

thereby lowering the index of refraction within the waveguide. This effect can be most 

heavily exploited in materials that are heavily doped or have a large number of electronic 

defect states, as they possess a large number of free carriers to excite. However, two 

potential drawbacks for this mechanism are: 1) absorption is required, which necessarily 

means a significant amount of light is lost and 2) because electrons must relax from their 

excited state before being re-excited, the speed of this mechanism is largely dominated by 

the material's electron relaxation time.

2.1.2  Two Photon Absorption
Two photon absorption arises when two photons arrive at an electron at the same 

time, and the electron absorbs the combined energy from two photons to become excited 

via an inter-band transition that is usually the bandgap. This effect is similar to free 

carrier absorption, but since two photons are required, the process is nonlinearly 

dependent upon the light intensity within the material. As with free carrier dispersion, the 

effective bandgap of the material increases after two photon absorption, which lowers the 

material's refractive index. An excited carrier from two photon absorption must relax 

back to its ground state in a different electronic band before another switching action can 

occur, and thus, this relaxation time sets an upper bound to the maximum switching speed 

possible with this mechanism. Moreover, two photon absorption by its very nature is a 

lossy mechanism that can attenuate a significant amount of incoming light, as energy is 

lost by exciting/relaxing electrons within the material.
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2.1.3  The Kerr Effect
In the final mechanism under consideration, the polarization of the electric field 

within any material is nonlinear with respect to the intensity of light propagating within 

it. More specifically, the third order effect of a material's polarization depends directly 

upon the intensity of incident light. Because a material's polarization is directly related to 

its refractive index, this is equivalent to stating any material's refractive index changes by 

a constant multiplied by the incoming light intensity, and that constant is known as the 

Kerr coefficient. 

In the most practical case where a material is transparent to incoming light, real 

electronic transitions do not match the photon's energy, meaning light cannot be 

absorbed, or the material's electric field may not distort due to energy conversation. 

However, when considering quantum mechanics, a photon may make a virtual transition 

where the energy difference between the photon and the allowed transition is blurred by 

occurring over a short time scale. So long as additional photons arrive in time to bridge 

the gap from a virtual to a real transition, the multiple photon interaction may complete 

and amount to a real transition and/or electric-field distortion within the material [7]. 

Because these virtual transitions typically contain over 0.1 eV of energy, use of the 

Mandelshtam-Tamm energy-time quantum uncertainty relation yields Kerr mechanism 

timescales that are shorter than 6 femtoseconds. Because the Kerr effect utilizes such a 

fast optical effect, virtually all literature in nonlinear optics treats the effect as an 

instantaneous or infinitely fast effect. Considering how most real electronic transitions, 

including the free carrier effect mentioned above, take tens of picoseconds to 
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nanoseconds to occur, this approximation is understandable for the time being. 

Furthermore, because the transition required for the Kerr effect usually requires multiple 

photons to spatially encounter the same electronic state in the span of hundreds of 

attoseconds, it is intuitively understandable why the amount of Kerr-induced refractive 

index change is directly proportional to light intensity. Finally, it is important to note that 

the Kerr effect itself does not depend upon nor require any loss mechanism to operate, 

although such high intensities could potentially espouse two photon absorption in a 

material with a sufficiently low bandgap or transition energy.

The Kerr effect draws upon virtual electronic transitions to create a refractive index 

change capable of switching light, while two photon absorption and free carrier 

absorption rely upon exciting entire electrons. This inherently makes the absorption based 

mechanisms stronger effects that absorb more light and are slower by four to six orders of 

magnitude than the Kerr effect.
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2.2  All-Optical Materials
All materials likely contain some measurable nonlinear, intensity dependent optical 

effect, including vacuum itself. However, materials that are easily integrable into a 

photonic chip are of the most immediate interest. A large swath of the Kerr and two 

photon absorption characteristics of the most commonly pursued materials are given 

below in table 1.

Table 1.  Kerr and two photon absorption coefficients for recently investigated, densely 
fabricatable materials. Reported coefficients are the largest values found in the literature 
for each given material. Carrier lifetimes generated in this table are largely dominated by 
surface recombination rates, which are dependent on the material's total size and surface 
area. Carrier lifetimes denoted by "nC" (nanocavity) refer to measurements in photonic 
microcavities that are approximately half a wavelength in volume when the operating 
wavelength is 1550nm, indicating that lifetimes may not shorten further unless very small 
structures approaching the Bohr radius, such as nanocrystals, are used.

Ultimately, while the TPA and FCA mechanisms within optical materials are strong 

enough to manifest efficient optical switching, their slow carrier lifetimes of >50 ps 

prevent such mechanisms from being the photonic switch of the future. Although the Kerr 

effect is a weaker phenomenon that generally requires higher optical intensities, its 
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potential switching speed is almost immeasurably higher, as mentioned in previous 

sections. Recent work in silicon nanocrystals have possessed the highest Kerr coefficient 

of any integrable photonic material [8, 9, 10, & 22]. Furthermore, silicon nanocrystals are 

already routinely used as a charge-holding layer in the ubiquitous flash-based NAND 

circuits, ensuring its continued use within a large number of CMOS-compatible 

electronic fabrication facilities for the foreseeable future.

Despite the remarkably strong Kerr effect found in sufficiently small silicon 

nanocrystals, its two photon absorption coefficient is also quite large, even in excess of 

bulk silicon. Because a crystalline material's dispersion is significantly altered if 

sufficient electrons are excited from two photon absorption(the effective bandgap 

expands), the material's index of refraction is inversely proportional to the optical 

intensity.  Conversely, the Kerr effect's index change is directly proportional to the optical 

intensity, making these two sister effects in direct opposition of one another.  Because 

two photon absorption is also responsible for optical loss in a system that is intensity 

dependent, it is unsurprising that the accepted figure of merit (FOM) for nonlinear optical 

materials mathematically attempts to suppress two photon absorption:

                  FOM=
n2
βλ                      (1)

Here, n2 is the material's nonlinear Kerr coefficient (cm2/W), β is the material's coefficient 

of two photon absorption (cm/W), λ is the wavelength of light of interest measured in 

vacuum, and FOM is the accepted figure of merit for nonlinear materials [23]. If the 

original assumptions of equation 1 are examined and one determines that the optical 
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device's length will scale proportionally to the operating wavelength, then the vacuum 

wavelength may be removed from consideration in equation 1, as is done in this work by 

setting the operating wavelength to the optical C-band centered at 1550 nm.

Although materials with impressively large Kerr coefficients have been 

recently developed with silicon nanocrystalline materials (2.5x10-11 cm2/W), the highest 

FOM obtained for silicon nanocrystals is currently 8 [8]. In order to obtain a much higher 

fidelity switch, a material with a negligible two-photon absorption is desirable. Organic 

polymers such as poly(2,4-hexadiyne-1,6-diol di-p-toluenesulfonate) (PTS) have 

historically held this promise, for its non-resonant nonlinear index of refraction can be as 

high as 2x10-12 cm2/W under 1600 nm light [24]. While the two-photon absorption of PTS 

can also be as low as 0.1 cm/GW, it suffers from extreme fabrication challenges, as the 

magnitude (and even the sign) of its nonlinearity is highly dependent upon local 

crystallinity, and the polymerization process contracts the unit cell by 5%, creating a 

substantial number of film-borne defects [25]. Futhermore, PTS is highly anisotropic, for 

it only manifests a third-order nonlinearity with TE polarized devices on silicon 

substrates, which is incompatible with the TM polarized devices developed in this thesis 

[26]. More recently, substituted polyacetylene polymers have been developed which hold 

a similar non-resonant nonlinear index of refraction of 1x10-12 cm2/W, but its bulk 

propagation loss is ~30 dB/cm due to impurities and high roughness, and its two-photon 

absorption is extremely high at 67 cm/GW [27].

In another recent body of work, an isotropic, purely amorphous, supramolecular 

organic compound, DDMEBT, was formulated with a non-resonant nonlinear index of 
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refraction of 1.7x10-13 cm2/W and negligible two-photon absorption at 

telecommunications wavelengths since it is transparent above 700 nm. Because of the 

purely amorphous nature of DDMEBT, repeatably high optical-quality films can be 

routinely made with no appreciable surface roughness, as its bulk propagation loss is 

lower than 1 dB/cm [15, 28]. DDMEBT's amorphous molecular nature ensures that it is 

optically isotropic, allowing for any polarization to be utilized with equal effectiveness. It 

is also important to note that per equation 1, the combination of a high n2 and neglible β 

makes this material's FOM extremely high. Because of these important material 

advantages, DDMEBT is utilized as the third-order nonlinear material in this thesis.

Two photon absorption may degrade the operation of a Kerr switch, but it may only 

do so if its excited carriers relax quickly enough before another switching event occurs.  

In the case of silicon nanocrystals, excited carriers may relax as soon as 5 picoseconds 

after their excitation due to their extremely fast surface recombination times in very small 

nanocrystals.  This timeframe requires that silicon nanocrystalline Kerr switches that do 

not suffer from the competing effects of two photon absorption must operate in excess of 

200 GHz switching speeds.  Once such a speed is obtained, carrier excitation will 

saturate, leaving only the Kerr effect to alter a switch's index of refraction. While optical 

switches of the future will likely surpass these switching speeds (as demonstrated in 

chapter 9), Kerr-based nonlinear materials that do not suffer from two photon absorption 

must also be enabled for the short term future to provide a bridge for the long-term future 

of eventually mass-producing silicon nanocrystalline based switches.

To this end, the feasibility of integrating both silicon nanocrystals and the third-
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order nonlinear molecule DDMEBT into several nonlinear platforms will be investigated. 

While these active optical media have been selected, their operating mechanism, the Kerr 

effect, is still a relatively weak phenomenon. Thus, all possible efforts must be made to 

enhance the optical intensity experienced by the optically active material. To achieve this 

enhancement, the most ideal waveguiding structures will be explored in the next chapter.
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Chapter 3 – Slot Waveguides

3.1  Vertical Slot Waveguides
In order to maximize the index change experienced by an active optical material 

(and thereby maximize the power efficiency of a photonic switch), the incident light must 

be compressed into the smallest possible area. Nominally, light is not compressible into 

an area smaller than half of its wavelength within a given material, which is known as the 

diffraction limit.  However, if one examines the simple form of Gauss's law, D = εE, one 

finds that the electric field may experience a discontinuity at material discontinuities that 

are perpendicular to the electric field vector. By exploiting this fact, one may sandwich a 

low index material between two high index materials, which, in order to conserve the D 

field across the double-interface, the perpendicular electric field within the low index 

material will be significantly higher than the electric field inside the high index materials. 

With this approach, the low index region may be approximately an order of magnitude 

thinner than the smallest optical waveguide comprised of solely high index material. In a 

work in 2004, this idea was coined the “slot waveguide” and was demonstrated with 

silicon and silicon-dioxide, the most common high and low index materials used within 

silicon photonics [29]. Unfortunately, the slot and sandwiching silicon layers were 

vertically oriented, and because of the large electric field discontinuity, this made the 

proposed vertical slot waveguide extremely sensitive to sidewall roughness imposed 

during etching. At our fabrication facility, only reactive-ion-etching may be utilized for 

defining such a narrow, vertical trench, and reactive-ion-etching is renowned for 
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roughening any optical sidewalls it etches. Thus, implementing vertical slot waveguides 

at our facility would be remarkably lossy, despite its promise in confining the majority of 

guided light to a sub-diffraction limited area of 50nm X 250nm. 

3.2  Horizontal Slot Waveguides
2007 was an exceptional year for slot waveguides. First, rigorous analysis 

determined that nonlinear, intensity-dependent processes (such as the Kerr effect) would 

obtain the most benefit from single slotted waveguides if the slot were 25 to 50 nm thick. 

Second, the same analysis determined that a CMOS compatible process could only 

produce such a thin slot with an acceptably low roughness if the slot were horizontally 

oriented so that it could be epitaxially grown or deposited [30]. The next work of 2007 

not only experimentally demonstrated a low-loss (6 dB/cm)  horizontal slot waveguide, 

but it successfully proved via the different thermo-optic effects of silicon dioxide and 

silicon that using multiple horizontal slots within a single waveguide could further 

confine light to the slots if the slots were thinner than their single-slot counterpart [31]. 
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Figure 3.  Field profile of the first multiple horizontal slot waveguide in the work of 

Kimerling et. al, showing optimal field confinement within the slot regions [31].

As such, fabricating and coupling to the first multiple horizontal slot waveguides filled 

with optically active silicon nanocrystal became one of the objectives of this thesis and 

will be explored in further detail in section 4.4. In addition, due to the inherently low loss 

and tight modal confinement of horizontally slotted structures, all waveguides in 

subsequent chapters of this thesis were designed to be horizontal in nature.
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3.3  Existing Integrated Slot-Waveguide 
All-Optical Switches

3.3.1  Single Silicon Nanocrystal Horizontal Slot Kerr 
Effect Photonic Switch @ 100 GHz

Such extreme confinement of light is very promising for silicon-nanocrystalline 

based Kerr effect photonic switches, as silicon nanocrystal is typically precipitated out of 

and/or embedded into silicon dioxide, and silicon dioxide was the original material of 

choice for horizontal slot waveguides. In 2010, a silicon nanocrystalline based horizontal 

slot waveguide and ring resonator were experimentally demonstrated by Martinez et. al., 

and all-optical switching of the device was even investigated, with its potential switching 

speed exceeding 100 GHz [32]. While the work by Martinez et. al. is a very significant 

landmark which validated the switching mechanism, one of the materials, and the general 

waveguide concept that has been pursued within this thesis, several problems remain 

before a mass-producable photonic microprocessor can be inferred from a silicon 

nanocrystal horizontal slot photonic platform. Most poignantly, the Martinez et. al. work 

required over 100 mW of system-incident optical power in order to obtain a mere 3 dB of 

switching contrast. This extreme amount of power for a single switch arises from three 

deficiencies, all of which will be addressed in sequence within the rest of this thesis. 

First, the device did not exploit a multiple horizontal slot geometry, which could more 

than halve the required power with higher slot field concentration (see section 4.4). 

Second, the work's coupling efficiency into the slot waveguide is quite low at 10-20%. 

With a more optimal coupling structure, which is addressed in chapters 4, 6, and 8, this 
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efficiency could be tripled or quintupled. Third, as mentioned in section 2.2, silicon 

nanocrystal suffers from significant two photon absorption, which lowers the fidelity of 

any switch below 200 GHz switching speeds. Until pulsed optical sources in excess of 

200 GHz repetition rates become available, demonstrating all-optical switches with 

negligible two photon absorption will be of more immediate concern.

3.3.2  Single Silicon DDMEBT Vertical Slot Kerr Effect 
Photonic Switch @ 170 Gb/s

The fastest integrated all-optical processing demonstrated to date involves the 

DDMEBT organic molecule which does not suffer from two photon absorption effects. In 

2009, the strengths of having a solely Kerr-effect based nonlinear material was extolled 

with the experimental demonstration of demultiplexing a time-division-multiplexed 170 

Gb/s data stream into separate 42 Gb/s data streams via four-wave-mixing, as is shown in 

figure 4 [28].  
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Figure 4.  Experimental setup of Koos et. al. with a DDMEBT-clad silicon slot 

waveguide demultiplexing a 170 Gb/s signal to a 42 Gb/s output signal via all-optical 

four-wave-mixing with a 42 Gb/s pump beam [28].  Tx indicates a 170.8 Gb S21 

transmitter, comprising a 42.7 GHz mode- locked laser, a data modulator, an optical time-

division multiplexer, and an optical delay line for synchronization. MLL indicates a 

mode-locked laser, EDFA an erbium-doped fibre amplifier, BP an optical bandpass filter, 

Pol a polarizer, PMF a polarization-maintaining fibre, DUT a device under test, Rx a 

receiver comprising a 120 GHz photodiode and a digital communication analyser, and 

RBW the resolution bandwidth. Insets: 1, eye diagram of the 170.8 Gb S21 data 

signal; 2, eye diagram of the 42.7 GHz pump; 3, the spectrum at the output of the DUT 

(green) and after bandpass-filtering (blue); 4, eye diagram of the 

demultiplexed 42.7 Gb S21 signal.
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The optical intensity was concentrated beyond the diffraction limit using a single 

vertical slot silicon waveguide that was infiltrated with the lower index DDMEBT 

molecular film as both the upper cladding and the active slot material. Although this 

landmark achievement of all-optical data processing should be celebrated, several 

problems become apparent from this work that must be addressed to enable a future of 

densely integrated, high performance all-optical switching.

The demonstrated all-optical demultiplexing via four-wave-mixing is an ultrafast 

Kerr phenomenon on the order of femtoseconds [33].  However, as stated in the 

published work, the input (170 Gb/s) and output (42 Gb/s) data streams were bandwidth-

limited by the electronic transmitter and receiver, meaning the bandwidth and speed of 

the DDMEBT-based device was not sufficiently probed.  All-optical means of testing a 

Kerr-based all-optical device are necessary to determine the optical processing speed 

potential of future all-optical devices.

Next, the DDMEBT film was deposited in solid form using a lengthy, exotic 

sublimation deposition, which has currently only been achieved by a single research 

facility in the entire world. To properly leverage the advantages of using a chemically 

robust organic film on a semiconductor platform, it must instead be spun in liquid form 

onto a pre-patterned silicon chip. Spinning liquid organics drastically reduces the time, 

complexity, repeatability, and cost to the point where virtually any facility can deposit the 

film over an optical chip in seconds while still retaining nanoscopic thickness control of 

the film by controlling the silicon chip/wafer spin speed. This enablement of spinning 

liquid DDMEBT onto silicon is demonstrated for the first time in chapter 7.
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 In addition, a single 4mm long vertical slot waveguide acted as the nonlinear 

switch, which contains an unacceptably large device footprint when thousands to millions 

of devices are desired on a single chip. By resonantly enhancing the device, as 

investigated in chapter 5 and experimentally performed in chapter 9, the footprint of such 

a nonlinear switch can be reduced by two orders of magnitude. 

Butt-coupled lensed single mode fiber served as the input and output coupling 

mechanisms from the extremely small slot waveguide, where approximately 40 dB of 

total coupling loss can be expected from the input and output fibers combined. This 

cripplingly low coupling loss is addressed in this thesis by designing grating couplers that 

are closely mode-matched to that of a standard single mode fiber, allowing for fiber-to-

slot waveguide coupling efficiencies as high as 60%, as designed in chapter 4 and 

experimentally demonstrated in chapter 8.

Lastly, although the silicon chip was processed at the world-class IMEC facility, the 

measured propagation loss still exceeded 16 dB/cm. Its inter-device insertion loss of over 

6 dB does not allow for the implicit requirement of cascading nonlinear optical switches 

in series. If device cascadability is not further enabled by mitigating device insertion loss, 

then the dense integration of devices allowed by silicon photonics and nanotechnology in 

general becomes obviated and wholly unnecessary. In this thesis, propagation loss is 

addressed twofold. The first mitigating factor is the reduction of the device's footprint by 

adding a resonant structure also reduces the intra-device propagation loss by orders of 

magnitude. Next, the propagation loss itself is reduced by employing only horizontal slot-

based waveguides in this thesis.
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3.4  The Necessary Improvements: Fiber  
Coupling, Resonance Enhancement, 
Small Footprint, and Lower Loss

As outlined in section 3.3, works previous to this thesis exist where impressively 

high speed all-optical switches were integrated onto silicon platforms. To date, these are 

the fastest integrated logic processing devices ever created. Unfortunately, both works are 

plagued by extremely low fiber-to-waveguide coupling losses, high propagation losses, 

large device footprints, and insufficient resonance enhancement (or none at all). Because 

the Kerr effect is an intensity dependent phenomenon, it is of crucial importance to 

reduce all potential avenues of light loss on a particular silicon platform. As evidenced by 

the performance of these highly prestigious and unprecedented previous works, reducing 

light loss is an extremely nontrivial problem that must be addressed on every possible 

front. Before that occurs, one can not hope to achieve even higher switching speeds with 

the Kerr effect.

In this thesis, the ultimate aim is to maximally improve, enhance, or enable the 

widespread adoption of integrated high speed all-optical devices, and the history given in 

section 3.3 gives a clear indication of where improvements can and must be made. A 

synopsis of this is given in table 2 below.
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Table 2. Specifications of past integrated all-optical processing devices as outlined in 

section 3.3.  The five areas of necessary improvement that are addressed in this thesis are 

given as columns.

 Fiber coupling to small effective area waveguides must first be satisfactorily 

solved, as nothing can occur without decent inputs and outputs of light. This extremely 

important problem is addressed in the next chapter. Next, device footprints must be 

dramatically reduced for achieving both of the goals of densely integrated photonic 

circuits and increasing the light intensity per unit volume, thereby increasing the switch's 

power efficiency. Both of these can be achieved with resonance enhancement that is 

properly designed to accommodate ultrafast switching speeds. Such design of resonators 

is covered in chapter 5. Lastly, the remaining losses and waveguide enhancement must be 

addressed by developing and fabricating horizontal slot-based silicon photonic platforms 

which sport the most promising Kerr materials of the future. This is accomplished in 

chapters 6 and 7. Finally, vindication is reached with the experimental results in chapters 

8 and 9, where low coupling loss and high speed switching are obtained, respectively.
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Chapter 4 - Grating Coupler Theory 
and Design

4.1  Introduction
Despite silicon nanocrystals being lauded as a possible monolithic, on-chip laser 

source, [34] sufficient lasing output has yet to be reported for any silicon medium, and 

consequently, external fiber-coupled light remains the dominant form of enlightening any 

silicon platform. Although inverse-tapered coupling structures have been proposed for 

horizontal slot waveguide fiber coupling [35], lensed fibers and small translation errors 

are required. In comparison, grating couplers are becoming an increasingly preferred 

solution for both the silicon-on-insulator platform [36-40] as well as for horizontal slot 

waveguides [41, 42]. Properly designed gratings may couple to standard single mode 

fiber with high efficiency and fiber translation tolerance without any need for cleaving, 

dicing, or polishing, allowing for timely in-line wafer testing.

  Nevertheless, three issues remain which potentially impede the mass-

manufacturability of horizontal slot grating couplers. First, obtaining acceptable coupling 

efficiencies without adding precise grating overlay deposition and lithography steps [36] 

is desirable from a manufacturing perspective. Second, achieving successful coupling to 

waveguides having more than one slot is desirable, as slot power confinement increases 

by 40% with a dual-slot waveguide and by 60% with a three slot waveguide [43]. Third, 

nearly all grating couplers demonstrated to date require angular detuning of the 

input/output fibers by a significant angle from normal incidence (~8-12 degrees) in order 
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to eliminate significant back reflection and transmission problems [39] that will be 

derived in section 4.3. High throughput testing and mounting of fibers and/or vertical-

cavity-surface-emitting-lasers (VCSELs) that are perfectly normal to the substrate would 

drastically increase device packaging reliability while also reducing packaging 

complexity and cost. Furthermore, while grating couplers must emit at the proper 

azimuthal angle to couple to an angularly detuned fiber, this is not the case for normally 

incident, unpolarized fibers. Using non-tilted fibers significantly relaxes waveguide 

routing constraints near vertically emitting grating couplers.

Although surface normal grating couplers exhibit potential advantages over 

angularly detuned gratings, previous surface normal couplers on silicon waveguides have 

required extreme fabrication complexity [44], an extensive bottom reflector [45], extra 

high resolution fabrication steps [46], or significant expansion of the device's footprint by 

simultaneously coupling to two counter-propagating waveguides [47]. Such elaborate 

workarounds are due to grating couplers often being designed solely from first principles 

with a single period and fill factor, effectively eliminating two of the most significant 

degrees of freedom available to a designer. To circumvent the difficulty of relaxing first-

principle design, previous works have employed a genetic algorithm to slightly vary a 

traditionally designed grating in order to obtain marginal efficiency increases [44, 46, 

48]. However, entirely departing from an initial first-principle design could manifest new 

structures that enable high performance coupling across many platforms, specifications, 

and fabrication constraints.               
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In this chapter, partially-etched, dual horizontal nanocrystal slot input/output 

grating coupler pairs were evolved via a genetic algorithm [49] (which is introduced in 

the following section) with no initial design, fabricated, re-evolved to match fabrication 

errors, and simultaneously coupled to and from a single mode fiber array at perfectly 

normal incidence.

4.2  Design Methodology – Genetic 
Algorithm

In order to efficiently and maximally explore the potential design space for a fiber-

grating coupler, the etch depth, deposited film thickness, period, and fill factor of each 

individual grating tooth must be considered. While variable etch depth for each grating 

tooth is a possible approach in grating design [50], preliminary 2D FDTD results over all 

feasible film thicknesses indicated that coupling efficiencies for two, three, and four slot 

gratings were not sensitive to etch depth as long as all slot layers were completely 

through-etched, as those layers contain the majority of guided light. In order to simplify 

fabrication without compromising coupling efficiency, all designs left the bottom silicon 

layer of the slot waveguide unetched, while all other waveguide layers were through-

etched.  This partially-etched profile yields higher emission toward the fiber and less 

emission toward the substrate through constructive and destructive vertical interference, 

respectively. Upward constructive interference was also maximized in 2D FDTD by 

fixing the buried oxide thickness to 2.38 µm.  The number and thickness of waveguide 

layers were optimized in RSoft FemSIM to maximize slot field confinement in a single 
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mode horizontal dual-slot waveguide, as shown in Figure 5. After this optimization, the 

top and bottom polysilicon layers are 128 nm thick, the middle polysilicon layer is 33 nm 

thick, and the two silicon nanocrystalline oxide slots are 27 nm thick. Although field 

confinement and grating coupling efficiency were shown in simulations to be higher in 

three or four slot waveguides, two slots were ultimately chosen to reduce fabrication 

complexity and increase yield in our research-grade fabrication facility.

The two remaining design parameters for grating couplers are the period and fill 

factor. To maximally explore a grating's entire design space, individual grating teeth must 

be allowed different periods and fill factors. Because these parameters are no longer 

uniform for each grating tooth, the number of possible grating designs to consider 

increases geometrically. In order to find an optimum coupling efficiency despite this vast 

increase in design space, an in-house genetic algorithm was created from scratch where 

“genes” represent the period and fill factor of each grating tooth. Thus, the genetic code 

for a single grating design can consist of a number array of grating periods and fill 

factors. By programmatically converting this number array into a grating and inserting 

the structure into a photonic simulator capable of determining its fiber coupling 

efficiency, the “fitness” (coupling efficiency) of a particular “genetic code” (grating 

design) can be determined. After the efficiencies of many initial grating designs are 

obtained, the best designs within the group are selected to “mate” with each other in order 

to produce “children” grating designs. In the “mating” process, part of the number array 

of one grating design overwrites part of the number array of another grating design. In 

genetics, this process is known as “crossing over,” and the resulting design retains 
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characteristics from both parent designs. The newly created grating design then 

experiences “mutation,” where a single number of its genetic code is randomly selected 

and randomly altered. This final step may also be considered a simulated-annealing or a 

Monte-Carlo-like step to sufficiently perturb designs to ensure the algorithm does not 

settle on local optima within the design space. After the new designs are created, the 

algorithm may repeat itself by evaluating the new designs and selecting those with the 

highest coupling efficiencies for subsequent iterations. Although the above approach can 

eventually reach the global optimum of a design space, a very large number of grating 

simulations are usually required to obtain it, as each genetic generation produces tens of 

new designs to evaluate, and thousands to tens of thousands of design generations may be 

necessary. A flow chart of the iterative genetic evolution process is shown in figure 5.

Figure 5.  Flow diagram of the iterative design process involved in evolving grating 
designs via a genetic algorithm.
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For this particular design methodology to succeed over a realistic time interval, a 

single fiber-grating coupling efficiency must be simulated in tens of seconds or less. 

Because fiber-grating couplers usually contain strong index perturbations on scales near 

the wavelength of light, FDTD is most commonly used to simulate these structures. 

However, FDTD requires at least tens of minutes to complete a single grating simulation, 

which readily explains why grating couplers are typically designed solely from first 

principles, where uniform scattering and perfect phase-matching from an infinite number 

of periods are assumed in order to make the situation mathematically tractable (This 

approach is presented in the next section). This limitation leaves designers with far fewer 

degrees of freedom than are physically possible. Fortunately, a fully vectorial eigenmode 

expansion and propagation tool, known as CAMFR, has been developed that is capable 

of simulating grating couplers with arbitrary cross-sections and strong index contrast in 

tens of seconds or less [51, 52]. By successfully integrating the custom-made genetic 

algorithm with CAMFR, the resulting grating design suite is capable of exploring a very 

large possibility space for a particular photonic platform in weeks to months instead of 

years to decades. A single, standard desktop operating at 4 GHz was able to complete all 

computational work for this single grating design within one month.
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4.3  First Principle Grating Design

Although a genetic algorithm can explore large design spaces, its search efficiency 

is highly sensitive to initial design conditions. As with previous works, it was postulated 

that starting with designs created from first principles would take the fewest genetic 

iterations in achieving a global optimum [44, 46, 48]. A natural starting point is with the 

2D Bragg condition which enforces longitudinal phase-matching between incoming and 

outgoing 2D plane waves due to an infinitely long 1D periodic disturbance [53, 54]:

                     
2πneff_out

λ
cos (θout )=

2πneff_in

λ
cos (θ in)+

q2π
Λ

                (2)

Here, neff_out is the effective index encountered by the outbound wave, θout is the angle of 

the output light (where θ = 0 represents propagation along the waveguide), neff_in is the 

effective index experienced by the incoming light, θin is the angle of the input light, λ is 

the freespace wavelength, Λ is the grating period, and q is an integer of any value that 

denotes the grating's diffracted order. For the sake of discussion, the waveguide is 

considered the grating input, and the output is the emitted light directed towards the fiber. 

Care must be taken in choosing the proper neff_in , as the majority of the input light will 

experience a number of grating periods that alter the input field into a quasi-Bloch mode 

before scattering to the output field [39].

Since this analysis serves as a starting design, neff_in is chosen as 2.03, the effective 

index of the 12 μm wide dual-slot waveguide abutting the 12 μm wide grating. The input 

light moves along the waveguide, so θin = 0, and since perfectly vertical fiber coupling is 

desired, θout = π/2. q is set to -1 because the majority of the input light must be redirected 
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upward into a single diffraction order. λ = 1550 nm, a ubiquitous optical 

telecommunications wavelength. This simplifies Eq. 2 to Λ = λ / neff_in, which yields a 

grating period of 760 nm.

A more in-depth study of equation 2 reveals the underlying challenges to perfectly 

normal coupling. θout = -π/2 is also a solution to the above parameters, indicating that 

downward emission toward the substrate will occur. Furthermore, θout = π if q = -2, 

meaning light may also be reflected back into the waveguide. If the equation is reversed 

so that the fiber is the input, then θout = 0 or π, meaning half of the coupled light will 

travel in the wrong direction away from the collecting waveguide. Coupling waveguides 

to either side of a vertically coupled grating circumvents this problem, but the coupler 

footprint is more than doubled, as two tapering and bending regions are needed to re-

combine the bifurcated input [47]. In order to more elegantly break these symmetries and 

direct light solely to/from the fiber/waveguide, both a side distributed Bragg reflector 

(DBR) and reflection from the substrate should be employed [36, 55].

Finally, the Bragg condition above assumes an infinitely long grating, which is 

hardly the case, as high index contrast gratings are capable of radiating 100% of the input 

light in only a few periods. In order to see the effect of a finitely long grating, Fourier 

analysis of the grating profile is necessary [56]. First, the grating profile as a function of 

distance is:

                                g ( x)=(comb( x
Λ )∗rect( x

( Λff )))rect ( x
L) ,                               (3)
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where Λ is the grating period, ff is the grating fill factor (tooth width / period), L is the 

total length of the grating, and * denotes a convolution. The Fourier transform of 

equation 3 illustrates the grating's behavior in frequency space:

                           G (k x )=(comb(Λ
k x

2π )sinc(Λff
k x

2π ))∗sinc(L
k x

2π ) ,                           (4)

where kx = 2πneff / λ.  Three facts can be gleaned from this equation. First, diffraction 

orders arise when kx = q2π / Λ. Second, the first diffraction order's emission strength is 

inversely proportional to the fill factor, while higher order efficiencies do not exhibit the 

same monotonicity. Third, each diffraction order has a frequency width inversely 

proportional to the total length of the grating.

The above analysis has proven useful by revealing four salient points. First, there 

are challenges in emission and reflection symmetries that must be overcome to achieve 

efficient normal coupling. Second, smaller fill factors yield higher diffraction efficiency 

while near unity fill factors hardly radiate at all. Third, shorter gratings exhibit wider 

bandwidths. Fourth, an initial grating period of 760 nm was calculated for near-vertical 

emission and became the initial design for the genetic algorithm.
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4.4  Multiple Horizontal Slot Design

When optimizing slot thickness in order to maximize light intensity confinement 

within the slot regions, a triple slot design maximizes confinement with 17 nm thick slots, 

while a single slot design is optimal with a 45 nm slot thickness. In order to ease the 

fabrication requirements into the range of something achievable at our facility within a 

human lifespan, the slot design was relaxed into a double slot design, as previous 

fabrication runs indicated that 25 nm or thicker slots were possible at our facility. To 

further simplify fabrication requirements, a single lithography step was to be employed 

for all future structures, which required the bottom most polysilicon layer to remain 

unetched, creating a rib-like slot waveguide structure. Since very little light guides in the 

bottom polysilicon layer, the waveguide mode (and therefore slot confinement) would be 

largely unaffected and causes negligible difference in performance. The reason and 

primary benefit to having this rib-like structure is an increased fiber-to-chip coupling 

efficiency, which was explained in section 4.1.

With the constraints outlined in the above paragraph, thicknesses for the 3 

polysilicon and 2 silicon nanocrystalline oxide layers were swept in the waveguide 

eigenmode solver RSoft FemSIM in order to maximize field confinement within the two 

slots. After optimization, the top and bottom polysilicon layers are 128 nm thick, the 

middle polysilicon layer is 33 nm thick, and the two silicon nanocrystalline oxide slots 

are 27 nm thick.  The index profile in figure 6, and the mode profile is in figure 7.
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Figure 6.   Rib-waveguide index profile obtained via partial etch. To expedite grating 
coupler testing, isopropyl alcohol is the top cladding instead of SiO2. The ripples in the 
polysilicon layers represent grain boundaries of approximate scale [57]. 
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Figure 7. TM mode profile of the multi-slot rib-waveguide, showing acceptable power 
confinement in the slots.

This optimized double slot waveguide structure contains 53% of the power within the 

slots, which is acceptably close to the 60% power confinement obtained by the triple slot 

design. Next, a coupling structure must be designed to get optical power into the designed 

waveguide.
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4.4.1  Grating Simulation and Resulting 
Structure

By using the first-principle design stated in section 4.3, a grating with 15 periods of 

760 nm followed by 30 periods of 380 nm, all with 50% fill factor, was fed into the 

genetic algorithm, where the shorter period created a side reflecting distributed bragg 

reflector (DBR). Despite the design having a DBR to redirect non-emitted light and a 

buried oxide of proper thickness to reflect downward emitted light, the initial fiber 

coupling efficiency was 27%. After only 300 generations, the genetic algorithm plateaued 

at 40% efficiency. The design's initial period was then swept from 710 nm to 810 nm and 

fed into the genetic algorithm, all of which resulted in the same 40% efficient grating 

design. The only significant alteration accomplished by the genetic algorithm was to 

introduce apodization (where the fill factor is ramped) in order to more smoothly 

transition the incoming light into the grating's Bloch mode and reduce back reflections 

into the waveguide [38]. The algorithm also introduced slight randomization into the 

DBR section, the effect of which will be explored further in the final design. 

This settling of various first-principle designs into the same local optima indicated 

that drastically different initial conditions were required to obtain a global optimum in the 

design space. To this end, designs with purely random periods and fill factors for each 

grating tooth were then fed into the genetic algorithm. After a few hundred generations, a 

large number of grating designs had already surpassed the 27% efficiency obtained by the 

original first-principle design. After 10,000 generations, the genetic algorithm plateaued 

with a 68% grating-to-fiber coupling efficiency. Although CAMFR only simulated the 
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structure's waveguide-to-fiber coupling efficiency, 2D FDTD also yielded the same 

efficiency for fiber-to-waveguide coupling, as was expected via the reciprocity condition 

for passive optical structures. The resulting structure and its emission profile are shown in 

figure 8.

Figure 8.  Grating cross section showing simulated surface normal E-field emission to a 
fiber aperture from a waveguide on the left. Polysilicon is shown in white, and the silicon 
nanocrystalline oxide slots are in grey. The blue inset shows an enlarged view of a grating 
tooth. The etch depth for all sections is 215 nm.

In this final result, the genetic algorithm evolved a grating with four operational 

stages. In the beginning stage, the grating is apodized from a 95% to 82% fill factor in the 

first four teeth, which reduces the grating's initial emission strength, as was shown in 

equation 3 [36, 50]. By dampening the first stage's emission, the grating's field profile 

more closely matches the Gaussian mode of the vertically oriented fiber. In the second 

stage, the fill factor and period remain uniform for eight periods at 81% and 795 nm, 

respectively, and this stage is responsible for 70% of the grating's power coupling into the 

fiber. In the third stage, the period is chirped over six periods from 770 nm to 700 nm, 
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and the fill factor becomes 86%. The chirp causes the third stage to emit light at a slightly 

negative angle of three degrees, which allows for an extra grating period to emit light into 

the fiber. Without this negative angle, the third stage's emission would not fit into the 

fiber's 10.4 µm mode field diameter. Although a three degree emission will guide into the 

acceptance cone of a vertically oriented fiber, this creates a focal plane above the grating 

and slightly reduces the vertical translation tolerance of the coupled fiber, which will be 

discussed in section 8.1. The grating's final stage consists of a quasi-periodic DBR that 

reflects only 50% of light back into previous grating stages. When this stage is replaced 

by a uniform DBR with 99% reflectivity, the grating's overall coupling efficiency drops 

from 68% to 62%. This counter-intuitive result occurs because the beginning of the 

quasi-periodic DBR does not strongly reflect and instead emits a unique phase-front with 

side-lobes. When this emission is interfered with the emission from stage three, the 

resulting phase-front is flatter, narrower, and more Gaussian-like due to destructive 

interference, all of which increase the fiber coupling efficiency. 
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4.5  Horizontal Cover Slot Design

The cover-slotted waveguide design originates with our commercially available 

silicon-on-insulator wafers available from SOITEC.  The original silicon thickness is 250 

nm, and the bottom oxide layer is 3 µm thick. By oxidizing and HF etching the top 

silicon layer, any waveguide thickness below 250 nm is obtainable. To this end, RSoft 

FEMSIM was used to optimize the silicon thickness and waveguide width in order to 

maximize field intensity in the nonlinear silicon nanocrystalline oxide cladding. After 

optimization, the crystalline silicon waveguide is 120 nm thick, and the waveguide is 250 

nm wide. In the original approach, only the silicon layer was etched and 300 nm of 

silicon nanocrystal was blanket deposited. However, because the waveguides and 

gratings were etched together in a single step, preliminary FDTD grating simulations 

revealed insufficient index contrast for efficient grating emission, as most of the light 

propagates in the cladding, outside of the etched layer. Thus, the single etch step was 

altered to etch through both the nanocrystalline oxide cladding and the crystalline silicon, 

which approximately quadrupled the grating emission efficiency while having negligible 

impact on the guided mode profile. The resulting cover-slot mode, shown in figure 9, has 

65% of the slot intensity in the multi-slot guide presented in section 2.1.
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Figure 9.  Poynting vector mode profile of the cover-slot waveguide, showing high power 
confinement in the cladding directly above the silicon. The lower black rectangle outlines 
the crystalline silicon region, and the upper black rectangle outlines the silicon 
nanocrystalline cladding. The remaining upper cladding region is air, and the lower 
cladding is silicon oxide.
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4.5.1  Silicon Nanocrystal Cover-Slot 
Grating Simulation

Simulations for the cover-slot platform were also carried out as described in section 

4.4. Because introducing an initial design into the genetic algorithm is detrimental, only 

purely random designs were fed into the simulation/optimization loop. As with the 

multiple-slot procedure, the simulations were initially performed with 1550 nm 

wavelength light. However, several of the grating designs produced by the genetic 

algorithm had 1.5 times the efficiency at L-band wavelengths due to longer wavelengths 

having less destructive interference from substrate reflections at the suboptimal 3 µm 

oxide thickness. In order to obtain optimal grating performance, the genetic algorithm 

was re-tooled to optimize for a range of wavelengths. Following this nontrivial upgrade, 

the genetic algorithm evaluated each grating design across the entire C band without 

sacrificing simulation speed/time. Because a grating’s fitness was now weighted across a 

wavelength range, having a flatter spectral response resulted in a design having a higher 

“fitness” than before.

Unlike the multi-slot design, all attempts of the cover-slot design iteration converged 

within 100 generations on a single design with 22% coupling efficiency, regardless of the 

genetic algorithm’s starting point within the design space. To adequately explore the local 

design space around this optimum, the genetic algorithm’s mutation rate was lowered to 

only alter a single grating tooth by +/- 10% per iteration. While this dramatically 

decreased the coupling efficiency improvement obtained per generation, every 

subsequent generation yielded a steady, monotonic increase in efficiency, indicating that a 
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gradient descent was occurring on a smooth, well-behaved portion of the design space. 

After approximately 5,000 generations, the coupling efficiency improvement  had 

plateaued at 47%. In addition, even though the genetic algorithm only evaluated designs 

within the C band, the final result obtained a simulated 3 dB bandwidth of 150 nm. This 

overshoot of desired bandwidth is likely due to an overly stringent spectral flatness 

restriction in the genetic algorithm which will be relaxed in future designs. The final 

design is shown in figure 10.

Figure. 10.  Cover-slot waveguide-to-grating cross section showing simulated surface 
normal E-field emission to a fiber aperture from a waveguide on the left. The color bar at 
right denotes surface normal E-field intensity at any given point. Crystalline silicon is 
depicted with white rectangles, and the cover-cladding of silicon nanocrystalline oxide is 
depicted with transparent rectangles. The etch depth for all sections is 420 nm.
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4.6  DDMEBT Cover-Slot Grating 

Coupler Design
The waveguide cross-sectional designs from section 4.5 were easily portable into the 

new nonlinear material due to their similar thicknesses and indices of refraction.  

Unfortunately, the grating coupler design (which is the most time-consuming portion of 

changing photonic platforms) did not ultimately survive.  As mentioned in section 4.5, the 

cover-slot grating design was only able to efficiently couple light once the cladding layer 

was etched along with the silicon layer.  To date, etching a DDMEBT layer has not been 

previously researched, and successfully manifesting the small lithographic features and 

high aspect ratios necessary for creating the highly efficient grating coupler in section 4.5 

are likely to require a significant amount of additional research, as polymer material 

generally does not withstand high aspect ratios.  Because the use of DDMEBT was 

intended as a proof-of-concept for all-optical switching and may not be the dominant 

nonlinear material in future iterations, the etching of a DDMEBT layer was not pursued.

Because DDMEBT was not etched, creating a new grating design where the film 

blanketed a previously etched silicon layer was necessary. To this end, the CAMFR based 

genetic algorithm mentioned in section 4.3 was substantially upgraded to have the 

freedom to alter the DDMEBT and silicon layer thicknesses along with individual tooth 

and trench widths whilst maximizing the bandwidth and fiber coupling efficiency of the 

grating. Because CAMFR is an ad-hoc eigenmode solver, dynamically changing the 

thicknesses of each layer by substantial amounts whilst in the middle of simulation 
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iterations was a highly nontrivial task, as the genetic algorithm's random thickness 

changes taxed CAMFR's simulation stability to the limit. Because the details of this work 

are outside the scope of this dissertation, it will suffice to state that stability was re-

achieved at the expense of increasing simulation time per grating by a factor of 2 to 3. 

This slow down in simulation performance had a significant impact and will be revisited 

later.

Next, a fiber to grating coupler was designed for this new silicon photonic platform 

via genetic algorithms using the CAMFR simulation tool, the procedure of which was 

previously reported in section 4.2 [58].  During the simulations, it became clear that the 

organic film layer was largely responsible for any grating emission, as it contained 70% 

of the mode field.  Since the film blanketed the entire grating and only the silicon layer 

was etched, this significantly limited the potential fiber-to-grating coupling efficiency to 

12% or lower.  More importantly, the genetic algorithm's semi-random approach to 

grating design typically yielded non-periodic structures, which in turn yielded complex 

fluid flow dynamics over the gratings, as can be seen in figure 11.  Numerous attempts 

were made to empirically determine the molecular flow and incorporate an empirical 

model into the genetic algorithm so that its evolved grating designs would more 

accurately reflect the top layer in the fabricated grating.  While these attempts were not 

successful in general, the genetic algorithm did manage to usefully incorporate this 

information, as it eventually evolved a perfectly periodic structure, which had never 

previously occurred in over one million generations of using the genetic algorithm across 

many silicon platforms.  Interestingly, the evolved structure exactly matched the 
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fabricated grating, as the fluid flow became perfectly periodic like the underlying silicon 

grating, allowing the film to act as a grating for the first time.  The simulated fiber-to-

grating coupling efficiency was 12%, while the actual coupling efficiency in a fabricated 

test chip was 7% in an experimental setup.  It was discovered that this discrepancy arose 

from the post-spin bake recipe that will be presented in chapter 7.  The effects of the 

organic film reflow from baking were not incorporated into the genetic algorithm, and the 

baking process reduced the peak-to-trough height of the film ripples from 28 nm to 8 nm, 

which consequently lowered the grating's emission efficiency to 7.5%.  Incorporating this 

additional effect into the genetic algorithm did not improve nor change the final grating 

design, as a strong design optimum had clearly been obtained.
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Figure 11.  Cross-section SEM images of (a) complex organic film flow over a non-
uniform silicon grating coupler.  Film thickness variations depend highly upon the 
underlying silicon grating topography,  (b) a short period grating, where the top organic 
layer is also perfectly periodic, and (c) a post-baked organic layer successfully infiltrating 
an 80 nm slot waveguide.
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4.6.1  Perfectly Periodic Grating 

Coupler
Even with the upgraded genetic algorithm, fiber coupling efficiencies never exceeded 

10% due to the low effective index contrast experienced in the grating, since most of the 

light mode was in the DDMEBT cladding, which was not etched. Nevertheless, cross-

section SEM imaging of the new grating design revealed that the DDMEBT film 

thickness varied depending on the underlying silicon grating pattern.

Figure 12.  Cross section SEM of DDMEBT flow dynamics over a grating coupler 

designed from a genetic algorithm.  The organic film thickness at any location is highly 

dependent upon the topography of the underlying grating, where even 5 nm thickness 

deviations can substantially alter coupling efficiencies.
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Despite fabricating and imaging over 30 chips with various designs, no empirical model 

of the organic fluid flow over the silicon grating teeth was successfully derived that 

adequately predicted what the top film profile would be in a future grating design.  

Without an adequate model of the film's thickness behavior, simulation, modeling, and 

optimization of a grating coupler was for all intents and purposes impossible with one 

very significant exception. All derived empirical fluid flow models that were built into 

the genetic algorithm were hard-coded to presume that organic film thickness would be 

perfectly sinusoidally varying so long as the underlying silicon grating was also perfectly 

periodic, as seen in figure 13.  Fortunately, this indeed turned out to be the case in actual 

gratings. The organic cladding contained so much of the guided light that its sinusoidal 

variation in thickness became the scattering mechanism for grating coupling instead of 

the underlying silicon teeth.
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Figure 13.  Cross section SEM of predictable and repeatable DDMEBT flow dynamics 

over a perfectly periodic grating.  The periodic thickness of the organic film layer 

effectively becomes the grating coupler, as the light mostly propagates within the top 

cladding to enhance nonlinearity.
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Because of these two facts, it was not surprising that the genetic algorithm's most 

successful design then became a 12% efficient grating coupler whose teeth and trenches 

were all perfectly periodic with a single period and fill factor. 

Since the genetic algorithm produced a single-period grating under these heavy 

constraints, CAMFR simulations were set up to sweep all similar grating periods, fill 

factors, and film thicknesses to see if this was the “glocal” optimum for the given 

constraints. Surprisingly, the sweep revealed that it was not. A 13% efficient, perfectly 

periodic grating coupler existed fairly close in design space to the 12% grating design, 

and despite tens of thousands of extra simulation iterations, the 13% design was never 

found by the genetic algorithm. This finding is instructive to the limitations of solely 

utilizing a genetic algorithm. While genetic algorithms clearly find optima very quickly 

over a more global design space, it is ineffective at further optimizing a design within a 

more local design space.
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Chapter 5 - Resonator Design

A fundamental tradeoff appears when utilizing a weak nonlinear effect like the Kerr 

effect for an optical device. Because the index of refraction change from optical intensity 

is weak, longer interaction lengths are preferred to improve the efficiency of an all-

optical switch, as evidenced by the historic device in section 3.3.2. However, a long 

interaction length increases a device's footprint, which significantly lowers the high 

device density offered by semiconductor fabrication. Thus, at first glance, a stalemate 

appears inevitable between device density and device power efficiency.

Fortunately, the path of a propagating light wave can be folded onto itself either by 

waveguide feedback (i.e. traveling in a circle) or by reflections, which allows for a longer 

effective path length with a smaller device footprint. Because a trapped, folded 

propagating light encounters itself, constructive or destructive interference takes place, 

which can enhance or lower the trapped light's intensity, respectively. The type of 

interference is determined by the folded path length and the wavelength of light, as given 

in equation 5.

                   
q=
2nL
λ

                      (5)

n is the effective index of the propagating media, L is the longest physical length that 

trapped light can travel before being folded or reflected, λ is the wavelength of light in 

vacuum, and q is any integer or half integer, which represents the number of half 

wavelengths that fit within the region of trapped light. When q is a full integer, the waves 
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of the trapped light constructively interfere, and the trapped light intensity increases. 

When q is a half integer, the waves destructively interfere, and the trapped light intensity 

decreases.

The construct described in the previous paragraph is better known as an optical cavity 

or resonator and is by far the most common approach to retaining the advantages of a 

long effective optical path length while reducing a device's physical footprint. However, 

the aforementioned constructive or destructive interference within an optical resonator is 

highly wavelength dependent, making resonators inherently dispersive structures that can 

only enhance nonlinear optical performance over a narrow bandwidth. When designing 

an optical resonator to function as an ultrafast all-optical switch, great care must be taken 

to optimize its design, for the resonator will likely set the speed limit on an optical 

switch, as photons take time to travel back and forth for interference. This potential 

detriment is evidenced in the historic device outlined in section 3.3.1, where the ring 

resonator operated at a maximum speed of 100 GHz, and in contrast, the resonator's 

optically active material had a maximum optical response speed of approximately 100 

THz. 

Due to the ultrafast behavior of the desired optical switch, insightful analysis and 

accurate simulations must be performed on any potential resonator that also operates on 

ultrafast timescales. To handle both of these requirements, a recent form of strongly 

coupled mode theory for resonators is presented in the next sections.
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5.1  Coupled Mode Theory for 
Resonators

One of the most elegant (and certainly computationally efficient) methods of 

modeling an optical resonator is to develop a framework around the energy flow in and 

out of the system. For our purposes, a resonator is a single propagating mode that 

becomes trapped, and based on its wavelength versus the nearest resonance wavelength, 

it builds or decays in intensity (energy) inside the resonator before coupling a percentage 

of its light (energy) to one or more output waveguides.  Modeling this simple and 

straightforward idea with discrete differential mathematics is essentially modern coupled 

mode theory for resonators.

 It is of vital importance to note that the analysis and model in this section are 

temporal solutions.  To make sense of the time-based energy flow, the round-trip time of 

a resonator is utilized.  In this framework, the resonator experiences a set amount of 

incoupling, outcoupling, loss, and interference for every round trip a photon makes inside 

the resonator.  By dividing the total round trip length inside a resonator by the group 

velocity of a photon inside the resonator (a photon is a packet of energy, not a wavefront 

phase, hence why phase velocity is not used), one obtains the resonator round trip time:

                  
τroundtrip=

2ngL

c

                   (6)

or

                  τroundtrip=
(2πR)ng

c
         (7)
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where equation 6 is the round-trip time for a cavity surrounded by reflective surfaces, and 

equation 7 is the round-trip time for a folded waveguide with no reflective surfaces, such 

as a circular waveguide (more commonly called a ring resonator).  ng is the group index 

of refraction experienced by the trapped light, L is the total physical length of the 

resonator, R is the radius of the circular waveguide, and c is the speed of light in vacuum.  

Equation 6 contains twice the optical path length because a fully periodic round trip 

involves photons encountering both reflective surfaces, while photons in equation 8 

would encounter all losses/couplings after traversing a single circumference of the 

circular waveguide.  When considering any term that accumulates or loses light, it is 

important to determine the rate at which such events will happen.  A simplistic but highly 

accurate approximation is to assume that the resonator experiences each 

input/output/loss/interference event once per round trip.  The number of round trips per 

second is known as the resonator's free spectral range (FSR):

               FSR=
1

τroundtrip
                              (8)

The FSR also corresponds to the beating frequency between propagating wave packets at 

varying resonance frequencies.  In other words, it is the frequency/wavelength spacing 

between resonances and is extremely useful for extracting the group index of refraction 

of a waveguide (by combining equation 8 with equation 6 or 7) when the physical length 

of the resonator is known.  Conversely, it is also extremely important to have a good 

approximation of the resonator's group index in order for this analysis to accurately 
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reflect reality.  With the FSR of a resonator, a rate equation for the resonator's behavior 

can be created next [59].

Interference is crucial to a resonator's operation, which necessarily means that scalar 

energy by itself is insufficient for adequately modeling a resonator.  Instead, a complex 

variable must be used to also hold the wave nature of the trapped light. To this end, we 

will use the complex energy “field” term f.  | f (t )|2 is then defined as the energy 

stored within a resonator.  With this canonical field term, the core of the resonator model 

can be built.  If one accepts that the fundamental pieces of a resonator are its input, output 

(including any inherent losses), and self-interference based on resonance frequency, then 

the following differential equation follows from those concepts:

                                df
dt

=( j(ω−ω0)−
1

τtotal
) f− jμ f input

                         (9)

In equation 9, ω0 is the single resonance frequency of interest, τtotal is the lumped decay 

time constant for energy inside the resonator, and μ is the frequency normalized field 

coupling coefficient between the input waveguide and the resonator.  As alluded to in the 

previous paragraph, frequency normalization of any rate term occurs by taking the power 

coupling coefficient of a mirror/waveguide and multiplying by the FSR:

         μ
2
=κ

2
∗(FSR)                                            (10)

where κ2 is the standard power coupling coefficient between the input waveguide and the 

resonator, and μ2 is the frequency normalized power coupling coefficient, the square root 

of which goes into equation 9.
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In equation 9, any light permanently lost from the resonator is modeled as a time 

decay constant:

       1
τtotal

=
1

τoutputWG
+

1
τ inputWG

+
1

τ loss
                   (11)

where τoutputWG and τinputWG  may be only a single variable/term in equation 11 if only 

one waveguide accesses the resonator.  Any τ term is a lifetime constant, meaning it is 

equal to the time taken for the field inside the resonator to decay by 4.33 dB if no other 

loss mechanisms are present.  Understanding the distinction between these decay time 

constants and the j μ finput term in equation 9 is important, as the imaginary component 

introduces interference, while the τ terms merely imply light is lost from the resonator.  

Like equation 11, the remaining field equations necessary to model the resonator 

depend on details specific to each resonator.  For example, if the input waveguide to the 

resonator is not terminated into the resonator but is also an output waveguide, as is the 

case in ring resonators or other evanescently coupled resonators, then the output field of 

that particular waveguide is:

       f output(t)=f input (t)− jμ f (t)
                            (12)

where f is the field inside the resonator from equation 9, finput is the field in the input 

guide, and foutput is the field in the output waveguide.  Note the -j term which 

contributes a phase term to allow for interference between the input and resonator fields.  

Power conversation in steady state mandates that foutput can not be larger than finput, 

which directly implies that a resonator using equation 12 is a notch filter.  In contrast, if 
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the output waveguide is separate from the input waveguide, it has no original field and is 

merely the output coupling from the resonator:

          f output=− jμ f (t)                                          (13)

Because foutput is zero unless there is sufficient resonance, the output of equation 13 acts 

as a band-pass filter.  Both traditional reflector cavities and ring resonators may possess 

this behavior if the resonator is in series with the output waveguide.  Evanescently 

coupled waveguides and in-series coupled waveguides may exist on the same resonator; 

thus, using equations 12 and/or 13 are not necessarily mutually exclusive.

By combining the equations [59] and insight provided in this section, a resonator-

based coupled mode theory simulator was programmed from scratch, where equation 9 

formed the simulation kernel and was discretized into finite time steps smaller than the 

cycle time of the carrier frequency (dt = 1fs < 5.16 fs cycle of 1550 nm light).  Source 

code for the implemented coupled mode theory simulator is in Appendix H.
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5.2  Revised Coupled Mode Theory for 
Strongly Coupled Resonators

Coupled mode theory that is frequency normalized by a resonator's free spectral 

range is a powerful mathematical approximation which adequately models most optical 

resonators. However, this thesis focuses on switching speeds which push resonator 

operation to its limit, where the free spectral range normalization breaks down.  For 

optics in the visible and infrared wavelength ranges, the Kerr effect usually operates as 

fast as the optical cycle speed of visible and infrared light carrier frequencies.  Because 

an optical resonator stores optical cycles, it must intrinsically operate at a slower speed.  

In other words, the photon lifetime within a resonator is almost always the speed limit for 

a resonator-based Kerr switch.  Another equally valid way to visualize this limit is to 

acknowledge a resonator's limited bandwidth, which is inversely proportional to the 

photon lifetime.  With a given resonator design/layout, the photon lifetime may be altered 

by changing the coupling coefficient between the input or output waveguide to the 

resonator.  The more light that is coupled per FSR, the more quickly the light escapes the 

resonator to the output.  This direct relationship between higher coupling and higher 

bandwidth is shown in blue for standard coupled mode theory in figure 14.

The recent work of Liu and Yariv in 2011 on resonator coupled mode theory 

exploited the increased bandwidth of higher coupling coefficients by introducing extreme 

designs with initial coupling coefficients into the resonator that approach unity [60].  

Unfortunately, the FSR normalized approach breaks down with high coupling coefficients 
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(those that aren't << 1) for coupled mode theory, as the light inside the resonator no 

longer steadily intensifies and decays, nor does its energy uniformly resonate throughout 

the entire resonator.  To compensate for this issue, a derivation in Liu's work is made to 

find the exact amount of phase shift that is experienced by a frequency-normalized field 

coupling coefficient, κ.  Frequency splitting of the resonant frequency, ω0, occurs by 

Δω=+/- κ.  The amount of differential phase shift a frequency experiences from its 

nearest resonance frequency is simply Δω/FSR, as a 2π  phase shift corresponds to the 

frequency moving from one resonance to another (which is the definition of FSR).  By 

combining this with the canonical solution to the 2nd-order wave equation of a 

propagating mode, the phase shift experienced is e-j(Δω/FSR).  Equation 9 also equates this 

phase shift relative to the input waveguide as -jμ.  By equating these two terms and 

applying Euler's formula, one arrives at:

                μ=sin−1
( κ
FSR

) .                                            (14)

By revising the coupled mode theory simulator developed in the previous section, marked 

differences in resonator frequency responses become clear when the power coupling 

coefficient exceeds 50%.  An example simulation was performed using two serially-

coupled 5 μm radius ring resonators of silicon cover-slotted with a material of index 1.8 

(the index of DDMEBT and silicon nanocrystals) and a single input/output waveguide 

strongly coupled to the first resonator.  Frequency normalized coupling coefficients for 

equation 9 were obtained using equations 10 (standard) and 14 (strong coupling 

corrected), respectively, in figure 14.
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By obtaining a corrected coupled mode theory for an arbitrary number of resonators, 

various resonator designs may now be investigated, and because ultrafast resonators 

involve large bandwidths, strong coupling regimes may also be investigated with 

negligible errors compared to the standard couple mode theory approach.

Figure 14.  Largest possible bandwidth for a two serially-coupled 5 μm radius ring 

resonator system while only varying the waveguide-resonator power coupling.  The blue 

curve indicates expected resonator bandwidth with standard coupled mode theory, and the 

green curve indicates bandwidth from coupled mode theory when its frequency-

normalized coupling coefficients are adjusted for non-uniform energy within the 

resonator that arise from strong coupling.  Significant bandwidth deviations from 

standard theory arise at approximately 50% coupling and upwards.
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5.3  Multiple Coupled Resonators

Multiple serially coupled resonators have been investigated over the past decade and 

a half as a method for increasing the input/output bandwidth of the overall structure [61].  

More recently, strongly coupled multiple resonators have been introduced, where the 

coupling coefficient is tapered from extremely strong at the waveguide coupling to 

weakly coupled in the middle resonator [60, 62].  Indeed, extremely flat and wide pass-

bands were developed and verified using the couple mode simulator introduced in 

previous sections.  The tapering method utilizes equating coupling coefficients to digital 

filter coefficients through the z-transform, which is thoroughly described elsewhere and 

is beyond the scope of this thesis [60].  An exemplar of 6 serially-coupled ring resonators 

is optimized to maximize the output bandwidth (i.e. switching speed) of the overall 

system while still having high on/off contrast.  The resulting field coupling coefficients, 

starting from the input waveguide and ending with the output waveguide, are 0.852, 

0.359, 0.189, 0.162, 0.189, 0.359, and 0.852. respectively.   Because the bandwidth of the 

multi-resonator system is FSR dependent, 5 μm radius ring resonators were utilized, for 

frequency-smearing begins to occur in smaller rings, as backward propagating modes 

may more readily couple to forward propagating modes when phase-matching is relaxed 

with sufficiently small resonator folding distances.  The result is in figure 15.
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Figure 15.  Spectral output from strongly coupled mode theory of a tapered coupling 

coefficient multi-resonator structure involving 6 serially coupled resonators.  The blue 

curve is the output (drop) waveguide, and the green curve is the input (through) 

waveguide.  FWHM bandwidth is 3.5 nm.

This particular form of resonator coupling optimization enabled heightened tolerance to 

deviation in coupling coefficients up to 5%, allowing for fabrication imperfections.  

Figure 16 is from [60], where a similarly designed resonator's spectra is subjected to 5% 

coupling coefficient changes.
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Figure 16.  Work from Liu and Yariv [60], showing spectral resilience of a 6 resonator-

coupled system, where coupling coefficients are varied by +/- 5%.  B is a bandwidth 

factor that is an arbitrary fraction of FSR.

The JEOL 6000 FSE available at the Microelectronics Research Center at the University 

of Texas at Austin is capable of +/- 25 nm waveguide-to-ring spacing errors at the time of 

writing this thesis  (As with most tools in the center, this value has been increasing over 

time).  By simulating waveguide to ring resonator couplings in a cover-slot waveguide 

platform outlined in section 4.5, +/- 25 nm spacing tolerances correspond to a +/- 40% 

change in waveguide-to-resonator coupling efficiency when the ring resonators are 5 μm 

in radius.  When resimulating the multi-resonator structure in figure 15 with coupling 
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errors that correspond to the expected fabrication error, the new result of more fabrication 

realistic spectral tolerances is shown in figure 17.

Figure 17.  Simulated spectral resilience of the drop port of 50 different 6 coupled ring 

resonator devices, each with randomly different inter-resonator coupling coefficients, 

with the maximum coupling change obtained from the fabrication tolerances of a JEOL 

6000 FSE + reactive ion etching lithography process on a cover-slot waveguide in section 

4.5.  The transmission varies from 50% to 97% over the coupled resonator's passband.  

Due to limitations of the CMT simulator requiring a uniform FSR for temporal 

calculations of each resonator, resonance wavelength shifts induced by fabrication errors 

are not illustrated.  (See Appendix I for the source code that generated this result)
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Fabrication errors resulting in slightly longer/shorter lengths for each resonator were 

not incorporatable into the coupled mode theory simulation, which is expected to change 

the resonance frequency for each resonator by +/- 2 nm.  Between fabrication-induced 

length errors and second-order coupling-induced frequency shifts, the fabricated multi-

resonator system is expected to have on/off contrasts and bandwidth smearing that are 

potentially 4 dB and 4 nm worse than what is depicted in figure 17 [62].

Because of these substantial challenges that are highly fabrication tolerance 

dependent, grating reflection-based resonators were designed and pursued in this thesis, 

as coupling coefficients and resonator lengths for strong index, surface-relief gratings are 

more design-dependent and less fabrication-dependent than ring resonators.  Multiple 

serially coupled resonators are proposed in chapter 10.  Designs in the next section focus 

upon optimizing a single grating-based resonator, which provides repeatable bandwidth 

and on/off contrast which more closely match initial designs.
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5.4  Low Footprint Ultrafast Strongly 
Coupled Grating Resonator

The previous section focused on increasing resonator bandwidth to maximize 

potential switching speeds, but the key weakness of silicon photonics versus silicon 

electronics remains unaddressed: device density.  In fact, multiple coupled resonators 

serve to flatten and slightly widen the frequency pass-band of a device at the expense of 

increasing the device footprint by at least a factor of three, which dramatically lowers the 

important metric of device bandwidth density when compared to single resonator devices. 

Secondly, because silicon does not act as its own light source due to it having an 

indirect bandgap, light must be coupled into and out of the switching device from a single 

mode fiber, which also serves to increase the device footprint from its extremely large 

mode area.  Waveguide tapers are employed to convert a 12 μm wide grating coupler 

waveguide into a compact single mode waveguide of hundreds of nm in width, and fully 

adiabatic tapering requires several hundred of microns in propagation distance, which 

also serves to dramatically increase device footprint [39].

In addition to device footprint considerations, section 4.1 explained how mounting 

perfectly vertical input/output fibers normal to the chip surface are highly desirable from 

a manufacturing, alignment, and optical circuit routing perspective, and chapter 4 covers 

several new grating coupler designs which emit light vertically from the substrate.  As 

was explained and derived in depth in section 4.3, the consequence of vertical grating 

emission is that a periodic grating's second-order diffraction term strongly reflects light 
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back into the coupling waveguide.  This reflection effect is illustrated through the 

grating's k-space diagram in figure 18.

Figure 18.  K-space diagram (left) of a waveguide-to-fiber periodic grating coupler 

(right).  The first order of the grating coupler (magenta) perfectly cancels the waveguide 

propagation vector (orange) to scatter light vertically to a fiber (yellow).  However, the 

second order of the grating coupler (magenta) perfectly phase-matches to reflect light into 

propagating down the waveguide in the opposite direction (yellow).  This reflection can 

degrade the resonance of any upstream optical resonator.

Resonators are highly reflective by nature, and introducing additional reflection 

surfaces at the input and output of a chip layout effectively serves to create 2 additional 

resonators in series with a designed resonator switch.  One additional resonator stems 

from the reflective feedback between the input grating coupler and the input reflection of 
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the resonator switch.  The other additional resonator arises from the output grating 

coupler and output reflection of the resonator switch.  These two additional resonators 

couple to the resonator switch, and section 5.2 illustrated how these coupling coefficients 

split (and ultimately smear) the designed frequency response of the resonator switch.  

Moreover, the grating coupler resonators have much longer lengths than the ultrafast 

resonator switch, which means the coupled resonators have extremely different resonance 

wavelengths, FSRs, finesses, and quality factors, resulting in an essentially random 

overall frequency response with a relatively small effective FSR.  Undesirably long 

cavity lifetimes also appear due to the long coupling-based resonators, which 

significantly lower the overall switching speed.

Circumventing the problem of vertical grating couplers-turned-resonators is 

extremely nontrivial.  Upon first inspection, the available solutions are to either sacrifice 

manufacturing simplicity and cost savings by angularly detuning the input/output fibers 

from purely surface normal coupling or by designing a complex grating coupler with a 

genetic algorithm.  The former option is not attractive, as it removes all benefits of 

vertical fiber coupling, and the latter option is not attractive because the ideal grating 

design is sufficiently fabrication tolerant and agnostic to whether DDMEBT, silicon 

nanocrystal, or another nonlinear material of similarly low index is used.  Preliminary 

genetic algorithm simulations quickly indicated that efficient vertical coupling and 

sufficient reflection suppression require < 40 nm feature sizes with virtually no 

fabrication error (+/- 2 nm tooth/trench widths).  Therefore, neither solution is adequate.
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A wise professor, who shall remain anonymous because he is Robert McLeod, told 

me very often that great engineering happens when one turns an obstacle into a solution.  

Consequently, instead of attempting to suppress the grating coupler's resonator-destroying 

high reflectivity, it was maximized and included as one of the reflectors of the resonator 

switch itself.  A second grating was included in the resonator design with approximately 

half the grating period of the grating coupler to act as a pure reflector.  By eliminating 

waveguide tapers and bringing these two gratings within tens of microns of each other, 

the resonator's available bandwidth increases substantially to ultrafast (~1 ps) switching 

speeds from the decreased photon roundtrip time while also serving to dramatically 

reduce the device's footprint and incorporate the typically large fiber coupling layout into 

the small device. This footprint reduction is not available for more convention resonator 

designs, such as ring resonators or photonic crystals.   Thus, removing resonance-

smearing reflections and dramatically reducing the overall device footprint are the 

primary advantages to utilizing this newly proposed resonator structure.

The use of genetic algorithms in designing grating couplers and reflectors invariably 

create complex structures which heavily depend upon the minute material and structural 

specifics of whichever nonlinear material is used.  Therefore, precisely and accurately 

modeling all possible fabrication effects that arise from producing a complex grating 

structure must be incorporated into the genetic algorithm's fitness evaluation routine; 

otherwise, the simulated grating reflectivity/efficiency will never match reality.  For 

example, the topography of depositing silicon nanocrystals and/or spin-coating 

DDMEBT will vary greatly depending on the underlying structure of the silicon grating, 
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and without accurately modeling this topographical change, the actual fabricated grating 

will not match the simulated structure.  Because the grating coupler and grating reflector 

necessary for the ultrafast, low footprint resonator both require high reflectivities, 

perfectly periodic gratings are investigated instead, as periodicity tends to produce the 

highest possible reflection in a structure due to perfect phase matching with the incoming 

wave.  Indeed, preliminary genetic algorithm investigations converged toward perfectly 

periodic grating structures when both high coupling and reflectivity were included in the 

genetic algorithm's fitness routine.

The period and fill factor of cover-clad pseudo horizontal slot gratings, as outlined in 

section 4.5, were investigated for 145 nm thick silicon waveguides covered by a 275 nm 

thick cladding layer of index 1.8, which could serve as either silicon nanocrystals or 

DDMEBT for the nonlinear material.  The process of simulating periodic grating designs 

in CAMFR, as also outlined in chapter 4, was expedited by not including a genetic 

algorithm.  Simulations that swept all possible periods and fill factors to find the highest 

possible fiber coupling efficiency and waveguide reflectivity were accomplished in less 

than one week.

Simulation sweeps of the reflector grating yielded a peak reflectivity of 77% with a 

445 nm period grating and a grating tooth fill factor of 44.5%.  For the periodic grating 

coupler, coupling efficiency peaked at 38% with a grating reflectivity of 51%.  Although 

high coupling efficiency is generally desirable, it is extremely important to realize that 

the coupling efficiency to the fiber acts as the resonator coupling coefficient so heavily 

described in previous sections of this chapter.  Excessive coupling of a single resonator 
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will act to decrease the on/off contrast ratio of a resonator, as light will couple to the 

output regardless of its resonance condition. A low reflectivity of 51% also exacerbates 

the decreased resonance contrast.  Coupled mode theory simulation of a grating resonator 

with 77% and 51% reflectivities and a 38% coupling coefficient yielded slightly less than 

3 dB of switching contrast, which is insufficient for a practical device.  Additional 

simulation sweeps revealed that reflectivity of the grating coupler could be increased at 

the expense of lower coupling efficiency, both of which serve to increase the on/off 

contrast of the resonator switch.  When the grating coupler period was slightly increased 

to a period of 864 nm with a 50% fill factor, the coupling efficiency lowered to 20%, and 

the reflectivity rose to  65%.  Coupled mode theory simulation of this new grating 

resonator produced a 4 dB switching contrast, which is adequate for a proof-of-concept, 

ultrafast resonator switch, especially since even lower coupling efficiencies would 

noticeably decrease the resonator's bandwidth and also increase the difficulty of inputting 

sufficient power into the device.  Coupled mode simulation also produced an impulse 

response of 600 fs for a 30 um long resonator, indicating that a design for an ultrafast, 

low footprint nonlinear optical resonator along with fiber coupling had been achieved.  A 

schematic of the entire device layout is below in figure 19.
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Figure 19.  Schematic of final grating coupler + resonator switch design. (a) Top down 

layout of the device, where purple denotes underlying silicon, and white denotes where 

the silicon has been etched away.  (b)  Side cross-sectional view of the device, where 

black denotes silicon, light gray denotes SiO2, and dark gray denotes nonlinear material 

of index 1.8 (silicon nanocrystal or DDMEBT for this thesis).  The SiO2 layer is 3 um 

thick, the silicon layer is 147 nm thick, and the nonlinear material layer is 275 nm thick.  

The nonlinear material above the gratings contains conformal ripples that are 15 nm in 

height and contribute substantially to the device's grating effects, as most of the light 

propagates within the nonlinear material layer.
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Chapter 6 - Fabrication of Silicon 
Nanocrystalline Structures

6.1 Fabricating High Quality Polycrystalline 

Silicon as a Sandwich

Before a multiple silicon nanocrystal horizontal slot platform can be demonstrated, 

a silicon deposition process must be demonstrated in order to form the intermediate 

sandwiching layers between the silicon nanocrystalline slot layers. Unfortunately, 

because silicon nanocrystals are precipitated out of silicon-rich silicon dioxide via high 

temperature annealing (1100 C), the deposited hydrogenated amorphous silicon layers 

used in [31] and [32] are not suitable, for they can not withstand high temperature 

annealing, as the amorphous layers immediately out-gas the hydrogen that passivated all 

of the electrical and optical defects within the material, and then the rapid crystallization 

phase of the amorphous material nucleates over 1021 cm-3 crystallization sites, which 

creates volumes of crystalline silicon that are only a few nm in size. The boundaries of 

these “grains” of crystalized silicon still contain a large number of atomic bonding 

defects, as the grain orientations do not align. These defects very strongly absorb and 

scatter light at the light telecommunications wavelength of interest within this platform, 

1550 nm, as the defects are pinned at the middle of silicon's bandgap, which lies exactly 

at the energy provided by 1550 nm photons.

Because multiple layers of silicon are required to create a multiple horizontal slot 
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waveguide, a process for silicon deposition is required, and depositing single-crystalline 

silicon is not economically feasible with today's technology. Because deposition of 

amorphous silicon is also not feasible for the reasons given above, only one option 

remains: polycrystalline silicon (usually shortened to polysilicon). Provided that non-

hydrogenated, purely amorphous silicon is deposited on an atomically flat surface of 

silicon dioxide, virtually no crystallization seeds will exist within the silicon layer, 

contrary to the hydrogenated amorphous silicon layers used in previous horizontal slot 

works, including the landmark nanocrystalline switch outlined in section 3.3. Atomically 

flat silicon dioxide is best accomplished by thermally oxidizing (exposure to high 

temperature O2 gas) a prime grade bare silicon wafer in a quartz tube furnace to obtain at 

least 500nm of silicon dioxide to form a low index buried oxide (BOX) layer which 

isolates the waveguide from any substrate light leakage. (Substrate leakage for a multiple 

horizontal slot waveguide is negligible with a BOX thicker than 500nm) Next, purely 

amorphous silicon is deposited via a low pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) 

furnace at 550 degrees Celsius. The gas used in the process is 90% nitrogen and 10% 

silane with operating conditions of 250 mtorr of pressure and 150 sccm of silane flow. 

Due to the research grade facility used, a quartz horizontal furnace tube is used with a 

non-shielded wafer boat that contains at least 6 (and preferably 12) dummy wafers in 

order to maximize uniformity. 150 sccm of gas flow was a compromise between wafer 

uniformity and the deposition rate of silicon, which must be within 3 to 3.5 nm per 

minute in order to ensure minimal crystallization nucleation site creation. After this 

deposition procedure, the amorphous silicon layer must be annealed in a pure nitrogen 
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furnace at 575 to 600 degrees Celsius in order to grow the minimal number of 

crystallization sites into crystallized grain boundaries without introducing additional, 

competing crystallization sites that might reduce the average crystallized grain size. 

(Smaller grain sizes have longer boundaries, and boundaries contain absorbing mid-gap 

defects) The length of annealing time required depends upon the thickness of the silicon 

layer, as polysilicon grain boundaries terminate once they reach the layer top or bottom. 

As a general empirical rule determined from hundreds of deposition runs, 600 degrees 

Celsius annealing of polysilicon layers take approximately 1 hour per 10 nm of thickness. 

Following the grain formation annealing step, a very brief (seconds to minutes) 1100 

degrees Celsius annealing step that is already necessary for forming the silicon 

nanocrystal is also sufficient to completely crystallize the deposited silicon layer.

Once the above steps have been performed on a deposited polysilicon layer, the 

measured refractive index (via ellipsometry) of the deposited layer will transition from 

3.72 when it is amorphous silicon all the way down to that of crystalline silicon, 3.47, 

when the polysilicon is properly annealed to create large grain boundaries and very few 

absorbing defect sites.  This reduction in refractive index primarily down to that of 

crystalline silicon occurs because the extreme absorption loss for photons at 1550 nm is 

virtually removed via large crystalline grains. This change of index of refraction via 

dangling bond removal is illustrated by the index/absorption curve for silicon in figure 

20.
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Figure 20.  Index (red) and absorption (blue) curves illustrating the material dispersion 

characteristics for bulk silicon over the entire electromagnetic spectrum.  Electronic 

defect states due to dangling bonds in amorphous silicon and the corresponding rise in 

index of refraction are circled in green.  With the annealing process developed in this 

thesis, the index of refraction of the large-grain polysilicon becomes that of crystalline 

silicon (3.47), where no index peak is detectable in the circled region above, indicating 

that nearly all dangling bonds within the deposited silicon have been removed.
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In order to fully ascertain the quality of the developed polysilicon film, multimode 

polysilicon silicon strip waveguides were fabricated at varying lengths up to several 

millimeters.  Using the cutback method revealed a propagation loss of 0.5 dB/cm in 12 

μm wide silicon waveguides, which is the lowest propagation loss obtained in 

polycrystalline silicon to date [57].  Because a 12 μm wide silicon waveguide confines 

nearly all of the light to the core of the waveguide, its propagation loss is bulk material 

loss dominated.  Such a low propagation loss confirms that the deposition and annealing 

process outlined above does indeed effectively remove the dangling bond absorption 

routinely encountered in amorphous and polycrystalline silicon.  A visual confirmation of 

the reduction of dangling bond sites was obtained via electron microscopy of the 

polysilicon surface after performing a 10 second rapid thermal oxidation followed by 2 

seconds of buffered oxide etching.  Because oxidation occurs much more rapidly along 

electronic defect sites, the grain boundaries of polysilicon are exposed via oxidation/etch 

processes.  The result is shown below in figure 21.  By making the twinned crystal 

assumption (of multiple competing crystalline structures), the image analysis that resulted 

from counting the grain boundary sizes of 80 co-linearly fractured silicon grains yielded 

an average grain size of approximately 300 nm.  Such a large grain boundary from an 

originally purely amorphous material readily explains the lack of propagation loss 

obtained from waveguides patterned in the material.
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Figure 21.  Top-down SEM of the surface of the polycrystalline silicon developed in 

section 6.1.  The grain boundaries are exposed via a short oxidation+HF etch process.  

The average grain size of the material is estimated to be 300 nm.

Thus, with these low refractive index and multimode strip waveguide measurements, the 

use of polysilicon as the sandwiching layer in high temperature annealed multi-layer 

horizontal slot waveguides was deemed possible. Subsequently, the active optical 

material, the silicon nanocrystal, which mandated the high annealing temperature, must 

also be developed before the multiple slot guide could be designed.
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6.2 Fabricating Optically Active Silicon 

Nanocrystal as the Slot

Obtaining a high density of silicon nanocrystals of nanoscopic diameter within a 

silicon dioxide matrix that are still electrically isolated from each other is the optimum 

situation for maximizing its Kerr nonlinearity, as the extreme locality of the electrons 

within the few silicon atoms allows for tight electronic confinement, thereby drastically 

increasing the lifetime of any virtual electronic transisitions, which in turn drastically 

increases the strength of its Kerr effect, as discussed in chapter 2. In order to obtain this 

appropriate size and distribution of silicon nanocrystals within a silicon dioxide matrix, 

an LPCVD furnace was first set to deposit pure silicon dioxide, which was found to occur 

with 160 sccm of N20 gas and 20 sccm of silane at 200 mtorr and 600 degrees Celsius. 

N20 gas was chosen to react with the silane instead of O2 gas, as O2 reactions with silane 

create a large number of silicon oxide radical molecules and interstitial hydrogen bonds at 

the oxide/nanocrystal boundary interface which act as strong absorption centers, much 

like the dangling-bond absorption mechanism discussed in the previous section [63].  

From this benchmark of gas flows, the silane flow was increased until the resulting film's 

index of refraction increased after being subjected to one minute of 1100C nitrogen 

annealing, which occurred between 25 and 30 sccm. With a silicon-rich silicon dioxide, 

annealing at a suffciently high temperature will overcome the substantial activation 

energy required for the extra silicon atoms to precipitate out of the silicon dioxide and 

begin binding together into nanoscopic clumps or nanocrystals. The reorganization of this 
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extra silicon from single atoms into small atomic clumps is enough to give them a more 

bulk-silicon-like electronic behavior, which significantly increases the effective index of 

refraction for the entire nanocrystalline silicon oxide material. Since the excess silicon 

volume within the material can not become excessively high without merging the 

nanocrystals and destroying the electronic waveform locality within the silicon, the 

effective index of the nanocrystalline material should not exceed 1.9 [10]. This 

requirement set a very narrow range on the silane flow of the LPCVD deposition, 

resulting in 40 sccm of silane in the final silicon nanocrystal recipe. Interestingly enough, 

a work with similar results corroborated these findings not long before this LPCVD 

nanocrystal recipe was finalized [64].

By utilizing the above LPCVD recipe with a shielded quartz boat holding at least 4 

dummy wafers, silicon nanocrystalline material with an index of 1.65 after 1100 degrees 

Celsius annealing was obtained with a deposition rate of 17 nm per hour.  An SEM 

picture of the material is shown in figure 22.
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Figure 22.  SEM of silicon nanocrystals within a silicon dioxide film fabricated using the 
process described above.  Although minimal clustering is observed, it is important to note 
that the SEM is resolution-limited to 10 nm, while each nanocrystal is expected to be ~1 
nm in diameter based on Maxwell-Garnett approximations from the film's refractive 
index.

While electron microscopy confirms the presence of silicon nanocrystals, crystal sizes 

below 10 nm in diameter can not be directly imaged with traditional scanning electron 

microscopy, which was the only nanoscopic imaging tool available.  Thus, indirect means 

of determining the silicon nanocrystal size from the above process are necessary, as the 

work of Prakash et. al. in 2002 using exhaustive transmission electron microscopy clearly 

determined an inverse relationship between the diameter of silicon nanocrystals and the 

material's corresponding Kerr nonlinearity, as is illustrated in figure 23 [65].
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Figure 23.  Experimental z-scan measurements from Prakash et. al. of the Kerr nonlinear 

coefficient of silicon oxide-embedded silicon nanocrystals of varying size [65].  An 

inverse relationship between nanocrystal radius and third-order nonlinearity is apparent.

In the work of Hernandez et. al. in 2008, precise Raman spectroscopy of silicon 

nanocrystal deposited by N20 + silane LPCVD succesfully correlated the amount of 

silicon excess beyond stoichiometric SiO2 within a silicon nanocrystalline film to the 

corresponding nanocrystal size [66].  The experimental correlation is shown in figure 24.
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Figure 24.  Average silicon nanocrystal size (diameter) as a function of the silicon excess 

in deposited SiOx films [66].  Silicon excess was varied by varying the N20 and silane gas 

flows in the LPCVD process.

Figures 23 and 24 link silicon excess to the Kerr coefficient of the silicon nanocrystalline 

film.  By using the Maxwell-Garnett approximation of the effective electric permitivity 

for spherical objects smaller than the operating wavelength embedded within a host 

material, the silicon excess may be directly equated to the film's index of refraction:

      

               (15)

where ε is the permitivity of silicon (15.21), εm is the permitivity of the background 
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medium, SiO2, (2.102) ,  f  is the volumetric filling factor (silicon excess) of the 

embedded spherical objects (silicon), and εeff is the effective permitivity of the entire 

medium.  Ellipsometry of the developed silicon nanocrystalline film as explained in this 

chapter measures the film index to be 1.65, which corresponds to a silicon excess of 11% 

under equation 15.  (More information about the ellipsometry procedure and material 

parameters are in Appendix C)  By extrapolating the silicon excess correlations in figure 

24, the developed film has an average silicon nanocrystal radius of 1.2 nm or less, 

corresponding (via figure 23) to a high nonlinear Kerr coefficient on the order of 10-9 esu.

In the final recipe, the silicon nanocrystal layers were not measurably affected by

 600 Celsius nitrogen annealing for any length of time, indicating that the 

nanocrystals' size (and therefore its high nonlinearity) are compatible with the 

aforementioned polysilicon deposition/anneal recipe necessary for the sandwiching 

layers.  Since the polycrystalline silicon and silicon nanocrystal layers have been 

successfully deposited, annealed, and measured separately, the next step is to combine the 

processes and fabricate the first multiple slot waveguide with highly nonlinear silicon 

nanocrystal as the active slot material.
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6.3 Multiple Silicon Nanocrystal Horizontal Slot  

Grating Fabrication

Starting with bare silicon wafers, the buried oxide layer was grown by wet thermal 

oxidation at 1050°C.  First, purely amorphous silicon was deposited by low-pressure-

chemical-vapor-deposition (LPCVD) of silane gas at 550°C, 260 mtorr, and 150 sccm. 

Next, a silicon-rich oxide layer was deposited by LPCVD of N2O and silane gases at 

600°C, 270 mtorr, 40 sccm of silane, and 160 sccm of N2O. This specific method of 

depositing silicon nanocrystal can result in the highest obtainable Kerr coefficient and 

allows for superior thickness precision over plasma-enhanced-chemical-vapor-deposition 

(PECVD) due to its slow (17 nm per hour) deposition rate [64, 67]. Both depositions 

were repeated once more, followed by a final amorphous silicon deposition that 

completed all necessary layers for the horizontal dual-slot waveguide. Amorphous silicon 

is known to be highly absorbing at 1550 nm and must be properly annealed into long-

grain polysilicon in order to reduce its absorption loss [57, 68, 69]. Furthermore, silicon 

nanocrystals in the oxide slots must precipitate to only 1 to 4 nm in diameter to exhibit a 

large Kerr nonlinearity, which is accomplished in a high temperature anneal step [67]. 

Prior to annealing, the wafers were set in atmosphere for a week to allow a native 

oxide to form over the topmost layer, which prevents strain relaxation, buckling, 

and high surface roughness from occurring in the top silicon layer during annealing, 

to which TM polarized waveguides, such as horizontal slots, are extremely sensitive 

[70].  Without this native oxide growth step, an output signal was not detectable from any 
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test structures, indicating that propagation loss is prohibitively high without this step to 

prevent surface/interface roughening from subsequent annealing.  Next, the wafers were 

annealed in N2 gas at 600 degrees Celsius for 10 hours. Ellipsometry confirmed a drop in 

the index of refraction of all silicon layers from 3.58 to 3.48, indicating the silicon's 

amorphous structure had evolved into a polycrystalline structure. However, the silicon 

layers were thinner than the polysilicon grain sizes achievable by a low-temperature 

anneal step (200-300 nm). Such short-grain polysilicon layers require a high temperature 

anneal step to ensure maximum crystallinity and minimum light absorption in the silicon 

layers. In order to fully crystallize the polysilicon layers as well as precipitate silicon 

nanocrystals out of the silicon-rich oxide slots, the wafers were then subjected to one 

second of 1100 degrees Celsius rapid thermal annealing. Finally, in order to fit the 

samples into subsequent processing steps, the wafers were cleaved into 2x2 cm square 

chips using a diamond-tipped scribe and glass pliers. Final ellipsometry of the chips 

confirmed that silicon crystallization and nanocrystal precipitation had occurred, as the 

silicon layers ended with an index of 3.47, and the oxide slot layers rose from 1.48 to 

1.65. However, ellipsometry also revealed a +/- 5 nm error in the final thickness of all 

layers from their target thicknesses previously stated in section 4.4.

The +/- 5nm thickness error in the fabricated layer thicknesses reduced the grating's 

simulated coupling efficiency to 50%. By inserting the true layer thicknesses into the 

genetic algorithm, minor modifications to the design re-obtained a 68% theoretical 

coupling efficiency after 2,000 additional generations. This new design was then 

patterned in ZEP-520A resist by a 50 kV JEOL 6000 electron beam system at 100 pA. 
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The developed resist pattern was then etched with alternating reactive-ion-etching cycles 

of HBr + Cl2 and CHF3 + O2 chemistry. SEM analysis of 20 etched grating patterns 

revealed a stochastic error of 3 +/- 20 nm of width and translation error for each grating 

line. Re-simulating the grating with this source of error lowered its theoretical efficiency 

to 55%. After programming this source of error into the genetic algorithm in chapter 4, a 

design plateau was reached after 5,000 generations with a new theoretical efficiency of 

63% that proved highly resilient to stochastic variations of fill factor and/or position of 

each grating tooth. The latest fabrication-tolerant grating design was then patterned, 

exposed, and etched. A top-down SEM of the completed grating is shown in figure 25. 

Figure 25.  Colorized SEM depicting each grating stage of the multiple horizontal slot 
fiber-to-waveguide grating coupler. Red is the apodized grating/waveguide interface, 
yellow is the primary fiber-coupling region, green is the secondary coupling region of 
chirped grating period, and blue is the quasi-periodic DBR to partially emit and reflect 
light back into previous grating stages.
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6.4 Silicon Nanocrystal Cover-Slot Grating 

Fabrication

The cover-slot waveguide platform process began with SOI wafers provided by 

SOITEC which contained 250 nm thick crystalline silicon, followed by 3 µm of oxide, 

followed by a 500 µm thick silicon substrate. Wet thermal oxidation was performed at 

1050 degrees Celsius followed by an HF etch to thin the top silicon layer thickness to 120 

nm. Next, a 300 nm thick silicon-rich oxide layer was deposited by 34 hours of LPCVD 

of N
2
O and silane gases at 600 degrees Celsius, 250 mtorr, 35 sccm of silane, and 180 

sccm of N
2
O. Unlike the multi-slot process, the wafer was then immediately annealed at 

1150 degrees Celsius for 3 minutes, which creates slightly smaller (~1 nm) nanocrystals 

with a theoretically higher Kerr effect [10, 65]. In order to fit the samples into subsequent 

processing steps, the wafers were cleaved into 2x2 cm square chips using a diamond-

tipped scribe and glass pliers. The chip layout was then patterned in ZEP-520A resist by a 

50 kV JEOL 6000 electron beam system at 100 pA. The developed resist pattern was then 

etched with alternating reactive-ion-etching of CHF
3 
+ O

2 
and HBr + Cl

2 
 chemistry, 

respectively. Unlike the multi-slot fabrication, post-process analysis and error-corrected 

fabrication was not performed.
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Chapter 7 -  Fabrication of 
DDMEBT-clad Silicon Structures

A third-order nonlinear molecule, DDMEBT, was expeditiously synthesized in 2014 

at the Laboratorium für Organische Chemie ETH Zurich, Switzerland for the purposes of 

this thesis.  While DDMEBT has a lower Kerr coefficient than silicon nanocrystal, it has 

been extensively measured and is robustly fabricated to extremely tight material quality 

margins, something that has yet to arrive for silicon nanocrystal.  Its propagation loss in 

previous experiments have always been below 10 dB/cm.  In addition, DDMEBT's index 

of refraction is 1.8, an almost identical match to the nanocrystal previously synthesized in 

this thesis.  Because DDMEBT's light absorption falls to zero at wavelengths longer than 

650 nm, two photon absorption of any extent has also not been detected in any 

experiments conducted at 1550 nm, making its overall nonlinear figure of merit far 

beyond that of silicon nanocrystal [28]. 
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7.1 Creating Spin-on Nonlinear Material

The most important part of any all-optical device is the active optical material. 

Because the aim was to create devices with the highest switching speed possible, the Kerr 

nonlinearity was selected as the switching mechanism for this work. The Kerr effect is a 

quantum mechanical phenomenon where the virtual transition of electrons from multiple 

incident photons changes the polarizability of certain materials, with the change being 

proportional to the intensity. This effect was first discovered over 100 years ago in 

magnetic materials [71]. Due to the virtual nature of the mechanism, the timescale of its 

operation must be extremely short when sufficiently far from resonance and has been 

resolved to occur on femtosecond timescales even when the effect is quite strong [8]. The 

imaginary component of this polarizability is photon absorption via virtual transitions, 

which excites electrons to higher energy states. The dominant form this nonlinear 

absorption is “two photon absorption.” Because a crystalline material's dispersion is 

significantly altered if sufficient electrons are excited (the effective bandgap expands), 

the material's index of refraction is inversely proportional to the optical intensity. 

Conversely, the Kerr effect's index change is directly proportional to the optical intensity 

when far from resonance, making these two sister effects in direct opposition to one 

another. Because two photon absorption is also responsible for optical loss in a system 

that is intensity dependent, it is unsurprising that the accepted figure of merit (FOM) for 

nonlinear optical materials is dependent on the efficiency of two photon absorption:
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FOM=

n2
βλ

                     (1)

where n2 is the material's nonlinear Kerr coefficient (cm2/W), β is the material's 

coefficient of two photon absorption (cm/W), λ is the wavelength of light of interest 

measured in vacuum [23]. If the original assumptions of equation 1 are examined and one 

determines that the optical device's length will scale proportionally to the operating 

wavelength, then the vacuum wavelength may be removed from consideration in 

equation 1, as is done in this work by setting the operating wavelength to the optical C-

band centered at 1550 nm.

Although materials with impressively large Kerr coefficients have been recently 

developed with silicon nanocrystalline materials (2.5x10-11 cm2/W), the highest FOM 

obtained for silicon nanocrystals is currently 8 [8]. In order to obtain a much higher 

fidelity switch, a material with a negligible two photon absorption is desirable. In this 

report, a nonlinear optical molecular compound, DDMEBT, is utilized because its two 

photon absorption at 1550 nm is negligible, as it is transparent above 700 nm, making its 

FOM extremely high [15, 28].

In all previous work involving DDMEBT, the amorphous film was deposited onto a 

silicon substrate by sublimation at 120 to 130 degrees Celsius under vacuum [15, 28, 72]. 

While sublimated deposition ensures isotropic filling of nanoscopic holes and trenches as 

well as a smooth optical surface, one of the greatest strengths of depositing thin films on 

silicon remains untapped: namely, spin-coating. This manner of film deposition is 
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extremely simple and straightforward while still ensuring very precise thickness control 

of the resulting amorphous film by tuning the rotational speed of the silicon wafer.

In this work, 0.5 grams of solid DDMEBT were dissolved in 6.5 mL of 

dichloromethane, resulting in a very dark purple solution. SOI chips were treated with 

piranha, HF etched, and subjected to vacuum baking to remove adsorbed water and 

ensure a perfectly hydrophobic surface prior to spinning. Two drops of the DDMEBT 

solution were then dropped onto an SOI chip and immediately spun at 4,000 rpm, as the 

solvent evaporates in less than one second. Because of the high spin speed, the resulting 

amorphous film is perfectly uniform and appears perfectly black and mirror-smooth to 

the eye. Precise ellipsometry of the film was performed with 200 nm to 1800 nm light 

over 45 to 75 degrees of angular incidence. Owing to DDMEBT's amorphous character, 

the ellipsometric data was best fit with a Tauc-Lorentz model and was supplemented with 

six Gaussian oscillators to more accurately model specific absorption peaks. The specific 

fit and model parameters of the final ellipsometric model are given in Appendix C. The 

chemical structure of DDMEBT is shown in figure 26, and the measured n (real index) 

and k (imaginary index) values for spun-on DDMEBT are in figure 27.
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Figure 26. Chemical structure of the DDMEBT molecule, the nonlinear optical material 
used in this work.

Figure 27. n (index) and k (absorption) values obtained via ellipsometry for DDMEBT 
spun onto silicon chips. The red curve is absorption, and the green curve is index of 
refraction.
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With an accurate ellipsometric model of the spun DDMEBT film in hand, the final 

film thickness was measured to be 270 nm when spun at 4,000 rpm. Other spin speeds 

resulted in film thicknesses which also lay exactly along a well-known logarithmic spin 

curve for polymer solutions with various dilution ratios [73]. Spin speeds below 500 rpm 

did not yield uniform films across the chip surface, and films of thicknesses above 350 

nm suffered from significant bubble formation.

One consequence of spinning a highly volatile solution onto a chip is that the film's 

viscosity increases as the upper layer of solution evaporates, trapping a substantial 

amount of solvent in the lower portion of the film. By reducing the film thickness to 270 

nm, only nanoscopic bubbles of solvent remain after spinning onto an SOI chip, which is 

shown in figures 28 and 29. Because this third-order nonlinear optical film will contain 

very high optical intensities by design, even nanoscopic defects will very efficiently 

scatter the propagating light. Indeed, preliminary devices containing these bubbles 

emitted no detectable output light due to their extreme propagation loss.

To eliminate bubble formation, the DDMEBT film was first exposed to vacuum (20 

mTorr) at room temperature. The trapped solvent burst out of the film, leaving 

macroscopic damage to the film, and approximately 50% of the solvent bubbles still 

remained. To allow for solvent migration through the film, the film's viscosity must 

decrease. This is typically accomplished in second-order electro-optic polymers by 

heating the polymer to its glass transition temperature, which has the added benefit of 

allowing the amorphous film to reflow and completely fill in nanoscopic holes or 

trenches in the underlying silicon layer, as well as heal any damage caused by evaporated 
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solvent [74]. The glass transition temperature was coarsely determined by first creating 

cracks in a DDMEBT film covering a silicon chip by rapidly heating it to 70 °C on a hot 

plate and then immediately placing it on a metal block at room temperature. Next, the 

chip was heated incrementally for ten minutes on a hot plate in five degree steps, starting 

at 30 °C. At each temperature step, the chip was removed from the plate and allowed to 

cool in close proximity to the hot plate surface to prevent reformation or creation of 

cracks due to rapid temperature changes. After cooling, the DDMEBT film was observed 

under an optical microscope. Under these conditions, crack healing was first visually 

apparent at the 80 °C heating step. The cracks did not disappear entirely until the chip 

was heated at 90 °C for 10 minutes. Thus, it was concluded that the DDMEBT viscosity 

was sufficiently lowered to heal microscopic defects at temperatures above 90 °C. Next, 

DDMEBT spun chips were then vacuum baked at 95 °C at 1 Torr for two hours. 

Ellipsometry confirmed a 5 nm reduction in film thickness from this process due to 

sublimation and bubble loss. Although this baking process was successful in driving out 

the trapped nanoscopic bubbles, the bubbles most likely underwent a consolidation in the 

low viscosity environment, as the subsequent explosion of the coalesced macrobubbles 

left behind striated craters several millimeters in diameter, which were too severe to be 

healed even in a glassy film. To rectify this excessive damage, a two step baking process 

was developed.

First, the DDMEBT-clad chips were baked at 95 °C and 2 Torr for two hours. 

Because of the increased pressure, only ~2 nm of material sublimed, which may also be 

due in part to solvent removal. Second, the chamber pressure was slowly increased to 
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~650 Torr while holding the temperature constant. The chip was then held in this near-

atmospheric state for 2 hours. Afterwards, inspection of the chip under an optical 

microscope revealed no visible defects of any kind on the chip. In fact, the post-baked 

surface became so smooth it became extremely challenging to see any lithographic 

features that lay underneath the film. The film results are shown in figures 28 and 29.

Figure 28.  Cross-section SEM of (a) DDMEBT as spun onto a silicon chip with pre-
etched trench features, where many nanoscopic defects are visible throughout the film, 
and (b) DDMEBT spun onto a silicon chip followed by a 2-step post bake, where no 
defects are visible within the film.
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Figure 29. Visible dark field microscopy showing (a) DDMEBT as spun onto an SOI chip 
with pre-etched test patterns. Nanoscopic defects/bubbles are visible throughout the film. 
Shown in (b) is the same chip after an additional 2-step post bake; no defects are visible.
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Chapter 8  - Experimental Testing and 
Results of Slot Waveguide Grating 
Couplers

8.1   Multiple Horizontal Slot Grating 
Coupler

In the chip layout, identical 12 µm wide input/output gratings were connected to 

500 µm long waveguides that adiabatically tapered their widths from 12 µm to 500 nm. 

These single mode waveguides were then connected via a circular 125 µm radius u-turn, 

as shown in figure 31. In order to characterize the gratings' spectral coupling 

performance, broadband TM light must be coupled and measured, as the grating coupler 

is designed for a horizontal slot waveguide, which requires a vertically oriented E-field 

(TM) to confine light into the slots. If a horizontally oriented E-field (TE) is used, the 

polysilicon layers would instead guide the majority of the light. The grating would then 

consist of significantly different effective indices from its intended design, causing it to 

interfere the light from all four grating stages and emit a haphazard field profile with 

negligible fiber coupling efficiency. 

Thus, amplified spontaneous emission spanning 1530 nm to 1610 nm and centered 

at 1558 nm from an erbium doped fiber array was passed through a TM polarizer and 

connected to a fiber array. The fiber array contained standard polarization maintaining, 

single mode fibers that were spaced 250 µm apart. Subsequently, the array was mounted 
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to a 6-axis stage possessing 50 nm and 0.3 arcseconds of resolution. The 2x2 cm chip 

containing the fabricated gratings was mounted to a standard 3-axis stage, making the 

chip's surface parallel to the incoming fiber array facet. The experimental coupling setup 

is shown in figure 30, and a schematic of the fiber-grating-waveguide coupling is shown 

in figure 31.

Figure 30. Experimental optical lab setup for perfectly normal coupling between a 
standard fiber array and on-chip grating couplers.
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Figure 31. Illustrated chip layout coupled to a normally-incident input/output fiber array.

Spin-on-glass with an extremely low viscosity (0.6 cSt), high thermal budget, and 

proper superstrate index of refraction [75] as well as high quality SiO2 deposition were 

unavailable. Therefore, isopropyl alcohol (IPA), which also has an acceptable index of 

refraction near that of fiber (1.38) and a low viscosity (1.9 cSt) necessary for filling 

potentially narrow grating teeth lines, was chosen as the top cladding in order to simplify 

and expedite optical testing. After positioning the fiber array less than 50 µm above the 

chip surface, IPA was dispensed onto the fiber array, which remained between the array 

and chip surface for several minutes due to sufficient surface tension and minimal 

evaporative surface area at such short distances. Next, the fibers within the array were 
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aligned approximately 2 µm above the grating couplers at perfectly normal incidence. 

The broadband signal was then passed through the input fiber, and an optical spectrum 

analyzer collected the output. 

The setup's total loss was 43.4 dB. In order to extract the slot waveguide's 

propagation loss, a ring resonator was then patterned 250 nm adjacent to the single mode 

waveguide, and the device was remeasured. The ring's resulting parameters were a 20 µm 

radius, 12.6 nm free spectral range, a 17.3 dB extinction ratio, and a loaded Q factor of 

535. These parameters allow for the propagation loss within the ring resonator to be 

calculated, resulting in a propagation loss of 280 dB/cm for the dual-slot single mode 

waveguide [76]. This extreme loss is a direct result of very high surface roughness (~20 

nm) of the oxide slots, as the oxide films did not reflow during annealing due to 

constraining film stress with the polysilicon layers. It is important to emphasize that in 

future work, each oxide layer must be annealed individually before a covering deposition 

is performed. Because the embedded silicon nanocrystals themselves do not exhibit large 

scattering losses, allowing the slot layers to properly reflow is expected to somewhat 

improve this platform's propagation loss in future iterations [77]. After accounting for 

propagation loss, the remaining 4.4 dB of loss is allocated evenly between the 

input/output gratings. 

After normalizing for the ASE source, the result is shown in figure 32, where a single 

grating of the input/output pair yielded a peak efficiency of 60.1% or -2.2 dB at 1555.8 

nm. The output power was maximized when the fiber array was exactly normal to the 

chip surface. The 3 dB in-plane coupling tolerance of the fiber array was 2 µm in both 
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dimensions. As mentioned in section 4.4, the measured vertical coupling tolerance was 

lower than the Rayleigh range of the combined grating couplers, as the total coupled 

power was halved when the fiber array was approximately 30 µm above the gratings. 

This result is likely due to the focusing effect introduced by the chirped grating stage as 

well as a non-Gaussian-like field arising from interfering all four grating stages at ever 

higher planes above the chip surface. The shift from the designed 1550 nm peak is due to 

the final design uniformly overcompensating for the aforementioned lithography errors, 

leading to tooth width variance slightly exceeding trench variance during e-beam writing. 

This slightly increased fill factor increased the grating's propagation constant, weakened 

the grating, and shifted emission to longer wavelengths. The fiber array contains up to 0.5 

µm of translational misalignment between its fibers, which accounts for the 2.9% 

discrepancy between measured peak efficiency and theoretical expectation.
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Figure 32.  Experimentally measured spectrum of single mode fiber coupling efficiency 
to/from a fabricated multiple horizontal slot grating. The data are normalized to the ASE 
source and for a single grating coupler.
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Efficient grating coupling from a normally incident fiber array to multiple horizontal 

slot waveguides have been experimentally demonstrated with a 60.1% coupling 

efficiency per grating. Starting from purely random designs, simulations from a custom 

genetic algorithm created a four stage grating coupler with a theoretical efficiency of 

68%. In contrast, a traditional coupler designed solely from first principles yielded a 27% 

theoretical efficiency and plateaued at 40% when augmented with the genetic algorithm. 

By then introducing measured fabrication errors into the genetic algorithm, a robust 

design with a 63% theoretical efficiency was derived from the 68% design. In the future, 

such an error incorporation scheme into a genetic algorithm may effectively and 

simultaneously design around many additional constraints and/or transients imposed in 

the real world. For example, while having large coupling bandwidth was not a design 

target in this grating design, simulations for the newer designs in this thesis vary the 

operating wavelength during genetic iterations in order to pressure a design into 

accommodating an arbitrary frequency band. Other parameters may also be varied such 

as fiber translation, fiber rotation, fiber damage, grating damage, superstrate index 

variation, changing bandwidth requirements, or even grating performance tunability 

through refractive index modulation. This demonstrates the potential benefit and 

flexibility afforded in novel silicon photonic platforms when efficient design-space 

searching algorithms are utilized in lieu of brittle first-principle design methodologies.
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8.2  Cover Slot Grating Results
The optical setup used to measure the horizontal cover slot grating coupler was 

identical to that outlined above in section 8.1. The fibers within the array were aligned 

approximately 2 µm above the cover slot grating couplers at perfectly normal incidence. 

The broadband signal was then passed through the input fiber, and an optical spectrum 

analyzer collected the output. The output power results were normalized to the ASE 

source. Ring resonators 250 nm adjacent to single mode waveguides were measured to 

obtain each platform’s propagation loss. Any remaining loss was then allocated evenly 

between the input/output gratings.

The complete measurement setup's total loss was 24.9 dB. The ring resonator 

measurement resulted in a propagation loss of 120 dB/cm for the cover-slot single mode 

waveguide. The cover-slot's higher temperature anneal step resulted in a significant 

propagation loss reduction when compared to the multiple-slot waveguide propagation 

loss. However, the remaining propagation loss remains quite severe and is likely due to 

very small grain boundary formation within the oxide that is seeded by the silicon 

nanocrystals themselves, which act as efficient scattering centers. Because surface 

roughness was obviated due to the use of an atomically flat crystalline silicon interface, 

LPCVD of silicon nanocrystalline oxide is likely to remain a high loss platform [32].

After normalizing for propagation loss, the cover-slot grating measurement result is 

shown in figure 33, where a single grating of the input/output pair yielded a peak 

efficiency of 38.7% or -4.1 dB at 1608 nm. While the simulated 1 dB bandwidth is 70 nm 

and 3 dB bandwidth is 150 nm, the actual spectral peak is shifted to the edge of the ASE's 
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emission band. Presuming the actual grating coupling profile is spectrally symmetric, 

then the actual 1 dB bandwidth is extrapolated to be 66 nm. The dramatic spectral shift 

from the designed 1550 nm peak is due to several factors. First, the over-exposure of 

grating teeth lines leads to wider grating trenches, thereby lowering the effective index 

and shifting the peak to longer wavelengths. Second, the design contained overly fine 

lithographic features down to 30 nm, which further exacerbates the grating's trench width 

sensitivity. In future work, the genetic algorithm shall be further upgraded to include 

lithography errors in its design process. Third, the nanocrystalline oxide index was 

approximately 3% below its design target, which also lowers the effective index and 

further shifts the peak efficiency to longer wavelengths. The above issues also contribute 

to lowering the grating's actual peak efficiency by reducing the effectiveness of the 

grating's apodization and back-reflector regions. The fiber array contains up to 0.5 µm of 

translational misalignment between its fibers, which also accounts for the discrepancy 

between measured peak efficiency (38%) and theoretical expectation (41%).
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Figure 33.  Experimentally measured spectrum of single mode fiber coupling efficiency 
to/from a fabricated horizontal cover-slot grating. The data are normalized to the ASE 
source and for a single grating coupler. The experimental measurement data are in blue, 
and simulated results of the ideal grating design are in pink. The simulated 3 dB 
bandwidth is 150 nm, and the experimental measurement is source-limited to the range of 
1530-1620 nm. The Fabry-Perot ripples are due to reflections from the fiber facet.
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Chapter 9 - Experimental Testing and 
Results of DDMEBT Grating 
Coupler/Resonator Switch

9.1  Optical Setup

Mounting the chip with the device-under-test and the fiber array to optical stages was 

reported in the previous chapter.   With a perfectly vertical grating coupler, the 6-axis 

stage  was  eventually  replaced  with  a  3-axis  stage,  both  of  which  provided  identical 

results since no axial rotation with respect to the chip normal was required.  By obtaining 

the expected coupling efficiency with only two micron-resolution 3-axis stages and no 

rotational ability, the benefits of vertical coupling are vindicated, as the cost, complexity, 

and time for optically testing chips was greatly reduced.

Because a single grating coupler acts as both the input and the output for the setup, a 

single fiber in the single mode polarization-maintaining fiber array was connected to a 

1x2 fiber splitter, where the laser input and the output fiber (which connected to either the 

OSA or the autocorrelator) were connected to the other ends of the splitter. An illustration 

of the entire optical setup is shown in figure 34. 
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Figure 34.  Diagram of optical setup, where the aligned chip is connected to either a 
femtosecond pulsed laser and autocorrelator or to a C-band broadband source and optical 
spectrum analyzer.  The 6-axis stage was eventually replaced with a 3-axis stage, which 
produced identical coupling results.

Because the DDMEBT top cladding absorbs almost all visible light, alignment marks, 

as seen in figure 35, were lithographically patterned around each grating coupler. Red 

light from a laser diode was then coupled into the input fiber, allowing the strong 

scattering from the alignment marks to be clearly visible even to the naked eye (A 20X 

jeweler's loupe was occasionally used as well). The fiber array was then brought very 

close to the chip surface while maintaining transverse alignment before switching the 

laser input to a 1550 nm ASE source and the output fiber to a power detector. Because a 
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single fiber was used for input and output and because the chip is perfectly normal to the 

fiber, a strong signal of -12 dB system loss was detected whenever the fiber was 

misaligned away from the on-chip alignment mark. Because the alignment mark and 

grating coupler both act as efficient anti-reflective surfaces, the signal dropped to -16 dB 

of system loss when over the alignment mark and -28 dB of total system loss once the 

fiber was directly 2 μm above the grating coupler. This was 1 dB higher than the coupling 

losses of the grating coupler and the 1x2 fiber splitter, indicating that chip reflections 

contributed 20% of the received power. Both the standard 1550 nm laser and 

femtosecond fiber laser sources were vertically polarized, and both vertically and 

horizontally oriented grating couplers were fabricated on the same chip. The vertically 

oriented devices yielded -28 dB system loss, while the horizontally oriented devices 

yielded -35 dB system loss, indicating that grating coupling into the resonator occurred in 

the vertically oriented devices and the horizontal ones only outputted a surface normal 

reflection. This is expected due to the grating coupler only functioning for TM 

polarizations, as the vertical coupling efficiency for TE polarized light was simulated to 

be 0.08%. The switching measurements discussed below also demonstrate the same 

polarization sensitivity, further corroborating actual coupling as opposed to measuring 

spurious reflections.
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Figure 35. Visible dark field microscope image of (a) 30 and (b) 60 micron long 

DDMEBT-clad nonlinear resonators with grating couplers and reflecting gratings. The 

striations surrounding the grating couplers are alignment marks to aid optical alignment 

with a vertically oriented single mode fiber.

Once alignment was achieved, it was noted that the total system loss dropped very 

rapidly over a matter of hours to the point where no signal was obtainable 24 hours after 

mounting the chip. Because DDMEBT has been rigorously tested for its durability, other 

culprits were investigated [72]. Far-field imaging of reflected red light on the chip's 

surface revealed real-time dust accumulation. Because the device was TM polarized, 

large field concentrations at the DDMEBT's surface make the chip's performance 

extremely sensitive to dust-accumulation in a non-clean environment, as surface defects 

will very efficiently scatter any propagating light. By surrounding the optical stages with 

plastic tents, HEPA grade air filters, and wearing cleanroom suits during optical 
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alignment, a marked improvement was noticed, where only 5 dB of additional system 

loss was encountered after leaving the chip mounted for 24 hours. Given the optical lab's 

relative humidity of 70%, it was strongly suspected that excessive humidity could also be 

absorbed by the DDMEBT layer. Furthermore, after being exposed to solvent, DDMEBT 

becomes sensitive to visible light. Thus, all subsequent chips were encased in clear, dark 

red plastic holders that were then immersed in silica gel. All subsequent chips 

experienced no measurable degradation when stored in this environment next to the 

optical stages, and although these precautions could not be tested while the chip was 

optically mounted, the results strongly hint at the potential vulnerabilities of spun-on 

DDMEBT.
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9.2  AutoCorrelation Measurements

Temporal coupled mode theory analysis of the resonator predicted a resonator response 

on the order  of  1  picosecond,  which is  well  beyond the measuring capability of  any 

electronic devices. In order to optically measure the switching response, a femtosecond 

erbium  doped  fiber  laser  was  used  to  pump  the  resonator  into  a  high  power  state. 

Autocorrelation traces of the output pulse would then give an accurate temporal picture 

of the switch's impulse response, while spectral analysis of the output from an optical 

spectrum analyzer (OSA) determines the fidelity of the actual switching process.

The femtosecond laser had an average power of 17 mW and a repetition rate of 20 

MHz. The output pulses were expected to be ~1 ps in duration. Taking into account the 

-29 dB system loss for the output pulse, the average power to be detected was 21μW and 

the outgoing peak power is 1 W, which requires a PavgPpeak sensitivity of at least 2x10-5 W2 

to be detected. Such a low signal is below the sensitivity of routine autocorrelators that 

use BBO nonlinear crystal to perform an autocorrelation via second-harmonic generation. 

A simpler, more sensitive method of performing autocorrelation on weak 

telecommunications pulses was developed in 2002 by performing the autocorrelation 

function with two photon absorption in a single photon counting silicon avalanche 

photodiode, where the sensitivity was measured at 1.5x10-9 W2 and could potentially be 

even lower based on the reported noise floor [78]. A similar intensity-based Michelson-

interferometer autocorrelator was constructed using a fiber-to-free-space collimator, a 

1550 nm pellicle beamsplitter, two flat silver mirrors for each beam arm, where one is 
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mounted on a longitudinally oriented micrometer to vary one of the beams' path lengths, 

a best form BK7 lens, and a single photon counting silicon avalanche photodiode with an 

electron quenching circuit and heat sink. To the author's knowledge, this is the first 

reproduction of this autocorrelation setup since its inception [78].  A schematic of the 

autocorrelator setup is shown in figure 36, and an actual picture of the setup is shown in 

figure 43 in Appendix A. 

Figure 36.  Illustration of the constructed highly sensitive intensity Michelson-
interferometer-based autocorrelator with a silicon avalanche photodiode that is biased 
beyond its breakdown voltage to vastly increase sensitivity.  The two photon absorption 
of the silicon is the nonlinear autocorrelation mechanism.
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First, the femtosecond laser was directly connected to the autocorrelator's fiber 

collimator via a one meter polarization-maintaining single mode fiber. Because the fiber's 

distance was slightly longer than twice the length of the polarization maintaining fiber 

array used to couple to the chip, it was presumed that the pulse dispersion would be 

nearly identical in both cases and would act as an acceptable proxy for measuring the 

input pulse length to the device-under-test. One of the autocorrelator mirror distances was 

manually tuned, and 1,000 power measurements were recorded from the single photon 

counter at each mirror location. The entire measured pulse from the femtosecond laser 

appeared above and then disappeared below the linear signal floor after two 1/10th knob 

turns. This corresponded to a path length change of 127 μm, which equates to a pulse 

width of 423 femtoseconds. The quadratic nature of intensity based autocorrelation 

underestimates pulse-widths of gaussian pulses by a factor of 1.4, but since the measured 

pulse width spanned beyond its FWHM, the measured result was accepted as the general 

pulse width that would enter the device-under-test.

Next, the femtosecond pulse laser was reconnected to the 1x2 fiber splitter as an input 

to the chip, and autocorrelation traces were performed as stated above on the output 

pulses from the optical resonator devices. The results are shown below in figure 37. 

Because reflections were measured from the chip surface, it is expected that the reflected 

pulse shall create a peak in the trace that is sharper and narrower than the rest of the pulse 

since it does not encounter the resonator. Such a phenomenon is visible on both traces. 
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Figure 37. Autocorrelation traces (black) and coupled mode theory simulations (blue) of 
(a) the 30 μm long optical resonator, and (b) the 60 μm long optical resonator. The largest 
average power values obtained over all trace sweeps are given at each data point in order 
to best show the autocorrelation envelope. Each data point contains 1,000 power samples.
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To evaluate the validity of the pulse traces, coupled mode theory simulations were 

performed for the resonators, which included the grating coupler efficiency as the out-

coupling mechanism. The procedure of accurately modeling strongly out-coupled 

resonator systems in coupled mode theory has been adequately addressed in the work of 

others and was covered in section 5.2 [59, 60]. Because autocorrelation underestimates a 

measured pulse width, it is expected that the trace should be approximately 30% narrower 

in time than the actual pulse width for a Gaussian pulse. By comparing the 

autocorrelation pulse shape with the pulses obtained from coupled mode theory for each 

resonator, it can be seen that both resonators have the expected impulse response. The 

FWHM impulse response of the 60 μm long optical resonator from coupled mode theory 

is 1.4 ps, while the 30 μm long optical resonator's FWHM is 600 fs, indicating a response 

time sufficient to contain 1 THz of switching bandwidth.  As mentioned in section 7.1, 

the transparent (off-resonant) Kerr effect of a material has a response time on the order of 

femtoseconds. Because the resonator's measured temporal response is slower by two 

orders of magnitude, the device's switching speed is limited by the grating resonator and 

not the material itself. This limitation in speed allows for a dramatically reduced 

interaction length in order to enable densely integrated all-optical devices.
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9.3  Spectra versus Intensity 
Measurements

Light from the femtosecond fiber laser was then coupled to the DDMEBT-clad silicon 

grating/resonator device, and the output spectra for varying peak powers were measured, 

as seen in figure 38 (a). The resonance peaks blueshift by nearly 4 nm when the laser 

fluence is reduced by a mere 8%, which corresponds to a nonlinear coefficient of 

approximately -1.3x10-11 cm2/W. Two-photon absorption in the silicon layer was 

originally suspected, as the generated free carrier dispersion reduces the silicon's index of 

refraction, potentially blueshifting a resonance. A new chip was then fabricated where the 

silicon guiding layer was etched away, leaving only a planar DDMEBT resonator 

surrounded by two silicon gratings. The silicon thickness in the gratings was also 

increased to 220 nm to increase the grating index contrast, which allowed over 90% of 

the incident power to be reflected/emitted in only six periods for both gratings, thereby 

minimizing the amount of silicon (and two-photon absorption) exposure.  The spectral 

result of the identical measurement is shown in figure 38 (b). 
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Figure 38. Spectral output of DDMEBT resonators (a) with an underlying silicon 
waveguide and (b) without underlying silicon exposed to a 20 MHz repetition rate 
femtosecond pulse laser at various input powers. A very strong blueshift is observed in 
both devices as input fluence increases. All spectral curves are normalized to the 
femtosecond fiber laser output at maximum input current.
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Since the amount of blueshift was virtually identical to the previous chip, another 

negative index nonlinear mechanism must be at work. Indeed, most thin molecular films 

exhibit fairly strong negative thermo-optic coefficients on the order of 10 -11 cm2/W, 

which would likely manifest itself when probed with a 20 MHz repetition rate pulsed 

laser, as the thermal recovery time of a thin polymer is on the order of microseconds [79]. 

To eliminate thermal accumulation effects, the DDMEBT planar resonator chip was 

instead coupled to a 5,000 Hz repetition rate femtosecond laser. The incident power was 

then tuned from the noise floor to the highest sustainable peak power within the single 

mode fiber before soliton and super-continuum generation became evident in the fiber 

output. The resulting spectra is shown in figure 39. First, the disappearance of the strong 

blueshift when using a low repetition rate laser confirms the previously measured 

switching effects were thermo-optic in nature. Second, the corresponding redshift of 4 nm 

in the resonance spectra when experiencing 1 kW peak power indicates a positive 

nonlinear coefficient of no less than 10-13 cm2/W, which matches the previously measured 

Kerr coefficient of DDMEBT [28]. At these powers, the on/off ratio of the ultrafast Kerr-

switching mechanism reaches 4 dB contrast.  The amount of mitigating blueshift 

experienced due to the silicon gratings is calculated with a two-photon absorption rate of 

0.79 cm/GW in crystalline silicon under 1550 nm pulsed light [80]. Because any 

incoming and/or propagating light encounters less than 2 μm of silicon material in each 

grating before experiencing out-coupling, all of the remaining silicon within the final 

device only absorbs 0.25% of the light through two-photon absorption. By calculating the 

free-carrier plasma dispersion effect from the number of carriers generated by two-photon 
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absorption as outlined in [81], a negative index change with a resulting resonance 

blueshift of 0.6 nm from the silicon gratings is obtained. This result indicates that the true 

Kerr coefficient of the DDMEBT resonator is approximately 12% higher than is directly 

calculated from the spectral redshift of 4 nm seen in figure 39.

Figure 39. Spectra at various coupled peak powers from a 5 kHz femtosecond laser into a 
43 μm long DDMEBT slab resonator/coupler hybrid with underlying silicon removed in 
the resonator region.  The top light blue curve is the nonlinear resonator's frequency 
response when a nearly 1000 W peak power femtosecond pulse is input.  The bottom teal 
curve is the frequency response when a 10 W peak power femtosecond pulse is input.  A 
spectral redshift of 4 nm is visible between the top and bottom curves.
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Chapter 10  -  Future Work

10.1  Silicon Nanocrystalline Grating 
Coupler/Resonator Switch

An ultrafast DDMEBT-clad silicon grating resonator switch was successfully 

demonstrated in the previous chapter.  Because all necessary design, simulation, and 

fabrication processes for silicon nanocrystal have already been developed, it would be 

straightforward to design, fabricate, and test a nearly identical grating-based resonator 

switch with silicon nanocrystal as the optically active top-cladding instead of DDMEBT.  

One particular challenge in this demonstration is circumventing the strong two-photon 

absorption exhibited by silicon nanocrystal, as it would oppose and likely drown out the 

material's ultrafast Kerr effect.  Because the carrier lifetime in silicon nanocrystal is as 

fast as 10 ps (see chapter 2), there are two options for testing its switching capacity.  First, 

two photon absorption could be utilized instead of the Kerr effect to demonstrate efficient 

switching as fast as 100 GHz since it is an intrinsically stronger effect and would thus 

require lower peak powers.  Second, ultrafast switching on the order of 1 THz could be 

demonstrated as was done in chapter 9 if an optical clock with an extremely fast (>100 

GHz) repetition rate were utilized as the input, as two photon absorption would saturate 

at such speeds and become a background effect.
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While DDMEBT does not suffer from two photon absorption at telecommunications 

wavelengths, it is not CMOS compatible due to its very low thermal budget (~100 C).  In 

contrast, silicon nanocrystalline-based switches can withstand very high thermal budgets 

and are potentially CMOS compatible.  Nanocrystalline photonics could even make their 

way into a flash-based chip process (where silicon nanocrystals are already used) as a 

high speed interconnect.  Demonstrating an ultrafast switch with this platform would 

open the doors for future work on silicon nanocrystalline photonics.

10.2  DDMEBT in a Silicon Vertical Slot 
Grating Resonator Switch

Using the design, simulation, and fabrication processes developed in this thesis for 

coupling to and nonlinear switching in small slot-based modes, the logical next step of 

research with DDMEBT as the active nonlinear material is to concentrate the light mode 

into the DDMEBT as much as possible to achieve more efficient switching.  Because 

DDMEBT can not withstand the high temperatures of silicon deposition, vertical slot 

waveguides must be used to obtain the highest field intensity mode without 

extraordinarily exotic fabrication, which was already achieved by others as outlined in 

section 3.3.2.  By utiizing the vertical slot waveguide approach, resonant enhancement 

may be employed using two corrugated waveguide gratings [82].  Moreover, because TE 

polarization is used for vertical slot waveguides, much more efficient input/output grating 

couplers may be designed.  Preliminary sweeps of TE-polarized DDMEBT-clad silicon 
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gratings in CAMFR reveal fiber-to-waveguide (and vice versa) coupling efficiencies of 

43%, which may not be the upper bound on efficiency.  By then slightly altering the 

grating period and fill factor, halving the coupling efficiency can yield a negligible 

waveguide-bound reflection, effectively allowing for a decoupling of the grating coupler 

from the resonator gratings.  While this increases the overall footprint of the complete 

photonic circuit, waveguide routing and additional flexibility in the resonator design 

become available.  With higher resonator grating reflectivites, significantly higher 

switching power efficiencies may be achieved over the results in chapter 9.  With careful 

resonator design using the previously developed resonator coupled mode theory (see 

chapter 5), a resonantly enhanced DDMEBT vertical slot switch would enable over 9 nm 

of resonance frequency shift, allowing for all-optical switching of an incoming 1 THz 

optical data stream.
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Chapter 11 - Conclusion

In conclusion, the task of further enabling and obtaining a proof-of-concept of 

integrated all-optical switching was accomplished via an experimentally demonstrated 

integrated, ultrafast all-optical switch along with waveguides and grating couplers.

First, two novel all-optical silicon platforms which maximize the intensity within an 

active nonlinear material were designed, simulated, fabricated, and tested for the first 

time.  Novel polysilicon, silicon nanocrystalline, and DDMEBT deposition processes 

were developed, which then enabled a wide variety of potential waveguiding structures.  

From this, the first nonlinear multiple horizontal slot silicon waveguide was 

experimentally demonstrated along with a unique, material-agnostic cover-slot 

waveguide which illustrated its fabrication flexibility and ease by successfully fiber 

coupling and waveguiding both silicon nanocrystalline and DDMEBT top claddings.

Second, highly efficient perfectly vertical fiber-to-waveguide input and output grating 

coupling was experimentally achieved in both waveguide platforms by using a novel 

genetic algorithm approach to grating design.  This novel design approach successfully 

espoused grating designs for a wide variety of situations which ranged from being purely 

chaotic to completely periodic structures that obey first-principle design from the 

canonical grating equation.  Vertical grating couplers for the multiple horizontal slot 

waveguide achieved a 60% peak coupling efficiency, and vertical grating couplers for the 

cover-slot waveguide geometry obtained 38% coupling efficiencies and an extrapolated 1 

dB bandwidth of 66 nm.  To the author's knowledge, these grating couplers demonstrate 
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the highest coupling efficiencies and largest 1 dB bandwidths obtained to date for the 

extremely small mode profiles of slot waveguide-based grating couplers.

Third, a low footprint, integrated all-optical resonator switch using the ultrafast Kerr 

effect was designed, simulated, and experimentally demonstrated.  The new third-order 

nonlinear molecular material, DDMEBT, was used as the active optical medium in the 

previously developed cover-slot waveguide platform.  For the first time, a process was 

developed where DDMEBT was successfully spun onto a pre-patterned silicon-on-

insulator chip with perfectly repeatable results.   A single grating coupler was 

incorporated as part of the grating resonator switch, allowing for a record low footprint of 

710 μm2 per switch and single mode fiber-coupling device.  Highly sensitive 

autocorrelation of the impulse response of the resonator switch was experimentally 

obtained with a minimum output pulse total width of 600 femtoseconds, the result of 

which was corroborated with coupled mode theory simulations of the resonator.  

Moreover, resonance redshifts of 4 nm of bandwidth with 4 dB of switching contrast 

were experimentally obtained from spectral measurements of varying input powers from 

a 5 kHz repetition rate femtosecond laser.  The extracted Kerr coefficient of the spun-on 

cover-slotted DDMEBT (10-13 cm2/W) matches the coefficient obtained from previous 

experiments of others.  The resonator switch is therefore capable of modulating a single 

optical carrier frequency at 1 THz and switching an optical data stream at 500 GHz.  To 

date, these are the fastest speeds demonstrated by an all-optical switch integrated into a 

silicon platform.
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Future work stemming from this thesis would involve demonstrating a more efficient 

all-optical switch with higher fiber coupling efficiencies by incorporating corrugated 

reflector gratings into a vertical slot waveguide to produce a higher finesse nonlinear 

optical cavity.  Preliminary simulations of grating coupling efficiencies for the new 

platform reach 43% fiber coupling efficiency, and the potential nonlinear enhancement of 

this new structure could increase switching power efficiency by at least a factor of five 

while retaining the same order of switching speed.  Depending on the fabrication and 

measurement specifics, either silicon nanocrystal or DDMEBT could be utilized as the 

device's nonlinear optical material, with this thesis to serve as a foundation for processing 

and fabricating with either material.

Thousands to millions of integrated photonic switches shall become a necessity in the 

future to satisfy the voracious and ever-growing bandwidth and switching needs of 

computation platforms everywhere. The work in this thesis stands to serve as being both 

scientifically investigative and as a foundation in the field of integrated all-optical 

switching by first pursuing the ideal silicon-based platform and then placing the building 

blocks within that platform in order to realistically achieve densely-integrated all-optical 

switching within this decade. It is the author's sincere hope that future researchers will 

use this work as a reference and an inspiration, so that creating objects too small to be 

seen by an electron microscope, too thin to be accurately measured by an ellipsometer, 

too compressed to be coupled by an optical fiber, and too fast for any electronic 

equipment to measure will not be as daunting a task as it once was.
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APPENDIX  A     

Extras on DDMEBT Fabrication and 
Measurement Setup

While the DDMEBT polymer is suitable as a top-cladding nonlinear material, its primary 

attractiveness is its potential fabrication ease, as polymers dissolved into liquid solvent 

can be dispensed and spun onto a silicon wafer or chip in a matter of minutes, while the 

LPCVD furnace processes outlined in previous chapters took days or weeks of continual 

deposition.  Moreover, polymers are usually viscous enough so that the chip's spin speed 

on the vacuum chuck can strongly correlate to the resulting polymer thickness, allowing 

for near-nanometer thickness precision of the polymer layer.

Unfortunately,  the DDMEBT polymer has only been synthesized and fabricated as a 

solid.  No work prior to this report exists for using it in a solvent, which is a prerequisite 

for on-chip spinning.  Because of the chemistry of the core molecular chain in a single 

DDMEBT molecule, acetone, dichloromethane, and dichloroethane were procured and 

tested as potential solvents.  (Methanol, isopropyl alcohol, and toluene were quickly 

determined to be inappropriate solvents, as complete dissolution of the DDMEBT was 

never obtained, leaving substantial solid flakes in the solution.)  First, finding an 

appropriate concentration ratio of DDMEBT to solvent was necessary, as low 

concentrations suffered from uniformity problems, and high concentrations were too 

viscous to be spun across the entire chip.  Improper concentrations also led to excessive 
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solvent bubble trapping within the resulting polymer film, which will be discussed in the 

next paragraph.  Finding and retaining the ideal concentration for spin-on was a highly 

nontrivial effort, as the solvents were all highly volatile, whose vapor even dissolved the 

protective plastic linings on storage bottles before escaping the bottle entirely, leading to 

constantly increasing polymer concentrations in the solution over time.  Various bottles 

were utilized, but only very tight tolerance bottles with 5mm thick, self-healing septums 

were adequate in maintaining solvent concentration over days to weeks if also kept in a 

near-freezing refrigerator (2 to 4 Celsius).  Leaving the bottles out in standard 

temperature and pressure for more than a few minutes resulted in a detectable, steady 

increase in the polymer's thickness and refractive index, indicating evaporation of solvent 

and an increase of the polymer concentration within the solution.  Because DDMEBT is 

still manufactured in a small-scale research environment, only single grams of the 

material can be manufactured at a time.  At the time of writing this report, over 4 grams 

had to be synthesized over half a year at ETH Zurich before the proper polymer/solvent 

concentration ratio could be robustly and repeatably established: 0.5 grams of solid 

DDMEBT per 6.5 milliliters of dichloromethane when mixed at room temperature 

and immediately stored at 2 degrees Celsius.

The “proper” concentration allows for three features in the polymer solution:  First, 

thickness and index of refraction of the DDMEBT polymer were repeatable to within 

5nm of thickness and 0.05 index when spinning the same polymer solution at the same 

revolutions per minute onto a silicon chip.  The spin-speed/thickness curve for the 

polymer solution is shown in figure 40.
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Figure 40. Empirical polymer thicknesses obtained when spinning solvent-based polymer 

solutions of varying weight percentages [73].  The final DDMEBT solution used in this 

report corresponds to the spin-thickness profile between the '+' and 'x' curves. 

Experimentally obtained polymer thicknesses follow the curve trend from 270 nm 

(minimum) to 900 nm (maximally stable film) of thickness. The amount of bubble 

remnants in the film are proportional to the film thickness.

Second, the viscosity of the solution was low enough so that etched trenches 200nm deep 

and as narrow as 100nm in width could be entirely filled with polymer in 100% of all 15 

of SEM cross section measurements. (80nm wide trenches had an 80% chance of being 
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perfectly filled without any baking) Third, the number of large (>80nm diameter) bubbles 

of trapped solvent within the polymer film were  dependent on the amount of preexisting 

dirt and defects on the silicon chip and did not arise elsewhere on the chip surface. 

Because bubble formation was more prevalent in thicker films, the final film was spun 

at 3900 rpm to arrive at a DDMEBT film thickness of 275nm.

Figure 41.  Example SEM cross-section of DDMEBT polymer spun onto a silicon chip 

containing narrow trenches before any baking was performed.  Nanoscopic 

defects/bubbles within the polymer layer are visible, and trenches below 80nm in width 

are not fully filled.
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Although the polymer solution concentration was heavily optimized to reduce the 

formation of solvent bubbles within the polymer film, bubble formation was an inevitable 

consequence of the solvent evaporating from the film.  As more solvent escapes the film, 

the viscosity of the film increases, which decreases the likelihood of more solvent 

escaping.  Unsurprisingly, once the proper film concentration was repeatably obtained, 

dichloromethane, the most volatile of the three solvents, had the lowest amount of bubble 

formation within the resulting DDMEBT film. Thus, it was chosen as the final solution's 

solvent, as bubble formation proved to be the largest challenge in creating optically 

feasible spin-on DDMEBT films.

  Unfortunately, preliminary input/output grating coupler-to-waveguide measurements 

made on a cover-slotted, DDMEBT clad silicon waveguide indicated that propagation 

losses within the film were still prohibitively high, where the total system loss of 70 dB 

indicated a propagation loss in excess of ~80 dB/cm.  Resonance peaks from fabricated 

ring resonators were unrecognizable with this level of loss.  High magnification of the 

polymer film under a microscope confirmed that although all large solvent bubbles had 

been eliminated, waves of nanoscopic bubbles barely visible with blue light still 

surrounded all of the waveguides and resonators.  

With other polymer/solvent bubble formation in polymers such as PMMA or PDMS, 

the bubbles are readily visible and can be removed simply by placing the samples in 

vacuum as soon as solvent-based deposition is completed.  However, because of the high 

surface tension and very small amount of remaining solvent within the nanoscopic 

bubbles in the DDMEBT film,  even a week of 28 in Hg vacuum exposure was 
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insufficient to produce any visible reduction of nanoscopic bubbles in DDMEBT films.  

Because the film's viscosity needs to be increased to allow for bubble movement within 

the film, vacuum baking was performed at length on various DDMEBT samples.  At as 

little as 40 Celsius at 1 torr of pressure, cracks begin to form in the polymer film due to 

its high coefficient of thermal expansion.  The cracks remain unchanged until the baking 

process reached 80 Celsius, when the edges of the cracks become visibly rounded under a 

visible microscope.  If left at 85 Celsius for 10 hours, the cracks nearly disappeared.  

However, it must be noted that at such high temperatures, long durations, and sufficiently 

low vacuums (< 200 mTorr), the film sublimates substantially and disappears entirely in 

some regions of the chip.  At 90 Celsius, any cracks disappear entirely within 2 hours.  At 

1 atm of pressure, a 90 Celsius bake removes the cracks within minutes, but not all 

nanoscopic bubbles are removed.  In addition, there is concern with oxygen reacting to 

the DDMEBT film and destroying its molecular site of optical nonlinearity, as dissolved 

DDMEBT has heightened reactivity to oxygen.

In short, various baking procedures were attempted across a large number of 

fabricated devices, and the optimal recipe was found by mistake, as an unknown 

perpetrator vented the vacuum chamber with nitrogen halfway through a particular 

process, which resulted in a pristine polymer film with no cracks nor bubbles of any size 

anywhere on the chip (see figure 29).  This accident is doubly remarkable, as any 

escaping solvent bubbles of sufficiently large size tended to leave behind an explosion 

crater which could not fully heal under vacuum.  As such, the optimal baking recipe of 

solvent-spun DDMEBT is to expose the film to 2 hours of 95 Celsius at 1 torr of pure 
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nitrogen in order to evacuate any and all bubbles, immediately followed by 2 hours 

of 95 Celsius at ~600 torr of pure nitrogen (nearly atmospheric pressure but sufficiently 

below so that the chamber was still barely kept self-closed by the inward atmospheric 

pressure).  Baking at high pressures forces the polymer to reflow and have a lower 

viscosity than it did under high vacuum, which allows the polymer to fully heal any trace 

of bubble explosions.  Chips were then immediately removed from the hotplate and taken 

for optical testing.

A silicon-on-insulator chip was thermally oxidized in a furnace until the top silicon 

layer was 147 nm thick.  The top oxide was wet etched away with HF, and the above 

grating design was patterned with electron-beam lithography, and the silicon was fully 

etched with 1 minute and 40 seconds of HBr based reactive-ion-etching. Afterwards, 

HMDS was spun onto the chip surface, immediately followed by spinning the DDMEBT 

solution at 3900 rpm.  The chip was then subjected to the vacuum bake as described in 

section 8.1. Optical testing of the chip is covered in chapters 8 and 9.

Angular detuning of the input/output fiber array allowed for far-field imaging of the 

chip surface with red light (which is not absorbed by the DDMEBT), as the light could 

now escape the edge of the fiber array and expand to a white imaging screen. Performing 

this imaging quickly revealed a real-time buildup of airborne dust on the chip's surface, 

which readily explained the steady increase in propagation loss when cutback 

measurements were performed. Within the first 30 minutes of mounting the chip to its 

stage, an approximate propagation loss of 10 dB/cm was obtained. However, the 

propagation loss increased to 20 dB/cm within another hour and finally 50 dB/cm after 4 
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more hours had passed. By the next day, an output signal was no longer detectable. This 

result betrays the extreme sensitivity of cover-clad slot-based waveguides in a non 

cleanroom environment, because any micron-sized dust particle on the polymer surface is 

extremely close to the slot-like propagating light mode, making it a very efficient light 

scatterer.  All subsequent testing to be mentioned in this chapter was performed in a 

separate lab where a makeshift clean environment was built around the new testing setup 

that involved plastic curtains and a HEPA grade filter. Cleanroom gowns and masks were 

eventually worn when inside the testing tent, as high magnification imaging near the chip 

with a high power illuminator revealed substantial dust/dirt emanating from the direction 

of any human user inside the tent. (Airborne dirt/dust was confirmed to have effectively 

disappeared once everyone started wearing cleanroom garbs) 
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Figure 42.  Entire optical lab setup for measuring the DDMEBT resonator switch device.  

The 5 kHz 1550 nm femtosecond laser is on the far left, which couples to a wheel-based 

variable beamsplitter on the mid-left for attenuation.  A free-space to fiber collimator is 

just right of the wheel beamsplitter, which couples to a blue polarization-maintaining 

fiber, which connects to the 2x1 fiber splitter.  The clean tent containing optical alignment 

stages, the mounted chip under test, and a HEPA filter are shown in the middle back.  The 

autocorrelator setup is shown in the foreground in front of the clean tent.  The 20 MHz 

1550 nm femtosecond laser responsible for measuring thermal nonlinearity-based 

resonance shifts is on the mid right on top of the optical spectrum analyzer at the bottom 

right.  The entrance to the make-shift clean tent is seen on the far right.  (See figure 34 for 

an illustrated version of the setup)
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Figure 43.  First reduction to practice of highly sensitive and compact Michelson 

interferometer autocorrelator setup since its original inception [78].  An aluminum fiber 

to free-space collimator is the system input on the left.  Two flat mirrors are at the bottom 

with blue adjustment knobs.  One of the mirrors is placed on a 1-axis micrometer stage to 

alter the path length differential between the two arms of the interferometer.  A 1550 nm 

45:55 pellicle beamsplitter is placed between the two mirrors.  In front of the detector in 

the top right is a best form N-BK7 spherical singlet lens for focusing both collinear 

beams down to a 10 μm spot on the CCD.  The detector in the top right is a heavily 

reverse-biased silicon avalanche photodiode with a thermally cooled current quenching 

circuit.  (See figure 36 for an illustrated version of the autocorrelator setup)
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Figure 44.  Simplified optical alignment setup inside a clean tent for fiber-coupling to the 

chip containing DDMEBT resonator switches. (Original setup for the measurement is in 

figure 30.  Both are equally viable due to perfectly surface normal grating coupling)  The 

fiber array is mounted to one 3-axis optical stage (center), while the chip is mounted to 

another 3-axis stage (right).  To ensure optimal polarization alignment with the fiber 

array, a single rotation stage is shown mounted to the chip-mounted optical stage (but 

was ultimately unnecessary).  An optical illuminator fiber bundle (black cable) is placed 

alongside the fiber array to allow visual acquisition of the on-chip grating coupler 

alignment marks  On the bottom left is a power meter indicator, with a 1550 nm 

photodetector coupled to the output fiber outside of the clean tent.
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It is worth noting that despite the removal of dust and dirt from the ambient 

environment, steady increases in propagation and coupling loss were still recorded when 

the chip remained mounted for hours to days. It was hypothesized that the DDMEBT 

layer was absorbing water from the air, as degradation appeared to be more rapid when 

the relative humidity of the lab increased beyond 70%. To this end, silica gel has been 

placed around the testing setup, and the chip is dismounted after every optical test and is 

placed in a dry, dark environment.  Drops in coupling efficiency over time are now 

negligible.
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APPENDIX  B   

Anti-Reflective Polymer-Clad Grating 
Coupler at Normal Incidence

B.1   Design Approaches for an Anti-

Reflective DDMEBT Grating Coupler at 

Normal Incidence
Because of the extreme ease and invested time in creating a grating coupler setup at 

perfectly normal incidence, an attempt was made to obtain a grating design which could 

achieve sufficient vertical coupling with low retro-reflection into the coupled waveguide. 

Because the second-order response of a vertically emitting grating is to strongly retro-

reflect any propagating light, this appears at first glance to be possessing one's cake 

whilst simultaneously devouring it. Interestingly, the genetic algorithm shows its power 

by creating 5% efficient gratings which reflect less than 1% of the light. Although the 

grating efficiency is approximately halved, the reflection is reduced by 25-fold. Because 

previous genetic algorithm results were not the “glocal” optimum, the resulting grating 

design was then subjected to randomized perturbations, with the design being updated 

whenever CAMFR discovered a higher figure of merit (coupling efficiency inversely 

weighted by reflections to the 4th power).  Surprisingly, this random-walk method 

produced an 8% efficient grating with less than 0.5% reflection in two days of simulation 
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time, while the genetic algorithm had plateaued to 5% in one day of simulation. It is 

important to note that because the random-walk algorithm only performed very small 

tooth/trench width perturbations, the CAMFR stability requirements could be 

substantially relaxed, allowing for the random-walk algorithm to operate 4 times as 

quickly as the genetic algorithm. Eventually, the random-walk was upgraded into a 

swarm-like search algorithm, where a large number of random-walks were 

simultaneously attempted within a local space, with the center of the space migrating as 

better optima were found.  This updated method of search produced a 10% efficient 

grating with less than 0.1% reflection in one week's worth of simulation.  It is worth 

noting that the genetic algorithm is an inherently serial process, while the random/swarm 

algorithm can be parallelized to a very large extent, which takes far more advantage of 

the processing power in both multicore CPUs as well as programmable graphical 

processing units (GPUs). Despite this advantage, every simulation performed between the 

two algorithms always took more than an order of magnitude less searching to find a 

local optimum with a genetic algorithm, although the random-walk always found a more 

suitable optimum when using the genetic algorithm as a starting point.

Despite successfully obtaining a grating design which managed to exhibit reasonable 

coupling efficiencies along with a 4 to 5 nm narrowband of non-reflection within its 30 to 

40 nm of coupling bandwidth, strong Fabry-Perot fringes and coupling efficiencies on the 

order of 1% plagued every attempt to fabricate and test the design.  As before, this 

ultimately stems from the unpredictability of the polymer's profile over the grating 
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design, which was again determined to be an intractable problem within the timescale of 

the author's rapidly shrinking lifespan.

Intriguingly, even without polymer profile problems, additional simulations revealed 

the extreme sensitivity of the design to the merest of fabrication deviations in grating 

tooth/trench widths. By varying the teeth/trenches randomly by as much as 30 nm 

(which, sadly, has become the norm for our rapidly aging electron-beam system), one 

obtains a standard deviation in both coupling efficiency and reflection that are as large as 

the amounts themselves, which indicates the variance is sufficient to completely remove 

all coupling efficiency and/or reflection suppression.  In contrast, the genetic algorithm's 

design possessed a standard deviation of only 50% of the total amount. Due to 

algorithmic upgrades introduced since chapter 5, the genetic algorithm could 

automatically incorporate fabrication variance as it evolved designs, while the random-

walk algorithm could not perform such implicit calculations and could only optimize for 

fabrication variance through brute-force simulation of a collection of random changes to 

each grating design.
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B.2  Anti-Reflective Silicon/Air Grating 

Coupler at Normal Incidence
In order to overcome the design challenges of designing a grating coupler with a non-

etched polymer cladding, a purely silicon-based grating became the next target. In order 

to simplify fabrication to a single lithography step, the grating teeth were through-etched. 

In traditional silicon grating coupler designs, a through-etched design emits too much 

light, as the index contrast between silicon and air is extremely high. However, a quick 

CAMFR sweep of possible silicon thicknesses revealed that 220 nm thick silicon for TM 

polarized light is optimal for emission to a 10 micron aperture (fiber), with coupling 

efficiencies as high as 30% being possible from a single period design.

In order to have an air-clad silicon grating coupler and a DDMEBT-clad resonator on 

the same chip, several non-etch based techniques to localize the polymer solely to the 

resonator were attempted. CAMFR simulations indicated that in order to keep reflections 

below 2%, any transition from an air-clad mode to a polymer-clad mode within a 

waveguide must begin with a polymer layer that is no thicker than 100 nm; otherwise, 

reflections from the polymer/air interface would become on the order of the periodic 

grating designs previously mentioned (15% for 200 nm and higher for thicker film 

interfaces).

Selectively dropping polymer on the resonator area with a microsyringe resulted in 

extremely thick polymer which suffered from extreme cracking and bubble formation. 

Spinning a selectively placed drop at 10,000 rpm was not repeatable enough in terms of 
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film thickness and polymer location on the chip. The result also still formed extremely 

large macrobubbles that were not removable via any baking techniques. Spin-coating the 

entire chip and then selectively dissolving the grating coupler areas with a microsyringe 

was also not repeatable, but some of the attempts resulted in acceptable film thickness 

transitions between the polymer and air interface.

Unfortunately, any form of baking to drive out the nanoscopic bubbles inherent in any 

spun DDMEBT film also caused the polymer edge to receed and bead up into a thicker, 

rounded film edge, which would result in unacceptable levels of reflection. This beading 

phenomenon is ultimately due to insufficient bonding between the silicon surface and the 

DDMEBT, which is further betrayed by the need to use HMDS adhesion promoter before 

any spin can be performed. Because HMDS can not be utilized when a solvent selectively 

removes polymer from the chip surface, another method of improving bonding between 

silicon and DDMEBT. To this end, subsequent silicon on insulator chips were pirahna 

cleaned, HF etched to remove the native oxide, and then vacuum baked at 1 mTorr at 250 

Celsius to remove any adsorbed water from the silicon surface. Chips then remained in 

28 inches of Hg vacuum storage until they were immediately taken out and covered/spun 

with DDMEBT, ensuring the silicon surface never has a chance to adsorb water nor grow 

a native oxide of any amount. This new method of chip surface preparation dramatically 

improved polymer adhesion, as selective removal of DDMEBT via dichloromethane in a 

microsyringe revealed a very smooth, gradual transition at the air/polymer interface. 

Polymer thickness at the immediate air interface was estimated to be less than 50 nm, as a 

large number of interference fringes were suddenly visible under a microscope, and 
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DDMEBT does not show visible interference fringes until its thickness is below 150 nm.  

CAMFR simulations showed such a waveguide interface between a TM air-clad 

waveguide and a 50 nm thick, DDMEBT-clad waveguide to be 0.2%.  This low reflection 

is also in part due to the thicker silicon layer than used in previous chapters, as the upper 

cladding only contains 15% of the power. If 147 nm thick silicon were used instead, the 

reflection would increase to 15%, which would likely bring back the Fabry-Perot fringes 

and wash out any resonance or desired switching action. Again, because the DDMEBT 

was used for a proof of concept, this lessening of optical intensity within the nonlinear 

material was deemed acceptable, especially considering the nontrivial difficulty in 

coupling light in and out of an optical resonator in this configuration.

Lastly, the selective removal of DDMEBT with a microsyringe of dichloromethane 

was deemed to be too unrepeatable over an entire chip of devices. Instead, the polymer-

clad chip is dipped into a beaker of dichloromethane to produce a single, chip-wide 

polymer/air interface. Although this method was sufficiently repeatable, polymer tended 

to bunch up into a dune-like line a few microns away from the polymer/air interface, 

making the topography look remarkably like an aerial view of a beach when viewed 

under a microscope. By immediately performing the previously developed 

vacuum/atmospheric baking recipe after the dichloromethane dip, the dune was 

sufficiently smoothed to be barely noticable under a microscope, and because the 

polymer was well bonded to the silicon surface, the thin polymer/air interface did not 

bead up into a thicker interface when subjected to baking.
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APPENDIX  C        

Ellipsometry for Ultrathin Materials
Obtaining extremely accurate and precise index of refraction and thickness measurements 

for all materials in this thesis was of crucial importance, as the grating couplers and 

resonators developed in this thesis would not function with any appreciable error in index 

or film thickness.  To this end, all fabricated layers were measured with a J.J. Woollam 

Ellipsometer M-2000 DI with the WVASE32 software.  With the operations outlined in 

this appendix, precise and accurate film thickness and index measurements may be 

obtained.

The ellipsometer measures the oblique reflection from a UV-VIS-IR light transmitter 

to a quadrature photodetector, where θ is the angle of the light source and detector with 

respect to the chip normal.  A picture of the ellipsometer setup is in figure 45.
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Figure 45.  Experimental ellipsometer setup in the sample-reflection capture 

configuration used in this thesis.  A sample is placed on the metal base that is the focal 

point of the two red semi-circles depicted above.  The left arm is the UV-VIS-IR light 

source, and the right arm is the quadrature photodetector.  The incident angle with respect 

to the sample normal is depicted as θ in the picture above but is sometimes called Φ in 

the ellipsometry literature.

All samples were measured with all possible angles and wavelengths, namely         

θ (or Φ, depending on who you ask or what you read)= 45 to 75 degrees in 5 degree 

increments and λ = 200 to 1800 nm.  All linear polarizations over all 360 degrees were 

measured in 9 degree increments.  (The number of polarization measurements was 40 in 

the controlling WVASE32 software)
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C.1  Ellipsometry for Silicon 
Nanocrystalline Oxide Layers
Silicon nanocrystalline oxide was deposited onto a silicon chip and annealed as explained 

in section 6.2.  The sample was then measured in the ellipsometer setup as shown in the 

beginning of Appendix C.  Because the material under investigation is very similar to 

silicon oxide, a CAUCHY model was first used to fit the ellipsometry data in order to get 

a preliminary data fit, as seen in figure 46.  CAUCHY was used becaused it presumes the 

material has a bandgap in the ultraviolet range, which is an appropriate assumption for 

glass-based materials.
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Figure 46.  Preliminary data fit of the silicon nanocrystal layer using the CAUCHY 

model.  The material parameters, layer thicknesses, data-graph fit, and mean square error 

(MSE) are shown.

Although the CAUCHY model yields a rough fit, slot-based waveguide/grating 

designs are not tolerant to any error in this measurement.  To refine the data fit to very 

high accuracy, the CAUCHY model is altered (with the existing data obtained from figure 

46 still in WVASE memory, this is important) so that only n and k values are fitted while 

everything else, including layer thicknesses, remained constant (unchecked).  The n and k 

fit check boxes are visible in figure 46.  Once the fit is obtained, the resulting material 

layer is saved as “roxlt_fitted_n.mat”.  Next, the CAUCHY layer is replaced with the 
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“general oscillator model” layer, which is the “genosc.mat” file.  Under the genosc's 

properties, the “roxlt_fitted_n” material is selected as the reference material.  Next, the  

general oscillator model must be fitted to match the n and k profiles of the reference 

material.  Because of the semi-amorphous nature of silicon nanocrystals (and because it 

visually looks similar to the k value graph of “roxlt_fitted_n”), a Tauc-Lorentz model was 

chosen as the primary oscillator component by choosing it from the oscillator type drop-

down menu and clicking “Add Oscillator” in the bottom right.  
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Figure 47.  General Oscillator Model properties window with the fitted n and k values 

added as a reference material.  The Tauc-Lorentz model has been added, and only the k 

values of the reference material have been selected on the right.

First, the e2 values of the model should be fitted to the reference material, as shown 

in figure 47.  After clicking “Fit to Ref.”, figure 48 appears.
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Figure 48.  Model fit to the k values of the reference material.  The model (black) and 

reference k values (red) fit almost perfectly, indicating that Tauc-Lorentz is the proper 

model for the measured material. 

Next, the index (e1) values of the reference material must be fit by the model.  The initial 

e1 fit has a substantial offset between the model and the reference material, as shown in 

figure 49.
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Figure 49.  Initial e1 (real index) mismatch between the model and the reference material 

after encountering the e2 fit from figure 48.

Because e2 has a good fit and the e1 values are mostly off by a pure offset, an 

absorption pole in the deep-UV portion of the material can raise the real index without 

altering the imaginary index profile.  Thus, a “Pole” oscillator is added and fit to the e1 

values of the reference material, as shown in figure 50.
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Figure 50.  E1 value fit between the model and reference material after adding the pole 

oscillator.

With e1 and e2 having acceptable separate fits, the Tauc-Lorentz + Pole oscillator 

model may be fit with e1 and e2 simultaneously by clicking “Fit Both” on the right.
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Figure 51.  Simultaneous e1 and e2 data fit between the model and reference material 

showing almost no error between the green/red (reference) and black (model) curves.

Now that the oscillator model is properly fit to the reference material, the oscillator 

model may now fit all of its parameters to the actual measured data simultaneously, using 

the final thickness from the CAUCHY model as a starting point for the thickness.  

Because the oscillator model follows both Kramers-Kronig relations and the n and k fit 

values from actual measurement, the beginning values should be close to the global 

optimum, allowing for the simultaneous fit of all values.  Without this close initial 

agreement, simultaneous fitting would likely result in a nonsensical data fit.
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Figure 52.  Result of the general oscillator model after fitting the actual measured data.

Figure 53.  Final fit showing the actual sample thickness, data graphs, and low MSE.
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By selecting “Optical Constants” in the layer model window after final fitting (from 

figure 52), the experimentally obtained indices of refraction of the material versus 

wavelength are available, as seen in figure 54.

Figure 54.  Highly accurate, experimentally obtained optical constants for a particular 

batch of LPCVD silicon nanocrystalline oxide.
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Finally, it is worth noting that the preliminary CAUCHY fit has a 2% index of 

refraction error and a 5% thickness error when compared to the more rigorous general 

oscillator model approach outlined above.  This difference in accuracy between design 

and actual means the difference between coupling a substantial light signal to/from 

input/output fibers or not finding any signal at all for slot-based silicon nanocrystalline 

grating couplers.
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C.2  Ellipsometry for DDMEBT Layers
The procedure for obtaining an accurate experimental fit of the film index and thickness 

values of spun-on DDMEBT are nearly identical to the procedure outlined in section C1.  

The primary difference is creating an acceptable reference material from which the 

general oscillator model can be fit, as CAUCHY is not an appropriate model when a 

portion of the reflected wavelengths are highly absorbed by the measured material  

(DDMEBT strongly absorbs light below 700 nm).

Because DDMEBT is an extremely new material with many unknown absorption 

peaks, no generic material absorption model will accurately model the film on a first 

pass.  The most effective remedy to this conundrum is to accurately verify the thickness 

of the deposited film before measuring the sample under the ellipsometer, as fitting both 

an unknown material and an unknown thickness is a highly under-constrained system 

with many possible solutions.  To rectify this problem, a cross-section SEM was obtained 

of DDMEBT as spun onto a silicon chip to measure an approximate starting film 

thickness, as shown in figure 55.
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Figure 55.  Cross-section of DDMEBT film spun onto a silicon chip with an approximate 

film thickness measurement.  The film shrinks when exposed to an electron beam, as can 

be seen by the non uniform film profile, where a section right of the picture had been 

previously exposed.

After setting an approximate thickness of 265 nm and a primary index 'A' of 1.6 (the 

approximate index of most polymers) into a CAUCHY model, a preliminary data fit was 

obtained with poor accuracy (MSE ~= 600).  The n and k values were then fit while still 

retaining a film thickness of 265 nm, and the model was then saved as a reference 

material.  Using the procedure outlined in section C1, a general oscillator model with a 

Tauc-Lorentz oscillator and 6 Gaussian oscillators (which were added and moved around 

to obtain a decent visual fit with the e2 reference curve) was then fit to the e2 and e1 

values of the reference material.  Because the reference material's n and k values were not 

smooth curves, the general oscillator model fit to the actual data was still insufficiently 
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accurate (MSE ~= 100).  The general oscillator's fit parameters were turned off, and only 

the n and k values for the model were then fit to the actual data, as was previously done 

with the CAUCHY model.  The resulting model was then saved (as tabulated data values) 

as a second reference material, named “ddmebt.mat”.  By then generating a second 

general oscillator model with a Tauc-Lorentz and 6 Gaussian oscillators, an adequate fit 

was then obtained with the second reference material.  The model was then fitted to all 

parameters, including film thickness, and a highly accurate result was obtained, as shown 

in figures 56 and 57.

Figure 56.  Final, highly accurate material model thickness and parameters obtained for a 

DDMEBT layer spun on top of a silicon chip.
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Figure 57.  Data fit result for DDMEBT material model given in figure 56, showing film 

thickness, data graph fits, and low MSE.

By clicking the “Optical constants” button in the general oscillator model window in 

figure 56, n and k values were obtained for the DDMEBT material, which are shown in 

section 7.1 under figure 27.
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C.3  Ellipsometry for Amorphous and 
Polycrystalline Silicon Layers
The procedure for obtaining an accurate experimental fit of the film index and thickness 

values of amorphous and/or polycrystalline silicon is nearly identical to the procedure 

outlined in section C1.  The primary difference is that an acceptable reference material 

for amorphous silicon is already provided within the WVASE32 software.  By setting a 

general oscillator model's reference material to the existing “asi.mat” material, a Cody-

Lorentz oscillator (which is appropriate for a bulk amorphous material with a 

semiconductor-like bandgap) can quickly fit the e2 and e1 values of the reference 

material.  From there, a silicon layer obtained from the silicon LPCVD furnace 

(sometimes nicknamed the “poly furnace”) can quickly be measured with the fitted 

general oscillator model to very high accuracy.  Fitting every possible parameter 

simultaneously is also possible even if the silicon layer is annealed into a polycrystalline 

state, as the overal material characteristics do not change substantially.

Finally, it should be noted that amorphous and/or polysilicon layers obtained from 

other similar deposition/annealing processes may require the addition of a few Gaussian 

oscillators into the general oscillator model to adequately fit any inter-band absorption 

peaks found in the e2 values of the reference material.  (The n and k values may need to 

be fitted for the reference material first, as the “asi.mat” file does not contain such 

absorption peaks)
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Figure 58.  Material parameters for amorphous/polysilicon layers used in this thesis.

Figure 59.  Data fit result with low MSE for silicon material model given in figure 58.
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APPENDIX  D

CAMFR Grating Simulation Source 
Code  (Python)
NOTE:  It is highly recommended that you become familiar with a few of the 
short/simple example code snippets for the CAMFR framework (found at the 
framework's homepage at http://camfr.sourceforge.net/) before examining/using this 
source code in depth.

#John Covey July 2014 
#Graduate Research, Optical Interconnects Group UT Austin 
#Grating Simulation Code in Python using the CAMFR Framework 

#DDMEBT Grating Coupler/Reflector code to sweep 
#all possible periods/fill factors and find 
#best upward emitted power and/or reflection 

#SPATIAL UNITS ARE ALL IN MICRONS!! 

from camfr import * 
from operator import itemgetter 
import random 
from random import randrange 
import time 
import pickle 

#START GLOBAL PARAMETERS 
Nummodes=44 
topdist = 9 #top cladding thickness, 4 is known to be stable, 10 might be stable 
fiberplace=8.0 #Global coupling fiber positioning variables 
print "fiber x: ", fiberplace 
zmover = 2.03 #How far from the top of the simulation space the fiber is placed 
fiberz=topdist-zmover #Vertical location of fiber in absolute terms 
print "fiber z: ", zmover 
sigma=3.675   #Global fiber mode width parameter  3.675->10.4 MFD 
theta=0*3.1415926528/180  #Tilt angle of fiber 
#END GLOBAL PARAMETERS 
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def findFitness(fiberoffset,AA,BB,CC,DD,lambde): 
    #Function which takes in a grating and returns either: 
    #(1)The reflection back into the source waveguide 
    #(2)The upward emitted power of the grating 
    #(3)The actual fiber coupling efficiency of the grating 
    #(4)Some custom equation using any of the above 3 
    
    #fiberoffset moves the fiber backward/forward along propagation direction 
    #think of it as aligning the fiber with the grating's sweet spot 
    
    #AA is the length for each grating trench 
    #BB is the length for each grating tooth 
    #CC is the number of periods 
    #lambde is the operating wavelength to simulate 
    #^^^  (change lambde in master function and run this function many times to probe 
bandwidth) 
    
    substratethick = 0.4 
    BOXthick = 3 

    #lambde=1.578+(round(float(random.random()),3))*.005 
    #lambde=1.55 
    set_lambda(lambde) 
    #print "Lambda = ", lambde    
    random_amount = 0.000  #amounts to +/- random_amount/2 in grating teeth/trenches 

    WGthick = .22 #Silicon waveguide layer thickness 
    Sinc_thick = .27  #Top cladding layer thickness 
    n_sinc = 1.8#1.791 #move to 1.835   

    cSi = Material(3.478) 
    SiO2 = Material(1.444) 
    Sinc = Material(n_sinc) 
    air = Material(1.0) 
    IPA=Material(1.378) 

    #slab should be what the unetched layer looks like 
    slab = Slab(cSi(substratethick)+SiO2(BOXthick)+cSi(WGthick)+Sinc(Sinc_thick)
+air(topdist)) 
    #airslab should be what the etched layer looks like 
    airslab = Slab(cSi(substratethick)+SiO2(BOXthick)+Sinc(Sinc_thick+WGthick-
0.005)+air(topdist+0.005)) 
    
    #^^^  .005 values in airslab are a crude prediction of the top layer ripple amplitude   
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^^^ 
    #this approximation holds only for periodic gratings! 
    #pseudo-random structures are much much more difficult (if not impossible) to 
predict! 
        
    totalthick = substratethick+BOXthick+WGthick+Sinc_thick+topdist  
    
    #CODE TO FIND WHICH MODE INDEX # IN THE MODE ARRAY IS THE 
GUIDED MODE! 
    #IF MODE IS TOO LOSSY, THIS CODE WILL BREAK DOWN 
    #AND YOU WILL HAVE TO FIND IT MANUALLY 
    #(i.e. use the plot function to find it) 
    slab.calc() 
    #slab.plot()  
    done = 0 
    guided = -1 
    for i in range(Nummodes): 
        #print i, abs(slab.mode(i).kz().imag) 
        if (abs(slab.mode(i).kz().imag) < 7e-4 and done==0): 
            guided = i 
            done = 1 
            #print guided, abs(airslab.mode(i).kz().imag) 
                              
    if (guided == -1): 
        return 0.000000000001 
    #print guided 
    
    
    sampleinterval=1000 
    totalpowah=0 
    emissionpowah=0 
    modepowah=0 
    totaldistance=5 
    totalslab=slab(5) 
    fiberdistance = 0 
    #COMMENTED CODE BELOW IS TO ALLOW FOR RANDOM VARIATIONS 
    #IN THE GRATING TEETH/TRENCHES TO SIMULATE FABRICATION 
    #IMPERFECTIONS 
    #for i in range(18):#15 
    #    fullperiod = AA + BB - .2 
    #    AA2 = (AA-.19+(.16*(i/10.0)))  *(i/10.0) 
    #    BB2 = (BB-.19+(.16*(i/10.0)))  +(AA-AA2) 
    #    totalslab = totalslab + (airslab(AA2) + slab(BB2)) 
    #    totaldistance=totaldistance+AA2+BB2 
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    #    fiberdistance=fiberdistance+AA2+BB2 
    #print "Fibercoupling length of apodization section: ", fiberdistance 
    #for i in range(0): 
    #    AA2 = (AA-.19+(.16*(14/10.0)))  *(14/10.0) 
    #    BB2 = (BB-.19+(.16*(14/10.0)))  +(AA-AA2) 
    #    totalslab = totalslab + (airslab(AA2) + slab(BB2)) 
    #    totaldistance=totaldistance+AA2+BB2 
    
    for i in range(CC):#CC): 
        totalslab = totalslab + (airslab(AA) + slab(BB)) 
        totaldistance=totaldistance+AA+BB 

    totalslab = totalslab + slab(5) #airslab(3) 
    totaldistance=totaldistance+5  #+3 
    interval=totaldistance/sampleinterval  #gives the number of points in the propagation 
dimension 
    #that the field simulator needs to use when finding power profiles along a slice of 
space 
    
    supastack = Stack(totalslab) 
    inc = zeros(N()) 
    inc[guided] = 1 
    supastack.set_inc_field(inc) 
    supastack.calc() 
    #print "R12 ", abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided)), "  T12 ", 
abs(supastack.T12(guided,guided)), "Total squared: ", 
(abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided))**2)+(abs(supastack.T12(guided,guided))**2) 
    print "R12 ", abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided)), "  T12 ", 
abs(supastack.T12(guided,guided))#, " AA: ", AA, " BB: ", BB 
    #return (abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided))) 
    wha = abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided))  #reflection from grating back into source 
waveguide 
    if wha > 0.9:# or abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided)) > .505: 
        return 0.0001234  #dummy return that says the reflection is too high to be 
considered 
    if wha < 0.01: 
        wha = 0.009 
    #supastack.plot() 
    #supastack.plot() 
    #return abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided)) 
    #return 0.0000000154321 

    up=real(supastack.lateral_S_flux(totalthick-fiberz)) #Find the total power flux above a 
certain plane 
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    #essentially gives the emitted upward power from the grating 
    #not as accurate as the fiber coupling efficiency code below, but 
    #it is *much* faster to run and is a good proxy when running large sweeps 
    
    print "up: ", up 
    return up/wha 
    if up>1: 
        print "POWER ERROR: TOO HIGH!" 
        up = 1.0 

    for i in range(sampleinterval): 
        y=i*interval 
        try: 
            modepowah=modepowah+interval*(abs(exp((-1*(y-3-fiberplace)**2)/
(2*sigma**2)))**2) 
            emissionpowah=emissionpowah+interval*(abs(supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y)).H2())**2) 
            #NO TILT OVERLAP LINE OF CODE BELOW 
            #totalpowah=totalpowah+interval*((supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y))).H2())*exp((-1*((y-3-fiberplace)**2))/(2*sigma**2)) 
            #TILTED OVERLAP LINE OF CODE BELOW 
            totalpowah=totalpowah+interval*((supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y))).H2())*exp((-1*((y-3-fiberplace)**2))/
(2*sigma**2))*exp(1j*1.456*2*3.14159265*y*sin(theta)/1.55) 

        except OverflowError: 
            print "UNSTABLE RESULT FOUND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 
            return 0.000000000001002345 
        

    rez=up*((abs(totalpowah))**2)/modepowah/emissionpowah 
    return rez 
        

###   END DEFINITIONS - START MAIN CODE 

set_lambda(1.55)  #This is set in the findfitness function before the actual simulation 
#but placed here for redundancy 
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set_N(Nummodes)  #44  90 
set_polarisation(TE) 
set_precision(300) 
set_stability(SVD)#extra)#SVD 
set_precision_rad(900) 
set_sweep_from_previous(0) 
set_chunk_tracing(0) 
set_degenerate(0) 
#set_precision_rad(200) 

set_lower_PML(-0.2)  #.17 is sometimes viable 
set_upper_PML(-0.2) 

begintime=time.localtime() 

i=0 
j=0 

##COMMENTS 
##BELOW ARE PLACEHOLDER CODE TO GIVE PRELIMINARY EFFICIENCIES 
##AT THE BEST SWEEP SPOTS FOUND IN PREVIOUS RUNS 
## 
#AA=.425+(i*.001) #419 is 37.6% coupling  & 51% reflection  #432 is 20% coupling & 
65% reflection 
#BB=.425+(j*.001)  #432   ^^^^ FIND A HAPPY MEDIUM BETWEEN THESE!!! 
#CC=18 
#DD=.220 
#holder = 0 
#holder=findFitness(0,AA,BB,CC,DD,1.545) 
#print "Fiber coupling efficiency found:", holder, " gratingperiod:", AA, ":", BB, ":", CC 
# 
#AA=.402+(i*.001) 
#BB=.562+(j*.001) 
#CC=18 
#AA=.247+(i*.001) 
#BB=.198+(j*.001) 
#CC=19#20#actually 20 periods long 
#DD=.220 
#holder = 0 
#holder=findFitness(0,AA,BB,CC,DD,1.545) 
#print "Fiber coupling efficiency found:", holder, " gratingperiod:", AA, ":", BB, ":", CC 

ultimatepower = 0 
AAhold = 0 
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BBhold = 0 

for i in range(85): 
    for j in range(13): 
        AA=.900-(i*.005)  #438 for 220nm thick #332  #.316    #286 
        BB=.09+(j*.005)  #605  #.626    #646 
        CC=13+i 
        DD=12.674-(2*BB)+(j*.005)#+(j*.005) #si wg thickness 
        lambde = 1.545+(0*.001)# + (j*.0001) 
        holder=findFitness(0,AA,BB,CC,DD,lambde) 
        print holder, AA, BB 
        #print " AA: ", AA, " BB: ", BB, "  DD: ", DD, " lambda: ", lambde 
        if holder > ultimatepower:#0:#ultimatepower: 
            print "****Fiber coupling efficiency found:", holder, " AA: ", AA, " BB: ", BB, "  
CC: ", CC#, ":", BB 
            ultimatepower = holder 
            AAhold = AA 
            BBhold = BB 
    print ultimatepower, AAhold, BBhold
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APPENDIX  E        

Genetic Algorithm Source Code 

(Python)
NOTE:  It is highly recommended that you become familiar with a few of the 
short/simple example code snippets for the CAMFR framework (found at the 
framework's homepage at http://camfr.sourceforge.net/) and then become familiar 
with the source code in Appendix D before examining/using this source code in 
depth.  (Appendix D is built off of the same structure.  This code is merely longer 
and more complex)

#John Covey June 2014 
#Graduate Research, Optical Interconnects Group UT Austin 
#Grating Simulation Code in Python using the CAMFR Framework 

#v2.1 Genetic Algorithm Code 
#(now includes variable wavelength capability for bandwidth analysis) 
#Capable of either starting from random gratings 
#or starting from an array of custom gratings 
#or starting from a saved file of gratings 
#End results create/overwrite the saved file with the new best gratings 

#This code takes initial grating designs and "mates" them together 
#to produce "children" gratings that contain characteristics from their parents 
#The fiber coupling efficiency, reflection, total upward emitted power, or some 
combination of the 3 
#is found for each child using the "findFitness" function 
#The most fit "children" gratings become the initial gratings for the next iteration 
#The master function that orchestrates this is at the bottom of this code 

#SPATIAL UNITS ARE ALL IN MICRONS!! 

from camfr import * 
from operator import itemgetter 
import random 
from random import randrange 
import time 
import pickle 
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Nummodes=44 
numberofgenes=20  #Divide by 2 to get number of grating "periods" that genes code for# 
excluding the special gene sections 
refSiO2thick = 3.0 
print "refSio2thick: ", refSiO2thick 
topdist = 9#6.5-refSiO2thick  #6.5  #top cladding thickness, 4 is known to be stable, 10 
might be stable 
fiberplace=8.0#5.6#5.5#5.9#6.0#4.5#2.85#2.6   #Global coupling fiber positioning 
variables 
print "fiber x: ", fiberplace 
zmover = 1.87#1.71#1.64#1.69 
fiberz=topdist-zmover#1.95#1.845#1.28#-4.51 
print "fiber z: ", zmover 
sigma=3.675   #Global fiber width parameter  3.675->10.4 MFD 
numreflectorperiods=0    #38.96% without reflectors  46.6% with 25 reflect 
airreflectorspacing=.171#.364/2.0  #.182  #.17 
slabreflectorspacing=.171 
theta=0*3.1415926528/180 
guided=2 

def NewgeneticCode():   #Create random genetic code 
    seq = [] 
    for i in range(numberofgenes): 
        seq.append(  (round(float(random.random()),3)*2)+round(random.random())   ) 
    return seq 

def CreateChild(parent1, parent2): 
    child=[] 
    splitindex=random.randint(0,numberofgenes-1) 
    #print "split ", splitindex, "\n" 
    splitincell=random.randint(0,4) 
    for i in range(splitindex): 
        child.append(parent1[i]) 

    if(splitincell==0): 
        child.append(parent1[splitindex])       
    elif(splitincell==1):  #Take the first digit of parent 1 and the last 2 digits of parent2 
        child.append(float(100*(int(parent1[splitindex]*1000)/100)+\ 
                     int(parent2[splitindex]*1000)%100)/1000) 
    elif(splitincell==2): #Take the first 2 digits of parent 1 and the last digit of parent 2 
        child.append(float(10*(int(parent1[splitindex]*1000)/10)+\ 
                     int(parent2[splitindex]*1000)%10)/1000) 
    else: 
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        child.append(parent2[splitindex]) 

    for i in range(splitindex+1,numberofgenes,1): 
        child.append(parent2[i]) 

    #OLDER MUTATION CODE, MUTATE ENTIRE GENE TO A NEW NUMBER**** 
    mutateindex=random.randint(0,numberofgenes-1) 
    child[mutateindex]=(round(float(random.random()),3)*2)+round(random.random()) 

    #MUTATE ONLY ONE DIGIT CODE 
    #mutateindex=random.randint(0,numberofgenes-1) 
    #originalnumber=child[mutateindex] 
    #firstoriginaldigit=int(originalnumber*1000)/100 
    #secondoriginaldigit=int((originalnumber*1000)-(firstoriginaldigit*100))/10 
    #thirdoriginaldigit=int(((originalnumber*1000)-(firstoriginaldigit*100))-\ 
    #                    (secondoriginaldigit*10))/1 
    #whichdigit=random.randint(0,3) 
    #if(whichdigit==0): 
    #    newnumber=(float((random.randint(0,10)*100)+(secondoriginaldigit*10)+\ 
    #                     thirdoriginaldigit))/1000 
    #elif(whichdigit==1): 
    #    newnumber=(float((random.randint(0,10)*10)+(firstoriginaldigit*100)+\ 
    #                     thirdoriginaldigit))/1000 
    #else: 
    #    newnumber=(float((random.randint(0,10)*1)+(secondoriginaldigit*10)+\ 
    #                     (firstoriginaldigit*100)))/1000 
    # 
    #child[mutateindex]=newnumber 

    return child 

def findFitness(organism,fiberoffset,lambde): 
    #CODE FOR WGthick, Sinc_thick, Sinc index, & grating as usual 
    asithick = .03 
    slotthick = .024 
    refSithick = .4 
    sitweak = .13#.106   or .05 
    #topthick = topdist 
    #refSiO2thick already referenced at top of code 
    n_SiO2=1.444 
    substratethick = 0.4 
    BOXthick = 3 

    #lambde=1.53+(round(float(random.random()),3))*.03 
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    #lambde=1.55 
    set_lambda(lambde) 
    #print "Lambda = ", lambde    
    random_amount = 0.00#30  #amounts to +/- random_amount/2 in grating 
teeth/trenches 

    #WGthick = .12+(((organism[11]+organism[21]+organism[31])/3)*.04) 
    #Sinc_thick= .25+(((organism[12]+organism[22]+organism[32])/3)*.07) 

    WGthick = .142+(round(float(random.random()),3)*0.007) 
    WGthick = 0.195 
    #print "WGthick = ", WGthick 
    Sinc_thick = .27+(round(float(random.random()),3)*0.02) 
    Sinc_thick = .180 
    Sinc_thick_etched = .360 
    #print "Sinc_thick = ", Sinc_thick 
    
    #Genetic result for Sinc layer index of refraction 1.45 to 1.9 
    n_sinc = 1.8 #move to 1.835 
    #n_sinc = 1.45+(((organism[10]+organism[20]+organism[30])/3)*.45) 
    etch_depth = WGthick#(((organism[13]+organism[23]+organism[33])/3)*WGthick) 

    #print "WGthick: ", .01+(((organism[11]+organism[21]+organism[31])/3)*.245), "\n" 
    #print "Sinc_thick: ", .01+(((organism[12]+organism[22]+organism[32])/3)*.3), "\n" 
    #print "n_sinc: ",  1.45+(((organism[10]+organism[20]+organism[30])/3)*.45), "\n" 

    cSi = Material(3.478) 
    hotaSi = Material(3.4712) 
    SiO2 = Material(n_SiO2) 
    Sinc = Material(n_sinc) 
    air = Material(1.0) 
    IPA=Material(1.378) 

    #totalthick=3+.4+.12+.3+6.5-2.38 
    #topdist = totalthick - (substratethick+BOXthick+WGthick+Sinc_thick) 

    slab = Slab(cSi(substratethick)+SiO2(BOXthick)+cSi(WGthick)+Sinc(Sinc_thick)
+air(topdist)) 
    airslab = Slab(cSi(substratethick)+SiO2(BOXthick)+Sinc(Sinc_thick_etched)
+air(topdist+(WGthick+Sinc_thick)-Sinc_thick_etched)) 

    totalthick = substratethick+BOXthick+WGthick+Sinc_thick+topdist 

    slab.calc() 
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    #slab.plot() 

    guided = -1 
    for i in range(Nummodes): 
        #print i, abs(slab.mode(i).kz().imag) 
        if (abs(slab.mode(i).kz().imag) < 7e-5): 
            guided = i 
            #print guided, abs(slab.mode(i).kz().imag) 
                              
    if (guided == -1): 
        return 0.000000000001 

    sampleinterval=1000 
    totalpowah=0 
    emissionpowah=0 
    modepowah=0 
    totaldistance=5 
    totalslab=slab(5) 
    min_etch = .3 
    min_tooth = .3 
    
    for i in range(0,len(organism),2): 
        AA=-(random_amount/2)+(round(float(random.random()),3)*random_amount) 
        BB=-(random_amount/2)+(round(float(random.random()),3)*random_amount) 
        airetch=organism[i] 
        tooth = organism[i+1] 
        if airetch+AA < min_etch: 
            airetch = 0.0 - AA#min_etch - AA 
        if tooth+BB < min_tooth: 
            #airetch = airetch + tooth + BB 
            tooth = 0.0 - BB 
        totalslab=totalslab+airslab(airetch+AA)+slab(tooth+BB) 
        totaldistance=totaldistance+airetch+AA+tooth+BB 
    for i in range(numreflectorperiods): 
        totalslab = totalslab + (airslab(airreflectorspacing) + slab(slabreflectorspacing)) 
        totaldistance=totaldistance+airreflectorspacing+slabreflectorspacing 
    totalslab = totalslab + slab(5) 
    totaldistance=totaldistance+5 
    interval=totaldistance/sampleinterval 
    supastack = Stack(totalslab) 
    inc = zeros(N()) 
    inc[guided] = 1 
    supastack.set_inc_field(inc) 
    supastack.calc() 
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    #print abs(supastack.R12(0,0)), abs(supastack.T12(0,0)) 
    #print (abs(supastack.R12(0,0))**2)+(abs(supastack.T12(0,0))**2) 
    #supastack.plot() 
    reflect = abs(supastack.R12(guided,guided)) 
    up=real(supastack.lateral_S_flux(totalthick-fiberz)) 
    if up>1: 
        print "POWER ERROR: TOO HIGH!" 
        up = 1.0 

    for i in range(sampleinterval): 
        y=i*interval 
        try: 
            modepowah=modepowah+interval*(abs(exp((-1*(y-3-fiberplace)**2)/
(2*sigma**2)))**2) 
            emissionpowah=emissionpowah+interval*(abs(supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y)).H2())**2) 
            #NO TILT OVERLAP LINE OF CODE BELOW 
            #totalpowah=totalpowah+interval*((supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y))).H2())*exp((-1*((y-3-fiberplace)**2))/(2*sigma**2)) 
            #TILTED OVERLAP LINE OF CODE BELOW 
            totalpowah=totalpowah+interval*((supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y))).H2())*exp((-1*((y-3-fiberplace)**2))/
(2*sigma**2))*exp(1j*1.456*2*3.14159265*y*sin(theta)/1.55) 
            #        A=sqrt(1/modepowah)  #fiber mode power normalization constant 
            #        B=sqrt(up/emissionpowah) 
        except OverflowError: 
            print "UNSTABLE RESULT FOUND!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!" 
            return 0.000000000001002345 
        
#        for i in range(sampleinterval): 
#                y=i*interval 
                #        supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-fiberz,0,y)).E1()+ 

                #totalpowah=totalpowah+interval*B*exp((-1*((y-3-fiberplace)**2))/
(2*sigma**2))*A*exp((-1*((y-3-fiberplace)**2))/(2*sigma**2))        
#        totalpowah=totalpowah*A*B 
    ##FIBER COUPLING EFFICIENCY VALUE! VVVVV 
    originalreturn = up*((abs(totalpowah))**2)/modepowah/emissionpowah 
    ##FIBER COUPLING EFFICIENCY VALUE! ^^^^^ 
    print "up power: ", originalreturn, " reflect: ", reflect 

    #endresult = originalreturn*(1-(reflect*6.9)) #went up to 4.7 
    if reflect > .13: 
        return 0.0 
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    #endresult = originalreturn*((2.11-(reflect*34.8)+(12*reflect)**2)/2.0) #went up to 4.7 
    endresult = originalreturn*((1.90-(reflect*47.8)+((19*reflect)**2)-
((9*reflect)**3))/1.9) 
    return endresult 
    if endresult < 0.0000000001: 
        return 0.00000019876 
    else: 
        return endresult 
    
    if originalreturn < reflect: 
        rez=0.0000000002 
    else: 
        rez = originalreturn-reflect 
        #print "fiber coupling efficiency: ", rez, "\n" 

        #down=supastack.lateral_S_flux(1) 
        #print real(up), real(down) 
        #supastack.plot() 
        #supastack.plot() 
        #if (real(up)>1) or (abs(supastack.R12(0,0))>1): 
        #    return 0.0 
        #else: 
        #    return abs(totalpowah) 
        #else: 
        #    return real(up)-(abs(supastack.R12(0,0))**2) 
        #rez=up*((abs(totalpowah))**2)/(emissionpowah*modepowah) 
    return rez 
        

#OLD FUNCTION, NEVER USED ANYMORE 
#BUT THINGS BREAK FOR INEXPLICABLE REASONS WHEN I DELETE THIS 
FUNCTION!! 
def plotFitness(slab, airslab, organism,totalthick): 
        sampleinterval=1000 
        totalpowah=0 
        emissionpowah=0 
        modepowah=0 
        totaldistance=3 
        totalslab=slab(3) 
        for i in range(0,len(organism),2): 
                totalslab=totalslab+airslab(organism[i])+slab(organism[i+1]) 
                totaldistance=totaldistance+organism[i]+organism[i+1] 
        for i in range(numreflectorperiods): 
                totalslab = totalslab + (airslab(.183) + slab(.183)) 
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                totaldistance=totaldistance+.183+.183 
        totalslab = totalslab + slab(3) 
        totaldistance=totaldistance+3 
        interval=totaldistance/sampleinterval        
        supastack = Stack(totalslab) 
        inc = zeros(N()) 
        inc[2] = 1 
        supastack.set_inc_field(inc) 
        supastack.calc() 
        #print abs(supastack.R12(0,0)), abs(supastack.T12(0,0)) 
        #print (abs(supastack.R12(0,0))**2)+(abs(supastack.T12(0,0))**2) 
        for i in range(sampleinterval): 
            y=i*interval 
            totalpowah=totalpowah+interval*(supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y)).Ez()*exp((-1*(y-3-fiberplace)**2)/(2*sigma**2))) 
            emissionpowah=emissionpowah+interval*(abs(supastack.field(Coord(totalthick-
fiberz,0,y)).Ez())**2) 
            modepowah=modepowah+interval*(abs(exp((-1*(y-3-fiberplace)**2)/
(2*sigma**2)))**2)            

        up=real(supastack.lateral_S_flux(5)) 
        if up>1: 
            up=1 
        print "Efficiency: ", up*((abs(totalpowah))**2)/(emissionpowah*modepowah), "\n" 
        print abs(supastack.R12(0,0)), abs(supastack.T12(0,0)) 
        print (abs(supastack.R12(0,0))**2)+(abs(supastack.T12(0,0))**2) 
        down=supastack.lateral_S_flux(1) 
        print real(up), real(down) 
        supastack.plot() 
        return 

def findHighestfitParents(fitnessarray,parentarray): 
        print len(fitnessarray)/2 
        for i in range(len(fitnessarray)/2): 
                minindex, minvalue = min(enumerate(fitnessarray), key=itemgetter(1)) 
                fitnessarray.remove(minvalue) 
                parentarray.remove(parentarray[minindex]) 
        return parentarray 

def makeSingleChild(parentArray): 
        j = randrange(len(parentArray)) 
        k = randrange(len(parentArray)) 
        while k == j: 
            k = randrange(len(parentArray)) 
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        return CreateChild(parentArray[j],parentArray[k]) 

def makeChildrenArray(parentArray): 
        childrenArray=[] 
        for i in range(0,len(parentArray),2): 
                childrenArray.append(CreateChild(parentArray[i],parentArray[i+1])) 
                childrenArray.append(CreateChild(parentArray[i],parentArray[i+1])) 
                childrenArray.append(makeSingleChild(parentArray)) 
                childrenArray.append(makeSingleChild(parentArray)) 
                #childrenArray.append(CreateChild(parentArray[i],parentArray[i+1])) 
                #childrenArray.append(CreateChild(parentArray[i],parentArray[i+1]))                
        return childrenArray 

###   END DEFINITIONS - START MAIN CODE 
lambde=1.545 
set_lambda(lambde) 
set_N(Nummodes)  #44  90 
set_polarisation(TM) 
set_precision(300) 
set_stability(SVD)#extra)#SVD 
set_precision_rad(900) 
set_sweep_from_previous(0) 
set_chunk_tracing(0) 
set_degenerate(0) 
#set_precision_rad(200) 

set_lower_PML(-0.2)  #.17 
set_upper_PML(-0.2) 

numparents=24 #NORMALLY 24!!! 
numgenerations=29#20 takes 12 hours 
startnewrun=0 

fitness=[.00001]*numparents 
fitparents=[] 

if startnewrun == 1: 
    parents=[] 
    for i in range(numparents): 
        parents.append(NewgeneticCode()) 
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    parents2=[] 
else: 
    f = open('theGAfile', 'rb') 
    parents = pickle.load(f) 
    f.close() 
#entire parent arrays enclosed below this line! 

#ADD CUSTOM PARENTS BELOW HERE 

#15.2% below this line 
#parents[1]=[0.387, 0.455, 0.610, 0.501, 0.348, 0.583, 0.290, 0.711, 0.301, 0.700,\ 
            #0.262, 0.935, 0.102, 0.535, 0.410, 0.612, 0.607, 0.257, 0.383, 0.072,\ 
            #0.954, 0.129, 0.269, 0.060, 0.223, 0.403, 0.314, 0.643, 0.800, 0.313,\ 
            #0.601, 0.846, 0.347, 0.711, 0.706, 0.316, 0.913, 0.150, 0.099, 0.396,\ 
            #0.715, 0.738, 0.770, 0.331, 0.820, 0.338, 0.675, 0.620, 0.904, 0.206,\ 
            #0.611, 0.018, 0.342, 0.100, 0.505, 0.628, 0.170, 0.573, 0.406, 0.177,\ 
            #0.865, 0.831, 0.428, 0.820, 0.393, 0.175, 1.062, 0.460, 0.382, 0.235,\ 
            #0.862, 0.111, 0.148, 0.839, 0.316, 0.234, 0.681, 0.611, 1.004, 0.371] 
##parents[0]= [0.338, 0.574, 0.564, 0.584, 0.328, 0.625, 0.287, 0.758, 0.307, 0.728,\ 
#             6.666, 6.666, 6.666, 6.666, 0.410, 0.635, 0.594, 0.297, 0.707, 0.000,\ 
#             6.666, 6.666, 6.666, 6.666, 0.000, 0.420, 0.328, 0.666, 0.810, 0.338,\ 
#             6.666, 6.666, 6.666, 6.666, 0.697, 0.358, 1.179, 0.000, 0.000, 0.441,\ 
#             0.717, 0.738, 0.758, 0.355, 0.820, 0.350, 0.660, 0.646, 0.420, 0.230,\ 
#             2.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.687, 0.194, 0.584, 1.466, 0.000,\ 
#             0.000, 0.841, 0.451, 0.830, 1.610, 0.000, 0.000, 0.482, 0.800, 0.222,\ 
#             5.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000, 0.000] 

begintime=time.localtime() 

if startnewrun == 1: 
    for i in range(numparents): 
        #lambde=1.53+(round(float(random.random()),3))*.03 
        
        holder=findFitness(parents[i],0,lambde) 
        while holder < 0.0000000001: 
            parents[i]=NewgeneticCode() 
            holder=findFitness(parents[i],0,lambde) 
            print "Dead one found, restarting with random seed..." 
        print "Fiber coupling efficiency found: ", holder 
        fitness[i]=holder 
else: 
    pickf = open('theGAfitfile', 'r') 
    fitness = pickle.load(pickf) 
    i=len(fitness) 
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    pickf.close() 

ultimatepower = 0 
ultimatechild = [] 

origfitparents = parents[0:len(parents)/2] 

for runner in range(numgenerations): 
        del fitness 
        fitness = range(numparents*2) 
        children = makeChildrenArray(parents) 
        #lambde=1.53+(round(float(random.random()),3))*.03 
        print "On generation number: ", runner, "lambda: ", lambde, "\n" 
        if (i>0) or startnewrun == 0: 
            for i in range(numparents*2): 
                modeholder = Nummodes 
                highermodeflag = 0 
                holder=findFitness(children[i],0,lambde) 
                while holder < 0.0000000001 or holder == 0.000000000001002345: 
                    if holder == 0.000000000001002345: 
                        highermodeflag = 1 
                        modeholder=modeholder+8 
                        print "Unstable one found, trying with ", modeholder, " modes..." 
                        set_N(modeholder) 
                        holder=findFitness(children[i],0,lambde) 
                    else: 
                        modeholder = Nummodes 
                        print "Dead one found, restarting with new child..." 
                        children[i]=makeSingleChild(origfitparents) 
                        holder=findFitness(children[i],0,lambde) 
                if highermodeflag == 1: 
                    set_N(Nummodes) 
                print "Fiber coupling efficiency found: ", holder 
                if holder > ultimatepower: 
                    ultimatechild.append(children[i]) 
                    print "Grating array for above efficiency: ", ultimatechild[len(ultimatechild)-
1] 
                    ultimatepower = holder 
                fitness[i]=holder                
        fitparents = findHighestfitParents(fitness,children) 
        parents = fitparents[:] 
        random.shuffle(parents) 
        
        f = open('theGAfile', 'wb') 
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        pickf = open('theGAfitfile', 'wb') 
        pickle.dump(fitparents,f) 
        pickle.dump(fitness,pickf) 
        f.close() 
        pickf.close() 

print "Best grating efficiency found: ", ultimatepower 
print "Grating array for above efficiency: ", ultimatechild[len(ultimatechild)-1] 
print "lengths: ",len(fitparents) 
maxindex, maxvalue = max(enumerate(fitness), key=itemgetter(1)) 
print "Max fitness: ", maxvalue, " at index: ", maxindex, "\n" 
raw_input("Press Enter to save and finish...") 
f = open('theGAfile', 'wb') 
pickf = open('theGAfitfile', 'wb') 
pickle.dump(fitparents,f) 
pickle.dump(fitness,pickf) 
f.close() 
pickf.close() 
#print "WGthick: ", .12+(((fitparents[maxindex][11]+fitparents[maxindex]
[21]+fitparents[maxindex][31])/3)*.04), "\n" 
#print "Sinc_thick: ", .25+(((fitparents[maxindex][12]+fitparents[maxindex]
[22]+fitparents[maxindex][32])/3)*.07), "\n" 
#print "etch_depth: ", WGthick #(((fitparents[maxindex][13]+fitparents[maxindex]
[23]+fitparents[maxindex][33])/3)*(.01+(((fitparents[maxindex]
[11]+fitparents[maxindex][21]+fitparents[maxindex][31])/3)*.245))), "\n" 
#print "OLD CODE! n_sinc = 1.8 : ",  1.45+(((fitparents[maxindex]
[10]+fitparents[maxindex][20]+fitparents[maxindex][30])/3)*.45), "\n" 
#print fitparents[maxindex], "\n" 
print "startime: ", begintime, "\nendtime: ", time.localtime() 
print "\n Don't forget to type 'parents' and record the whole population!"
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APPENDIX  F   

IPKISS Chip Layout Source Code for 
Resonator Switch (Python)

F.1  Main Layout Generator File

#IPKISS LAYOUT CODE 
#John Covey  
#Ray Chen Nanophotonics Research Group at UT Austin 
#July 2014 
#Horizontal Cover Slot-like 12 micron wide waveguide to/from Fiber grating coupler 
layout to 12 micron wide nonlinear 1D PhC resonator 

from ipkiss.all import * 
import ResonatorSwitchLayout 

TECH.METRICS.UNIT = 1e-6 
TECH.METRICS.GRID = 1e-9 

gratingtrenchcorrect = 0.00 #-.02  #make trenches smaller (negative)  #these two lines 
should consistently fix error in the first 17 periods of grating 
gratingtoothcorrect = 0.00 #.021  #make teeth larger (positive) 

boundary = Structure(name = "boundari") 
paths = boundary 

interdevicespacing = 80 

for i in range(15): 
    yloc = 0.0-(interdevicespacing*i) 
    xloc = 0 
    noresonator = 0 
    resonatorlength = 15+(i*2) 
    paths,boundary = 
ResonatorSwitchLayout.ResonatorSwitchLayout(xloc,yloc,resonatorlength,\ 
                                                           gratingtrenchcorrect,gratingtoothcorrect,\ 
                                                           paths,boundary,noresonator)        
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#create a structure with the boundary and paths created above 
boundary.write_gdsii("component1.gds") #optionally 'unit' and 'grid' can be specified, see 
below for Library 
paths.write_gdsii("component1.gds") #optionally 'unit' and 'grid' can be specified, see 
below for Library

F.2  Resonator Switch Layout File
#ResonatorSwitchLayout.py file (referenced by the above code in F.1)
#This file stamps out a single copy of the grating resonator/coupler device

from ipkiss.all import * 

def 
ResonatorSwitchLayout(xloc,yloc,resonatorlength,gratingtrenchcorrect,gratingtoothcorre
ct,paths,boundary,noresonator): 

    TECH.METRICS.UNIT = 1e-6 
    TECH.METRICS.GRID = 1e-9 
    
    WG_width = 12 
    WGtrenchwidth = 5           #newtgt--v        #tgt--v     v---  put into pattern 
    resonatortoothlength = .250       #247            #252 to 252 
    resonatortrenchlength = .188      #198           #240 to 223 
    couplertoothlength = .440         #425          #562 to 581 
    couplertrenchlength = .414        #425          #402 to 391 
    numcouplerperiods = 18 
    if noresonator == 1: 
        resonatortrenchlength = 0 

    locationholder = 0 
    tempBx = 0 
    tempBy = 0    
    tempAx = 0.0-xloc 
    tempAy = 0.0-yloc 
    #RIGHT GRATING COUPLER CODE!!            
    tempAx += couplertrenchlength/2.0 
    for i in range(numcouplerperiods): 
        paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=(tempAx+
((couplertoothlength+couplertrenchlength)/2.0),tempAy),\ 
                           box_size=(couplertoothlength, WG_width))        
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        tempAx += couplertoothlength + couplertrenchlength 

    numcouplerperiods*(couplertoothlength+couplertrenchlength)/2.0 
    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), center=(tempAx-
(numcouplerperiods*(couplertoothlength+couplertrenchlength)/2.0),tempAy),\ 
                           
box_size=(numcouplerperiods*(couplertoothlength+couplertrenchlength), 
WG_width+WGtrenchwidth*2))    
    
    tempAx = 0.0-xloc 
    
    #WAVEGUIDE CODE 
    paths += Wedge(layer=Layer(2), begin_coord=(tempAx,tempAy), 
begin_width=WG_width,\ 
                   end_coord=(tempAx-resonatorlength,tempAy), end_width=WG_width) 
    boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(tempAx,tempAy), 
begin_width=WG_width+WGtrenchwidth*2,\ 
                      end_coord=(tempAx-resonatorlength,tempAy), 
end_width=WG_width+WGtrenchwidth*2) 
    tempAx -= resonatorlength 
    
    #LEFT RESONATOR GRATING CODE!!            
    tempAx -= resonatortrenchlength/2.0 
    for i in range(20): 
        paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=(tempAx-
((resonatortoothlength+resonatortrenchlength)/2.0),tempAy),\ 
                           box_size=(resonatortoothlength, WG_width))        
        tempAx -= resonatortoothlength + resonatortrenchlength 

    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), center=(tempAx+15,tempAy),\ 
                           box_size=(30, WG_width+WGtrenchwidth*2)) 

    #GRATING STRIATION CODE (To make the gratings easier to see through 
scattering) 
    accum = numcouplerperiods*(couplertoothlength+couplertrenchlength)/2.0 
    for i in range(-6,6,1): 
        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(accum-xloc,0.0-yloc), 
begin_width=4.0,\ 
                          end_coord=((accum-xloc)+(i*5),0.0-yloc+25.0), end_width=0.2) 
        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(accum-xloc,0.0-yloc), 
begin_width=4.0,\ 
                          end_coord=((accum-xloc)+(i*5),0.0-yloc-25.0), end_width=0.2)        
    for i in range(-7,7,1): 
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        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(accum-xloc,0.0-yloc), 
begin_width=4.0,\ 
                          end_coord=((accum-xloc)+(-5*5),0.0-yloc-(i*5.0)), end_width=0.2)   
        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(accum-xloc,0.0-yloc), 
begin_width=4.0,\ 
                          end_coord=((accum-xloc)+(5*4),0.0-yloc-(i*5.0)), end_width=0.2)  

    return paths,boundary
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APPENDIX  G   

IPKISS Chip Layout Source Code for 
Grating Coupler/Waveguide 
Taper/Waveguide U-turn/Dual Ring 
Resonator  (Python)

G.1  Main Layout Generator File
#IPKISS LAYOUT CODE 

#John Covey 

#Ray Chen Nanophotonics Research Group at UT Austin 

#November 2013 

#Horizontal Cover Slot-like Waveguide to Fiber grating coupler (Input and Output 

gratings) 

#Along with Dual Ring Resonators coupled to the waveguide 

#49 copies of the layout with different ring coupling spacings for each copy 

#The actual pattern is created in the doubleringdevice.py file 

#this file just stamps out the 49 copies and sends the specifics to doubleringdevice.py 

from ipkiss.all import * 

import doubleringdevice 

TECH.METRICS.UNIT = 1e-6 

TECH.METRICS.GRID = 1e-9 

WG_width = 0.372 #.372 yields 336-342nm 
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#WG ends up about 30 (maybe up to 40 based on last SEM) nm narrower than this value. 

Ring_correct = 0.0 

gratingtrenchcorrect = 0.00 #-.02 

#make trenches smaller (negative) 

#these two lines should consistently fix error in the first 17 periods of grating 

gratingtoothcorrect = 0.00 #.021  #make teeth larger (positive) 

#15.5% grating from CAMFR GA algorithm, starts with air gap in first index 

gratingperiods = [] 

for i in range(22): 

    gratingperiods.append(.395+.050) 

    #Trying to hit .456 for 8 degrees  #Successfully used .395 for 0 degrees 

    #.391 yielded between 392 to 404nm   0.390 supposedly yields 0.406 actual 

    

    gratingperiods.append(.584+.066) 

    #Trying to hit .608 for 8 degrees  #Successfully used .584 for 0 degrees 

    #.589 yielded 552nm  0.615 supposedly yields 0.566 actual 

totalgratlen = sum(gratingperiods) 

boundary = Structure(name = "boundari") 

paths = boundary 

interdevicespacing = 350 

for i in range(7):#3): 

    for j in range(7):#3): 

        xloc= (3*-350)+(i*interdevicespacing) 
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        yloc= (3*-350)+(j*interdevicespacing) 

        taperlength=100#+(j*50) 

        lengthmultiple=0#3-j    

        ringspacing  = 0.08 + (j*0.005)  #150nm yields 185nm spacing for single ring 

device 

        ringspacingB = 0.49 + (i*0.02) 

        ringradius= 4.4   #Setting to zero makes a straight waveguide from input to output 

        paths,boundary = 

doubleringdevice.doubleringdevice(xloc,yloc,gratingperiods,totalgratlen,gratingtrenchcor

rect,gratingtoothcorrect\ 

                                                           

,WG_width,Ring_correct,paths,boundary,ringspacing,ringspacingB,taperlength,lengthmu

ltiple,ringradius) 

#create a structure with the boundary and paths created above 

boundary.write_gdsii("component1.gds") #optionally 'unit' and 'grid' can be specified, see 

below for Library 

paths.write_gdsii("component1.gds") #optionally 'unit' and 'grid' can be specified, see 

below for Library
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G.2  Device Layout File

#doubleringdevice.py file (referenced by above code)

#IPKISS LAYOUT CODE 

#John Covey 

#Ray Chen Nanophotonics Research Group at UT Austin 

#November 2013 

#Horizontal Cover Slot-like Waveguide to Fiber grating coupler (Input and Output 

gratings) 

#Along with Dual Ring Resonators coupled to the waveguide 

#This file makes a single layout of the input/output gratings, alignment marks, 

waveguides, and the dual ring resonator 

#and pushes the result back to the master file making the overall layout 

from ipkiss.all import * 

def 

doubleringdevice(xloc,yloc,gratingperiods,totalgratlen,gratingtrenchcorrect,gratingtoothc

orrect,WG_width,Ring_correct,\ 

                     

paths,boundary,ringspacing,ringspacingB,taperlength=500,lengthmultiple=0,ringradius=2

0): 

    TECH.METRICS.UNIT = 1e-6 

    TECH.METRICS.GRID = 1e-9 
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#paths += CirclePath(layer=Layer(2), center=(625+WG_width-Ring_correct+.25+20,-

125),radius=20, line_width=WG_width) #circle 

    #WAVEGUIDE/ROUTING PART OF THE LAYOUT 

    paths += Wedge(layer=Layer(2), begin_coord=(0.0-xloc,0.0-yloc), begin_width=12.0, 

end_coord=(taperlength-xloc,0.0-yloc), end_width=WG_width) 

    boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(0.0-xloc,0.0-yloc), 

begin_width=18.0, end_coord=(taperlength-xloc,0.0-yloc), end_width=6.5) 

    paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=(taperlength+2.5+(133*lengthmultiple)-

xloc,0.0-yloc), box_size=(5.0+(266*lengthmultiple), WG_width)) 

    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), 

center=(taperlength+2.5+(133*lengthmultiple)-xloc,0.0-yloc), 

box_size=(5.0+(266*lengthmultiple), 6.5)) 

    paths += BendPath(layer=Layer(2), 

start_point=(taperlength+5.0+(266*lengthmultiple)-xloc,0.0-yloc), radius=120.0, 

line_width=WG_width, input_angle=0.0, 

                           output_angle=-90.0, angle_step=0.1, clockwise=True)                       

    boundary += BendPath(layer=Layer(1), 

start_point=(taperlength+5.0+(266*lengthmultiple)-xloc,0.0-yloc), radius=120.0, 

line_width=6.5, input_angle=0.0, 

                           output_angle=-90.0, angle_step=0.1, clockwise=True)          

    paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=(taperlength+125-

xloc+(266*lengthmultiple),-125.0-yloc), box_size=(WG_width, 10.0)) 

    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), center=(taperlength+125-

xloc+(266*lengthmultiple),-125.0-yloc), box_size=(6.5, 10.0)) 

       

    paths += BendPath(layer=Layer(2), start_point=(taperlength+125.0-

xloc+(266*lengthmultiple),-130.0-yloc), radius=120.0, line_width=WG_width, 

input_angle=-90.0, 

                           output_angle=-180.0, angle_step=0.1, clockwise=True)                       
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    boundary += BendPath(layer=Layer(1), start_point=(taperlength+125.0-

xloc+(266*lengthmultiple),-130.0-yloc), radius=120.0, line_width=6.5, input_angle=-

90.0, 

                           output_angle=-180.0, angle_step=0.1, clockwise=True)          

    paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=(taperlength+2.5+(133*lengthmultiple)-

xloc,-250.0-yloc), box_size=(5.0+(266*lengthmultiple), WG_width)) 

    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), 

center=(taperlength+2.5+(133*lengthmultiple)-xloc,-250.0-yloc), 

box_size=(5.0+(266*lengthmultiple), 6.5)) 

    paths += Wedge(layer=Layer(2), begin_coord=(taperlength-xloc,-250.0-yloc), 

begin_width=WG_width, end_coord=(0.0-xloc,-250.0-yloc), end_width=12.0) 

    boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(taperlength-xloc,-250.0-yloc), 

begin_width=6.5, end_coord=(0.0-xloc,-250.0-yloc), end_width=18.0) 

    #END WAVEGUIDE/ROUTING PART OF THE LAYOUT 

    

    

    ###RINGS!!!! 

    ###RINGS!!!! 

    paths += CirclePath(layer=Layer(2), center=(taperlength+125-xloc+WG_width-

Ring_correct+ringspacing+ringradius\ 

                                                ,-125.0+5.0-yloc),radius=ringradius, 

line_width=WG_width, angle_step=0.2) #circle 

    boundary += CirclePath(layer=Layer(1), center=(taperlength+125-xloc+WG_width-

Ring_correct+ringspacing+ringradius\ 

                                                   ,-125.0+5.0-yloc),radius=ringradius, line_width=6) 

#circle 

 

    paths += CirclePath(layer=Layer(2), center=(taperlength+125-xloc+WG_width-

Ring_correct+ringspacing+ringradius\ 
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                                                +2*ringradius+ringspacingB+WG_width,-125.0+5.0-

yloc),radius=ringradius, line_width=WG_width, angle_step=0.2) #circle 

    boundary += CirclePath(layer=Layer(1), center=(taperlength+125-xloc+WG_width-

Ring_correct+ringspacing+ringradius\ 

                                                   +2*ringradius+ringspacingB+WG_width,-125.0+5.0-

yloc),radius=ringradius, line_width=6) #circle 

    ###END RINGS!!!! 

    ###END RINGS!!!! 

    

    #GRATING COUPLER CODE 

    accum=0 

    for i in reversed(xrange(0,len(gratingperiods),2)): 

        paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=((-1*totalgratlen)+accum+

(gratingperiods[i+1]/2)-xloc,0.0-yloc), box_size=(gratingperiods[i+1], 12.0)) 

        paths += Rectangle(layer=Layer(2), center=((-1*totalgratlen)+accum+

(gratingperiods[i+1]/2)-xloc,-250.0-yloc), box_size=(gratingperiods[i+1], 12.0)) 

        accum += gratingperiods[i] + gratingperiods[i+1] 

        #print gratingperiods[i], gratingperiods[i+1] 

    

    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), center=((-totalgratlen/2)-xloc,0.0-yloc), 

box_size=(totalgratlen+6,18.0)) 

    boundary += Rectangle(layer=Layer(1), center=((-totalgratlen/2)-xloc,-250.0-yloc), 

box_size=(totalgratlen+6,18.0)) 

    #END GRATING COUPLER CODE 

    

    #GRATING STRIATION CODE (To make the gratings easier to see through 

scattering) 

    for i in range(-6,6,1): 

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,0.0-yloc), 

begin_width=4.0,\ 
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                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(i*5),0.0-yloc+25.0), end_width=0.2) 

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,0.0-yloc), 

begin_width=4.0,\ 

                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(i*5),0.0-yloc-25.0), end_width=0.2)   

    for i in range(-7,7,1): 

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,0.0-yloc), 

begin_width=4.0,\ 

                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(-5*5),0.0-yloc-(i*5.0)), 

end_width=0.2)   

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,0.0-yloc), 

begin_width=4.0,\ 

                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(5*4),0.0-yloc-(i*5.0)), 

end_width=0.2)  

        

    for i in range(-6,6,1): 

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,-250.0-

yloc), begin_width=4.0,\ 

                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(i*5),-250.0-yloc+25.0), 

end_width=0.2) 

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,-250.0-

yloc), begin_width=4.0,\ 

                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(i*5),-250.0-yloc-25.0), 

end_width=0.2)        

    for i in range(-7,7,1): 

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,-250.0-

yloc), begin_width=4.0,\ 

                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(-5*5),-250.0-yloc-(i*5.0)), 

end_width=0.2)   

        boundary += Wedge(layer=Layer(1), begin_coord=(-xloc-totalgratlen/2,-250.0-

yloc), begin_width=4.0,\ 
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                          end_coord=((-xloc-totalgratlen/2)+(5*4),-250.0-yloc-(i*5.0)), 

end_width=0.2) 

    #END GRATING STRIATION CODE 

    

    return paths,boundary
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APPENDIX  H

Coupled Mode Theory Source Code -
Grating Resonator
(Octave)
#John Covey
#July 2014
#Graduate Research, Optical Interconnects Group UT Austin 
#Coupled Mode Theory Simulator using Octave (MATLAB compatible language)
#Grating Resonator Code

#This code simulates the field values for input or output waveguides by iterating field 
#couplings at small time intervals
#This data can be used for temporal or spectral analysis of the resonator's response

nphase = 1.8; 
ng=2.7; #assumption that needs real data from an FSR 
proploss = 1.001;  #units are in dB/cm 
L=43e-6;  #length of grating resonator 
center_wavelength = 1550e-9; 
r1=.779 
r2=.65#.65 
bottom_powercouplingcoef= (1-r1)*(1-r2) #.338^2; 
fieldlossperpass = (1-r1)*(1-r2) 
coupleroutput = .2**.5#.20**.5 
#coupleroutput = .07**.5 

c=3e8; 
vg=c/ng; 
FSR=vg/2/L; 

tauoutput = 2/(coupleroutput*FSR); 

resonance_freqnum1=floor(2*L*nphase/center_wavelength); 
resonance_freqnum2=ceil(2*L*nphase/center_wavelength); 
resonance_wavelength1=2*L*nphase/resonance_freqnum1; 
resonance_wavelength2=2*L*nphase/resonance_freqnum2; 
resonance_freq1=c/resonance_wavelength1; 
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resonance_freq2=c/resonance_wavelength2; 
w0_1=2*pi*resonance_freq1; 
w0_2=2*pi*resonance_freq2; 

dBlostpersecond = proploss*vg*100; 
#tauproploss = 4.33/dBlostpersecond;  #units in seconds;  a signal reaching -4.33 dB is 
tau lifetime 

outputdBlossperpass=log(1-fieldlossperpass)/log(.5^.333333333333333); 
output_proploss_per_second = outputdBlossperpass/((2*L)/vg); 
#taupassloss = 4.33/output_proploss_per_second; 

tauL = 4.33/(dBlostpersecond + output_proploss_per_second); 

#tauL = tauproploss; #power lost due to absorption+surface roughness 
#tauL = tauproploss + taupassloss 

mu_bottomside = sqrt(2/tauoutput); 

lambda_range = 1.565e-6:.05e-9:1.566e-6;  #.01e-9 
omega_range=2*pi.*(c./lambda_range); 

omega_range = [1]; 

dt=1e-15; 
t = (0:dt:8e-12); 
#ainput = zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
#for i = 30:1:(30+1000) 
# ainput(i)=1; 
#end 
ainput = ones(length(omega_range),length(t)); 

a1=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
aoutput=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
adrop=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 

omega_range=2*pi.*(c./lambda_range); 
finaladrops=zeros(1,length(omega_range)); 

omega_counter = 0; 
for w = omega_range 
        omega_counter = omega_counter + 1; 
        dw = w - w0_1;  #change this to zero if you just want to investigate on-resonance
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        for n = 2:1:length(t) 
                a1(n) = (j*dw*a1(n-1) - (1/tauoutput)*a1(n-1) -j*mu_bottomside*ainput(n-1) - 
(1/tauL)*a1(n-1) )*dt  + a1(n-1); 

                aoutput(n) = 0 + j*mu_bottomside*a1(n); 
                adrop(n) = 0; 
                #adrop(n)=sqrt((abs(ainput(n))^2)-(abs(aoutput(n))^2)); 
        end 
        finaladrops(omega_counter)=abs(adrop(length(t)))^2; 
        finalaoutputs(omega_counter)=abs(aoutput(length(t)))^2; 
end 
finalaoutputs 
#plot(t,abs(aoutput).^2) 
#plot(lambda_range,finalaoutputs) 
#plot(lambda_range,finaladrops,lambda_range,finalaoutputs) 
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APPENDIX  I

Coupled Mode Theory Source Code -
6 Series-Coupled Ring Resonator 
Tolerance Sweep
(Octave)
#John Covey
#July 2014
#Graduate Research, Optical Interconnects Group UT Austin 
#Coupled Mode Theory Simulator using Octave (MATLAB compatible language)
#6 Ring Resonator Code

#This code simulates the field values for input or output waveguides by iterating field 
#couplings at small time intervals
#This data can be used for temporal or spectral analysis of the resonator's response

#Each time this file is run, the ring coupling coefficients are randomly chosen from an 
#available range that is within the fabrication tolerances of the JEOL 6000 electron beam 
#that operates at the University of Texas at Austin
#By running this file 50 times and plotting the spectral result, Figure 17 was obtained

nphase = 1.8; 
ng=2.4; #assumption that needs real data from an FSR 
proploss = 1.0001;  #units are in dB/cm 
R=5e-6;  #radius of ring resonator 
center_wavelength = 1570e-9; 
bottom_powercouplingcoef=  .338^2;  #was .338^2 
ring12_powercouplingcoef= .0367^2; 
ring23_powercouplingcoef= .0190^2; 
ring34_powercouplingcoef= .0163^2; 
ring45_powercouplingcoef= .0190^2; 
ring56_powercouplingcoef= .0367^2; 
top_powercouplingcoef       = .338^2; 

c=3e8; 
vg=c/ng; 
FSR=vg/2/pi/R; 
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#etain = sqrt(2/(tauoutput*FSR));  #etain = sqrt(bottom_powercouplingcoef) 
tauoutput = 2/(bottom_powercouplingcoef*FSR); 

B=2*pi*FSR*.05;  #bandwidth term, where the last term is changeable 

resonance_freqnum1=floor(2*pi*R*nphase/center_wavelength); 
resonance_freqnum2=ceil(2*pi*R*nphase/center_wavelength); 
resonance_wavelength1=2*pi*R*nphase/resonance_freqnum1; 
resonance_wavelength2=2*pi*R*nphase/resonance_freqnum2; 
resonance_freq1=c/resonance_wavelength1; 
resonance_freq2=c/resonance_wavelength2; 
w0_1=2*pi*resonance_freq1; 
w0_2=2*pi*resonance_freq2; 

dBlostpersecond = proploss*vg*100; 
tauproploss = 4.33/dBlostpersecond;  #units in seconds;  a signal 
#reaching -4.33 dB is tau lifetime 
tauL = tauproploss; #power lost due to absorption+surface roughness 

outputdBlossperpass=log(1-bottom_powercouplingcoef)/log(.5^.333333333333333); 
output_proploss_per_second = outputdBlossperpass/((2*pi*R)/vg); 
tauoutput = 4.33/output_proploss_per_second; 

dropdBlossperpass=log(1-top_powercouplingcoef)/log(.5^.333333333333333); 
drop_proploss_per_second = dropdBlossperpass/((2*pi*R)/vg); 
taudrop = 4.33/drop_proploss_per_second; 

tauoutput = 1/(1.932*B)/unifrnd(0.6,1.4);# 
mu_ring12=1.169*B*unifrnd(0.7,1.3); 
mu_ring23=.605*B*unifrnd(0.8,1.2); 
mu_ring34=.518*B*unifrnd(0.9,1.1); 
mu_ring45=.605*B*unifrnd(0.8,1.2); 
mu_ring56=1.169*B*unifrnd(0.7,1.3); 
taudrop = 1/(1.932*B)/unifrnd(0.6,1.4); 

mu_bottomside = sqrt(2/tauoutput); 
mu_topside = sqrt(2/taudrop); 

omega_range = [1]; 

ainput = ones(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
a1=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
a2=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
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a3=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
a4=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
a5=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
a6=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
aoutput=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 
adrop=zeros(length(omega_range),length(t)); 

omega_range=2*pi.*(c./lambda_range); 
finaladrops=zeros(1,length(omega_range)); 

omega_counter = 0; 
for w = omega_range 
        omega_counter = omega_counter + 1; 
        dw = w - w0_1; 
        for n = 2:1:length(t) 
                a1(n) = (j*dw*a1(n-1) - (1/tauoutput)*a1(n-1) - j*mu_ring12*a2(n-1) 
-  j*mu_bottomside*ainput(n-1) - (1/tauL)*a1(n-1) )*dt  + a1(n-1); 
                a2(n) = (j*dw*a2(n-1) - j*mu_ring12*a1(n-1) - j*mu_ring23*a3(n-1)  - 
(1/tauL)*a2(n-1) )*dt  + a2(n-1); 
                a3(n) = (j*dw*a3(n-1) - j*mu_ring23*a2(n-1) - j*mu_ring34*a4(n-1)  - 
(1/tauL)*a3(n-1) )*dt  + a3(n-1); 
                a4(n) = (j*dw*a4(n-1) - j*mu_ring34*a3(n-1) - j*mu_ring45*a5(n-1)  - 
(1/tauL)*a4(n-1) )*dt  + a4(n-1); 
                a5(n) = (j*dw*a5(n-1) - j*mu_ring45*a4(n-1) - j*mu_ring56*a6(n-1)  - 
(1/tauL)*a5(n-1) )*dt  + a5(n-1); 
                a6(n) = (j*dw*a6(n-1) - j*mu_ring56*a5(n-1) - (1/taudrop)*a6(n-1) - 
(1/tauL)*a6(n-1) )*dt  + a6(n-1); 

                aoutput(n) = ainput(n) - j*mu_bottomside*a1(n); 
                adrop(n) = 0 - j*mu_topside*a6(n); 
                #adrop(n)=sqrt((abs(ainput(n))^2)-(abs(aoutput(n))^2)); 
        end 
        finaladrops(omega_counter)=abs(adrop(length(t)))^2; 
        finalaoutputs(omega_counter)=abs(aoutput(length(t)))^2; 
end 
#plot(lambda_range,finaladrops,lambda_range,finalaoutputs) 
#plot(lambda_range,finaladrops) 
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